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ABSTRACT 
 
 Optimization of a complex process or system is often a task utilized in industrial 
engineering where specialized Designs of Experiments (DOEs) are used. Optimization for the 
purpose of finding the ideal condition of a product or process is a novel concept in kinesiology. 
In kinesiology research comparing 3 or more multi-level independent variables (IVs) is rarely 
conducted. In optimization DOE studies, each IV is a multi-level independent variable and all 
combinations of these variables are studied simultaneously with a factorial DOE approach or 
method. One such method is the Taguchi Method (TM), which is a robust industrial engineering 
optimization DOE method developed by Dr. Genichi Taguchi in post WWII Japan. The TM was 
created for the purpose of developing a product or process in a cost effective and efficient 
manner. To conserve resources the TM relies on fractional factorial orthogonal arrays, which 
require half or less of all possible linear combinations (LC). The TM works best when the 
materials under study behave uniformly. When the material behaves uniformly only a few 
replications of a LC are needed. In optimization studies with humans, humans are the material, 
and often humans behave non-uniformly which requires many repeat observations of LCs to 
achieve stable results.  
The purpose of this study was to validate the use of the TM in a kinesiology and athletic 
training application using humans along with determining what sample size produces consistent 
results in a TM study. For this study, the reduction in ankle inversion motion was studied by 
manipulating ankle taping variables relating to how thick the tape was applied, how high up the 
lower leg tape was applied, and how thick the prewrap was applied. Each independent variable 
(IV) was studied at two levels using the same ankle taping pattern. A TM orthogonal linear array 
four (L4) and a full factorial array were compared to see how close the two arrays optimal results 
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were in value. For score stability progressively smaller sample sizes were analyzed. Video and 
inclinometery based motion analyses were used to measure the amount of ankle inversion motion, 
and the amount of plantar flexion. In addition, the weight of each participant’s ankle taping for 
each LC was measured for cost comparison. No TM based environmental variables where used 
in this study. Repeated measures statistical analysis was used which involved each participant 
being tested in each of the taping LCs, a no tape condition, and a durable ankle brace condition. 
The participants had no history of ankle injury in the past 12 months. 
The results of this study showed the TM identifying the same optimal LC parameters as 
the full factorial approach. The results also showed that the TM’s estimated optimal condition 
value was consistent with the optimal value found with the full factorial approach. To achieve 
statically significant results a sample size of n = 34 was needed in this study, but if the main 
emphasis of the researcher was in identifying meaningful difference between LC for product or 
process development, and not purely statistical significance, as sample size of n = 14 was 
deemed sufficient. A comparison of the measures used in this study showed that when the 
precision of the measure increased the required sample size decreased. A cost analysis showed 
that for a slight cost saving a “lighter” weight of tape could be used if the athletic trainer wanted 
to save money over a sport’s season. The ideal LC found in this study was 3 layers thick of ankle 
tape, applied 35% of the fibular length, as measured up from the distal fibular head, and a single 
layer of prewrap.  
This study validated the use of the TM in a kinesiology study of ankle tape performance. 
Further investigation is needed into the effect of exercise on the various LCs used in this study. 
In addition, further investigation is needed into the effects of controlling human variability 
within TM studies. This TM study opens the door for the exploration of optimization research 
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concerning dose response relationships, human performance optimization, and product 
development in kinesiology.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 An area that has not been extensively studied in kinesiology is the application of design 
of experiment (DOE) for optimization purposes. Two DOEs used for optimization purposes are 
the full factorial and fractional factorial DOEs. Full factorial designs are very taxing on research 
resources, because of its large experimental design space, requiring each experimental 
combination to be studied. Fractional factorial designs on the other hand offer cost saving 
features because they use half, or less, of the total possible experimental combinations in the 
design space, thus using half or less of the total design space that a full factorial design spaces 
requires, and half or less, of the resources. To achieve this researcher’s use an averaging 
procedure based on the experimental combinations included in a study. There are drawbacks 
however to fractional factorial DOEs. These include incomplete study of interactions and 
decreased dependability in the estimated outcome score. In order to explore the benefits, 
drawbacks, and validity of fractional factorial DOEs this dissertation research will compare a full 
factorial DOE and a fractional factorial DOE in a kinesiology application involving human 
subjects to see if similar results are obtained by the two DOEs.  
At this point the application of optimization factorial DOE in kinesiology has been 
limited to work in computer simulations of bicycling and running performance (Wang & Liu, 
2004), and study of human’s physical activity in the industrial work environment (Griefahn, 
Kunemund, & Gehring, 2001; McGorry, Dempsey, & O'Brien, 2004). The lack of application of 
optimization factorial design is most likely due to the large sample sizes and costs required in a 
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full factorial human subject optimization study, and compounded by human subject variability. 
Typically studies of human subjects involve more error compared to measurement of inanimate 
objects, such as car parts, which results in more replications of each linear combination (LC; i.e., 
the systematic combinations of multi-level independent variables) included in a study. In 
addition, the sample size and resource requirement in full factorial studies increase dramatically 
when a new independent variable (IV) or IV level is added to a DOE.  
 Optimization experimental design is the common term used by researchers in the 
behavioral sciences. In the realm of industrial engineering, the branch of engineering concerned 
with the optimization of complex systems, the research term DOE is used instead, and will be the 
term used in this dissertation to refer to experimental design. Factorial DOEs are most often used 
for the purpose of product and process optimization. A specialized industrial engineering method 
developed by a Japanese researcher, Dr. Genichi Taguchi, in the 1940s, used extensively in the 
automotive and general manufacturing industries throughout the world is the Taguchi Method 
(TM) (Roy, 2001). The TM uses specialized fractional factorial DOEs and frequently 
incorporates environmental conditions within which a product or process will be used, such as 
heat, humidity, or other relevant environmental variables. The TM fractional factorial models 
uses half or less of the possible experimental combinations as represented by the blue colored 
cubes in the in the rightmost cube matrix in Figure 1 thus making the DOE “lean” but utilizing 
the same design space as a full factorial DOE (see the leftmost cube in Figure 1). The rightmost 
cube matrix potentially reveals the same information as the leftmost full factorial cube matrix in 
which all experimental combinations are studied (i.e., orange and blue squares). This dissertation 
will compare these two cubes, the full factorial and TM based fractional factorial cubes, and use 
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the optimization of a product created routinely in the field of Athletic Training, ankle taping, as 
the application for comparison.   
 
Full Factorial     Fractional Factorial 
        Using the Taguchi Method 
 
Figure 1. Comparison of the full factorial and fractional factorial design spaces. Orange and Blue 
squares of the leftmost cube studied equally. Light colored squares of the rightmost cube 
represent LCs that are not studied.  
 
Many athletes sustain an ankle injury at some point in their athletic career and athletic 
tape is often applied to the ankle as a means to help prevent and treat ankle injury (i.e., sprains). 
Medical care for ankle injuries, both sport and non-sport related, cost 3.65 billion dollars 
annually (Osborne & Rizzo Jr., 2003). This includes acute, rehabilitative, and preventive care. 
The lower extremities are more susceptible to injuries and account for over 50% of all injuries in 
sport in the U.S. (Hootman, Dick, & Agel, 2007), with ankle injuries accounting for the majority 
of these injuries (Almeida, Williams, Shaffer, & Brodine, 1999; Fong, Hong, Chan, Yung, & 
Chan, 2007).  
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 Ankle taping costs money and takes time to apply. A roll of adhesive athletic tape costs 
about $1.40, and about one and a half rolls are used to tape two ankles. On average, it takes 67 
seconds to tape an ankle (Mickel et al., 2006) not including the time it takes to transition between 
athletes. Multiplied over a team of athletes having their ankles taped daily, and over an entire 
team’s season, the time and money (i.e., costs) for taping ankles rapidly adds up. This leads to 
the question, is there an optimal ankle taping LC for achieving maximum reduction in ankle 
inversion movement and at the same time is cost effective? It should be noted that less 
movement and slower movement of the ankle is optimal.  
To provide a reference for comparing an optimal ankle taping LC a gold standard for 
ankle motion reduction should be considered. The durable ankle brace (DAB), which is 
considered a superior method to help prevent and treat ankle injury (Quinn, Parker, de Bie, Rowe, 
& Handoll, 2000), and is the gold standard in the field of athletic training. The athletic trainer 
does not need to assist putting on the DAB thus saving time, and the DAB cost less over a season 
than ankle taping thus saving money, however even though the DAB offers optimal ankle 
support for most situations, athletes generally prefer their ankles taped due to its perceived 
comfort, performance, customizability, and availability (Wilkerson, 2002).  
There are many methods for ankle taping for the reduction of ankle inversion movement, 
which are very similar to the original ankle taping method called the Gibney Method (Gibney, 
1895), documented by Gibney in the New York Medical Journal in 1895. Generally, athletic 
trainers or coaches use a combination of tape patterns and materials, which they learned from a 
mentor or have developed over time. Ankle taping has been empirically studied but ankle taping 
studies generally compare one ankle taping condition (i.e., a single LC combination) to a no tape 
condition, or to a DAB. No study has been found that has separated the ankle taping structures 
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into different multi-level (i.e., tape thickness—one layer or three layers thick) IVs, and 
systematically studied the resulting LCs for the purposes of optimization. Subsequently, without 
there being research into the systematic manipulation of ankle taping structures there are many 
unfounded “best practices” and opinions in the field of athletic training as to which ankle taping 
combination is optimal, but there is little evidence to validate these opinions. 
A factorial DOE can become exponentially large with the addition of IVs. A true 
optimization study, as conducted in industrial engineering, will generally look at three or more 
multi-level IVs. The study of only three IVs is considered a “small” study in industrial 
engineering where their studies generally study five or more multi-level IVs; however, these 
“small” studies are suitable to kinesiology applications due to the lower sample size 
requirements. Study sample size is related to human variability and human variability requires 
repeated measures, which causes study sample sizes to become prohibitively large in factorial 
optimization studies involving humans. For example, an optimization DOE with three three-level 
IV requires 3 X 3 X 3 experimental combinations or 27 experimental combinations. In a 
kinesiology application, this model would require 27 participants for just one replication of each 
combination: if each combination needed to be studied four times at minimum (i.e., repeated 
measures), 108 participants would be needed. The research approach often taken by a researcher 
is to only study those LCs that they believe will give the most information as illustrated by the 
upper right cubes in the cube matrix in Figure 2. With this approach, not all levels are explored 
and potentially important factor combinations are not studied. This focused method does not lend 
itself well to research situations where it is important to study the IVs at multiple levels. Doing 
so would provide information about the continuum of the IV(s) under study. Fortunately the TM 
allows the researcher to study many multi-level IVs and at the same time reduce resource 
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requirements by only studying a balanced fraction of the potential LCs. Thus the TM approach 
allows the researcher to study the underlying continuum of IVs under study. 
 
 
Figure 2. Reduce design space. A limited number of orange and blue cubes in the upper right 
hand section of the cube matrix are being studied.  
 
Significance of the Study 
 The significance of this study is that it is the first to validate the application of the TM to 
a kinesiology application. Application of the TM to ankle taping was selected because it 
addresses the issues of optimization in a kinesiology and human subject context. This application 
is also most similar to industrial engineering product development as an “ankle tape job” is a 
product made for a specific purpose, and ankle tape application serves as a conceivable example 
to other researcher and readers of scientific literature. In addition, there is great potential for the 
TM in kinesiology in terms of studying dose-response relationships in kinesiology and 
rehabilitation, and performance optimization.  
Purpose of the Study  
The purpose of this study is to determine the feasibility of the TM, a fractional factorial 
DOE method, for use in a kinesiology and athletic training application, and secondarily to 
explore the optimization of ankle tape performance for the purpose of ankle inversion motion 
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restriction. To study ankle tape performance two measurement systems will be used: a sudden 
ankle inversion device (SAID) with motion analysis, and an ankle ROM measurement system. 
To determine the feasibility of the TM, a full factorial experimental design will be used to 
conduct data collection, and the results from the TM and full factorial analysis will then be 
compared. In addition, a DAB will be used for comparison purposes as a DAB is expected to 
perform the same or better than ankle tape.  
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Research Questions and Hypothesis 
Research Question One. 
 Based on current recommended ankle taping procedures used to prevent ankle inversion 
injury, will variation in ankle tape parameters, including tape thickness, tape height and prewrap 
thickness, reduce the amount and rate of ankle inversion motion? 
 Hypothesis one: One of the eight taping combinations will perform the best. 
Research Question Two. 
 The sample size needed to test a 2 X 2 X 2 full factorial and fractional factorial DOE for 
ankle taping has not been done. Will 35 participants be sufficient to test each of these DOE? 
 Hypothesis two: A sample size of 35 participants per combination will be sufficient.  
Research Question Three. 
 Can adhesive ankle tape work as well as a durable ankle brace to limit the ankle inversion 
motion?  
Hypothesis three: Adhesive ankle tape provides close to the same ankle inversion motion 
restriction as a durable ankle brace. 
Research Question Four. 
 A fractional factorial array tests half, or less, of the possible cell combinations of a full 
factorial array. Will the TM be able to estimate the results as established by a full factorial design 
space? 
 Hypothesis four: There will be little difference between the experimental designs: full 
factorial and the Taguchi Method. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Each academic field has its own methods for observation and experimentation. Some 
methods have been specialized for particular purposes. Within the field of kinesiology there is a 
sub-field specializing in the development and application of measurement theory, statistics and 
mathematical analysis to the movement sciences. This field is called Kinesmetrics, a term coined 
by Weimo Zhu (Rowe & Mahar, 2006; Zhu, February 26, 2009--web accessed). One of the 
missions of this field is to seek and apply new methods of observation, experimentation, and 
analysis. This dissertation explores a new method of experimentation and analysis called the 
Taguchi Method (TM). This literature review provides a knowledge foundation on the TM in 
order for the reader to have a solid understanding of the methods used in this dissertation.  
 Ankle taping is part art and part science. The art is perfected with practice and knowledge 
of the procedures of ankle taping. The science is based on the body of prophylactic ankle 
stabilizer (PAS) research. A large body of literature on PAS research is available via empirical 
studies, reviews of literature (Hume & Gerrard, 1998) and meta-analysis (Cordova, Ingersoll, & 
LeBlanc, 2000; Cordova, Scott, Ingersoll, & Leblanc, 2005). Many ankle taping empirical 
studies, however, utilize a design of experiment (DOE) that only elicit cause and effect 
relationships. They are not designed to find the optimal combination of independent variable 
(IVs), which could lead to the best, or better, outcomes of ankle taping. The purpose of this study 
is to explore the TM optimization DOE in kinesiology application and it will focus on ankle 
taping IVs related to the material used to tape an ankle.  
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Researchers wanting to optimize products or processes to increase quality, or robustness, 
utilize special DOE strategies. These strategies include full factorial designs, fractional factorial 
designs, response surface methodology and other optimization designs and methods. These 
DOEs and methods typically deviate from traditional empirical studies utilized in the behavioral 
sciences because the end goal, in optimization DOE research, is quality improvement. 
Contrasting to this is the empirical study’s end goal, which is the reliability of observations so 
that the effectiveness of IV can be determined and explained. In this fashion behavioral scientists 
explains the natural world while optimization scientists utilize the natural world (Park, 1996).  
The natural world is full of variation. Variation cannot be ignored. In optimization research 
variation is considered noise. It can be simulated in the DOE using various techniques (G. 
Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000) such as repeated measures and external arrays. 
Optimization researchers utilize noise in their designs because they want their product or process 
to be robust to the influences of noise. In the end, the main goal of optimization research is to 
design a product or process, which is the least influenced by noise.  
In optimization research noise can be designed into an experiment. Designing noise into 
an experiment can most readily be done within full factorial designs, but the number of 
experimental combinations that need to be studied can easily necessitate large resource 
requirements (NIST/SEMATECH, ). Another optimization method is the fractional factorial 
DOE. This method utilizes a fraction of the potential experimental combinations and estimates 
the results of a full factorial DOE. However there are assumptions that need to be met in order to 
use the fractional factorial DOE. In addition, the selection of which conditions to study and not 
others needs to be determined. This can be a challenging task for those not used to using 
fractional factorial DOE, but will be explained in greater detail in later sections.  
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The Taguchi method (TM) was developed after WWII in Japan. Following WWII, Japan 
needed to improve its country’s industry but Japan did not have many resources for research and 
design. One of the industries that needed desperate improvement was Japan’s telephone 
infrastructure. Genichi Taguchi, a Japanese researcher at that time, proposed a DOE method 
called the TM to build a robust telephone infrastructure with minimal research and design 
resources (G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000). This method utilizes a series of balanced 
fractional factorial DOE, called orthogonal arrays, to study IV effects. These arrays are made up 
of multi-level IVs, which are used to construct experimental combinations called linear 
combinations (LC). The orthogonal array uses half or less of total possible LC, which provides 
half or less of the total possible information when compared to a full factorial experiment. The 
results from the LC that are studied are then used to estimate the optimal value of the quality 
being measured. With the use of orthogonal arrays average IV effects are summarized by a 
quality characteristic, the signal to noise ratio, which is basically an average of all IV effects an 
experiment in an experiment. The signal to noise ratio will be explained in a latter in this chapter. 
After TM procedures are used to find the IVs which contribute the most information an optimal 
LC is identified and then estimation of an optimal combination is determined. The TM can best 
be thought of as a robust DOE that allows studies that would be too large to be practically done 
to be made into a study of manageable size. It also helps reduce experiment cost and time, forces 
up-front thinking and increases the quality of products and processes (Roy, 2001). 
The TM utilizes specific procedures to setup, run and analyze optimization studies. These 
procedures will explained in detail since they deviate from traditional DOE, but first a review 
pertinent ankle taping literature related to the optimization of ankle taping for reducing ankle 
inversion movement will conducted. The review of literature is divided into six sections: (a) 
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ankle injury and related statistics, (b) anatomy and injury prevention, (c) measures of ankle and 
prophylactic ankle stabilizer performance, (d) optimization by design, (e) application of the TM, 
and (f) sample size consideration related to the TM. 
Ankle Injury and Related Statistics 
 Joints and muscles are sometimes stressed to the point of injury during physical activity. 
Lower extremity injuries account for over 50% of all sports injuries (Hootman, Dick, & Agel, 
2007). Ankle injuries account for the majority of lower extremity injuries (Almeida, Williams, 
Shaffer, & Brodine, 1999; Fong, Hong, Chan, Yung, & Chan, 2007; Paris, 1992). Based on a 16-
year epidemiological injury summary of 15 NCAA collegiate sports, Hootman et al. (2007) 
found rates of 0.83 ankle injuries per 1000 athlete-exposure hours; the highest injury rate for the 
15 sports studied. A similar ankle injury rate, 0.52, was identified by a study of high school 
athletes (Nelson, Collins, Yard, Fields, & Comstock, 2007). Overall sport and non-sport ankle 
related injury medical costs can run as much as $3.65 billion yearly (Osborne & Rizzo Jr., 2003). 
Ankle injuries invariably receive the most attention by athletic trainers, which devote a large 
portion of their resources for preventing ankle injuries.  
Lower Leg Anatomy 
Injuries during play are common. During play the forces and the mobility encountered by 
the lower extremities increase the chance for injury. To aid the reader ankle injury mechanics 
and important structures are reviewed. The talus, and the medial and lateral malleoli, of the tibia 
and fibula, form the talocrural joint, or ankle joint (see Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively). The 
tibia arches over the domed shaped talus making a hinge joint with the malleoli and talus. 
Inferiorly sits the calcaneus. The navicular sits anteriorly to the calcaneus and slightly inferior. 
The talus narrows from front to back allowing it to wedge between the malleoli when the foot is 
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dorsiflexed. Force from the foot is transferred to the talus and up the lower leg. Medially the 
talocrural joint is stabilized by the strong deltoid ligament (see Figure 4). This ligament is injured 
less than the lateral ligaments (see Figure 5). Two of three lateral collateral ligaments, anterior 
talofibular and posterior talofibular ligament directly attach the fibula to the talus. The calcaneal-
fibular ligament, the third lateral ligament, indirectly supports the talocrural joint, and is 
commonly injured along with the anterior talofibular. A joint capsule also supports the talocrural 
joint by encompassing the entire talocrural joint. Another important talocrural joint structure is 
the tibial-fibular joint (see Figure 3), which is secured by the anterior and posterior tibiofibular 
ligaments and the distal portion of the tuff syndesmosis membrane that attaches the tibia and 
fibula together.  
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Figure 3. Lower leg bones. Fibula is the leftmost bone, and the tibia is the rightmost bone. From 
Anatomy of the Human Body (Figure 259), by H. Gray, 1918, Philadelphia, PA: Lea and Febiger. 
Copyright Bartleby Bookstore. Reprinted with permission [www.bartleby.com]. 
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Figure 4. Medial ankle and ligaments. From Anatomy of the Human Body (Figure 354), by H. 
Gray, 1918, Philadelphia, PA: Lea and Febiger. Copyright Bartleby Bookstore. Reprinted with 
permission [www.bartleby.com]. 
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Figure 5. Lateral ankle bones and ligaments. From Anatomy of the Human Body (Figure 355), by 
H. Gray, 1918, Philadelphia, PA: Lea and Febiger. Copyright Bartleby Bookstore. Reprinted 
with permission [www.bartleby.com]. 
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Ankle Injury Mechanism 
 Lateral ankle injury is more common than medial ankle injury (Prentice & 
Arnheim, 2009). The focus from this point forward will be on the lateral ankle injury. Lateral 
ankle injury occurs with inversion or with inversion and plantar flexion (see Figure 6) 
mechanisms. These mechanisms typically happen when an individual steps onto an uneven 
surface or lands on an opposing player’s foot (Prentice & Arnheim, 2009). Anterior talofibular 
and calcaneal-fibular ligaments, lateral ligaments, are injured most often. Bone injury can also 
occur when the anterior talofibular and calcaneal-fibular ligaments are injured. This is due to the 
mechanics of the injury. Bone compression occurs when the anterior medial portion of the talus 
compresses against the lateral portion of the medial malleolus. The result is either deltoid 
ligament impingement or compression of cartilage and bone. At what point in the ROM does 
injury occur? It is speculated to happen at extreme inversion or inversion and plantar flexion 
(Delahunt, 2007; Kovaleski, Hollis, Heitman, Gurchiek, & Pearsall IV, 2002; Verhagen, van der 
Beek, & van Mechelen, 2001). Reducing the amount of ankle inversion, that is reduce extreme 
ROM, is thought to reduce injury. Devices are constructed to help limit this extreme ROM. 
These devices are prophylactic ankle stabilizers (PAS).  
 
 
Figure 6. An inversion and plantar flexion ankle injury mechanism. 
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Besides stabilization provided by the ligaments the ankle is also stabilized by muscle. A 
system of muscles and nerves provide this stabilization, or neuromuscular control. Nerves in the 
joint capsule, ligaments and muscles provide position sense to the central nervous system. The 
central nervous system reacts by producing a muscle reaction which helps stabilizes the ankle 
joint. Tendons cross the talocrural joint originating as muscles on the tibia and fibula and attach 
on various foot bones as tendons. This is the typically accepted role of muscle in stabilization of 
the ankle joint. This reaction though may not occur fast enough to help prevent an ankle joint 
injury (Cordova, Scott, Ingersoll, & Leblanc, 2005; Delahunt, 2007).  
Ankle Injury Prevention 
 Ankle injury prevention has two components. One component, injury prevention, 
includes proper conditioning, training, proper shoe use and if needed PAS use. The other 
component, injury management, also utilizes proper conditioning, training, proper shoe use and 
if needed PAS use, but it also focuses on tissue healing and reinjury prevention. To facilitate 
injury management PASs are utilized. A DAB is usually preferred in the early stages of tissue 
healing since it provides more support. It can be worn for long periods without irritating the skin, 
and is easy to remove. Athletes or athletic trainers may eventually elect to use ankle taping as a 
means to provided ankle support for injury prevention. All PAS add structure to the ankle joints, 
slow and restrict ankle movements, and provide joint feedback (Cordova, Ingersoll, & Palmieri, 
2002). Sports programs sometimes require PAS use as a preventative measure. This includes 
ankle tape or DAB wearing by the athlete during practice and competition (Wikstrom, Tillman, 
Smith, & Borsa, 2005). DAB are the most economical per a season of use, easier to apply, and 
cost a third of what it costs to tape an ankle for a sport season (Olmsted-Kramer & Hertel, 2004). 
To tape ankles a sports program needs to invest in tape and supplies (Alves, Alday, Ketcham, & 
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Lentell, 1992). The Athletic Department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
(personal communication, September 29, 2008) spends approximately $12,000 on 1.5 inch 
athletic tape and $3,000 on prewrap; a majority of which is used to tape ankles (Anonymous, 
2008). Small high schools easily spend $1,000 on athletic tape. Even though DABs perform 
better than ankle tape (Wilkerson, 2002) athletes typically prefer ankle taping over a DAB 
(Wilkerson, 2002). One of the downsides of ankle taping a sports team, however, is it takes many 
athletic trainers taping at top speed prior to a practice or a game to ankle tape a whole team of 
athletes and it cost more than use of DABs. 
Ankle Tape Optimization 
Typical ankle tape studies look for significant differences in performance (i.e., cause and 
effect). Cause and effect studies focus upon one or more conditions and if these effects are 
different from a baseline measure. Contrasting this is the focus of optimization studies. 
Optimization study designs seek quality improvement by systematically studying all relevant IVs 
in a design space (see Figure 1). Their focus is on the linear combination (LC) effects the optimal 
combination of these LC in a study. In an ankle tape optimization study the desire may be to see 
which combination of IV will produce a product that is most effective regardless of the person it 
is being applied to. A product that is most effective regardless of environmental conditions, in 
this case different people, is considered to be the most robust.  
Ankle taping studies, up to this point, do not utilize a true optimization design. The 
following is a review of ankle taping studies, which had some semblance of optimization in their 
research design. Greenfield et al. (2001) found no significant differences between four brands of 
athletic tape when applied on an artificial ankle model. Alt, Lohrer, and Gollhofer (1999) 
compared ankle-tape length, long (6.5 m of tape) and short (5 m of tape), for significant 
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performance differences. Purcell, Schuckman, Docherty, Schrader and Poppy (2008) compared 
different types of athletic tape, both traditional and a specialized brand, in a ROM restriction 
study to investigate if there was significant performance differences. These studies emphasized 
the differences between conditions tested, but quality improvement, the optimization of materials, 
techniques, or time spent for the purpose of development of an optimal product or process was 
not emphasized.  
Independent Variables Related to Ankle Taping 
 The goal of a person taping an ankle is to select the best combination ankle taping 
parameters based on an athlete’s needs. These needs are balance enhancement, and ROM 
restriction. Ankle balance and ROM restriction are influenced by the integrity of the material 
used and how the ankle tape application is designed (Hume & Gerrard, 1998). This includes its 
dimensions, thickness, choice of material, different patterns and methods of application, skin 
preparation and the environment in which it is used.  
Ankle taping has many structures. Ankle taping incorporates tape, athletic tape adhesive 
spray, and prewrap. Prewrap is a soft thin foam material meant to protect the skin (see Figure 7). 
One and half inch wide adhesive backed cloth tape , the most common size used, is applied to the 
skin, or over prewrap, to prevent ankle injury mechanisms such the inversion ankle injury 
mechanism. Freshly applied tape stretches very little but loosens with activity. Typical 
application incorporates one to three layers of each component, depending on desired stiffness, 
athlete size, and preference of the taper. Use of adhesive spray increases tape adhesion; however, 
some athletes dislike the sticky residue left after use and the potential skin irritation. Pre-wrap 
use separates the adhesive tape from direct contact with the skin, which reduces skin-tape 
abrasion and makes tape easier to remove. There is however debate as to the stability qualities of 
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ankle taping with prewrap as an under layer. Ricard and Sherwood (2000), however, found no 
difference in ankle tape performance if ankles were taped with or without a layer of prewrap. 
The structure of ankle tape is affected by how high and deep on the foot it is applied. 
Theoretically, the higher the tape is applied on the leg, the more support provided. Figure 8 
demonstrates tape height and depth. There is a natural and functional limit to how high tape can 
be applied. Calf muscle discomfort presents a natural height limit. At some point, high ankle tape 
application will fail to provide any additional support. Tape applied down the forefoot, ‘depth’, 
is dictated by preference and comfort. Some athletes dislike tape distal to the fifth metatarsal 
head due to discomfort, but some athletes like the mid arch support provided by the increased 
tape depth (see Figure 8).  
 
 
Figure 7. Pre-wrap application—arrow pointing to unavoidable thick section. 
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Figure 8. Tape height and depth illustrated. Tape height marked by the horizontal arrows and 
tape depth marked by the vertical arrows.  
 
Ankle tape application is an important component to ankle taping. It can be affected by 
the force and thickness in which tape is applied. Force is an important consideration and should 
be controlled within a study. Every person applies tape with a certain force, yet it is very difficult 
to calibrate the application force of different tapers, therefore only one taper should apply tape in 
an ankle tape study unless taper reliability is investigated. Tape thickness can be thin, one to two 
layers, or thick, more than two layers. Stiffness is controlled by the athletic trainer applying the 
tape.  
Ankle taping provides passive motion restriction and influences neuromuscular control. 
Passive ROM restriction helps reduce the amount and rate of ankle injury mechanisms and thus 
reduce the chance of injury. Neuromuscular control is facilitated by somatosensory input from 
the joint, muscle and cutaneous nerve receptors. The influence of neuromuscular control by 
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ankle tape however has been shown to be minimal when compared to the restrictive influence of 
PASs (Cordova, Ingersoll, & Palmieri, 2002). It has been shown that protective muscle 
activation via neuromuscular control occurs after the suspected time of injury. The main 
protection then is provided by ankle tape’s, or DAB’s, passive ROM restriction (Cordova, 
Ingersoll, & Palmieri, 2002).  
 Ankle taping has a long history. It dates back to 1895 with the Gibney method (Gibney, 
1895), a significant leap forward for ankle injury care at the time. His method has gone through 
modifications over the past hundred years, and materials have improved, but current methods are 
very similar to the original method. Recent trends include DAB (see Figure 9) use, which cuts 
costs while giving superior ankle support. Ankle taping however is preferred due to athlete 
comfort preference , style and need, as some sport specific footwear, like soccer boots, do not 
accommodate the bulky DABs well (Alves, Alday, Ketcham, & Lentell, 1992). There are many 
different variations of ankle taping. The most popular is the closed basket weave (Paris, Vardaxis, 
& Kokkaliaris, 1995) (see Figure 10), which incorporates (see Figure 11) stirrups, heel locks, and 
figure eights, to stabilize the ankle. A more restrictive method, the subtalar sling (not pictured), 
provides more inversion and rotation control with heavy strapping applied from the top of the 
ankle, around the lateral malleolus, to the ball of the foot, but in the athlete’s opinion this tapping 
technique is not a very comfortable to wear (Wilkerson, 1991).  
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Figure 9. Durable ankle brace: Breg, Ultra Ankle XT™. From 
http://www.breg.com/products/foot-ankle-bracing/ankle/ultra-ankle-xt. Breg Inc. Reprinted with 
permission. 
 
 
Figure 10. Illustration of a closed basket weave ankle taping. 
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  Stirrups    Left Heel Lock 
 
 Right and Left Heel Lock   Figure of Eight 
Figure 11. Ankle tape patterns illustrated. Each picture has proximal anchor strips included. 
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Effect of Exercise on Tape 
 Exercise breaks down tape integrity. Tape break down occurs with every muscle 
contraction and bone movement, and this breakdown influences ankle tape performance 
(Cordova, Ingersoll, & LeBlanc, 2000; Paris, 1992; Purcell, Schuckman, Docherty, Schrader, & 
Poppy, 2008). Concurrent with exercise, moisture accumulation facilitates tape breakdown. This 
accumulation is affected by individual sweat rate and environmental moisture, such as turf, 
humidity, and clothing applied over the tape (i.e., socks, shoes or pants). About twenty minutes 
of exercise can significantly break down tape (Ricard & Sherwood, 2000), but precise time/tape-
performance deterioration curves have not been explored extensively (Paris, Vardaxis, & 
Kokkaliaris, 1995). Generally researchers conduct measures at 15, 20 or 30 minutes during 
exercise. Paris et al. (1995) applied PAS and conducted exercise measures between four and ten 
minute exercise bouts. Paris et al. (1995) found that ROM increased after 15 and 30 minutes of 
activity. Alt et al. (1999) found a 14% decrease in ankle stability after 30 minutes of exercise and 
(Purcell, Schuckman, Docherty, Schrader, & Poppy, 2008) found that Zonas
TM 
 brand (Johnson 
and Johnson, Brunswick, NJ) of athletic tape performed better than cloth athletic tape in reducing 
ankle ROM. Kirk, Saha and Bowman (2000) prototyped a laxity testing machine and conducted 
measurements, after two ten minute bouts, and found significant (p < 0.05) changes in talar tilt 
after exercise.  
Tape breaks down with exercise. Therefore a potential IV variable when optimizing ankle 
taping is exercise. Consideration for using exercise as an IV would depend upon participant 
fatigue, total time of testing session, and participant availability. In addition, the criterion under 
which the study is designed is important. If there were many testing sessions or measures 
employed, using excise as an environmental variable would most likely become infeasible. 
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Participants would become fatigued and all experimental combinations could not be measured in 
one session. This would require participants to return to complete all experimental combinations. 
Participants then might not show-up due to time conflicts with the need for so many 
measurement sessions, or they might become bored with the measures and either not give a 
complete effort for each of the measures used in a study, or just drop out of the study completely. 
A possible solution is to have participants only perform under one taping combination per study 
so fatigue and participant retention do not become an issue. This, however, would increase the 
number of participants needed considerably as a new participant would be needed for each 
condition measured. If the participants were able to complete each of the conditions without 
becoming fatigued, or needing to return for testing, and a limited number of combinations were 
tested in a study then the sample size would be smaller and the study more manageable. As the 
number of IV combination increase past two, two level, IV combinations the research time 
needed becomes large.  
To add exercise or to not add exercise as an IV in a full or fractional factorial study needs 
careful consideration based on availability of time and resources. As an example if only four 
participants were needed and fatigue was not an issue then only four total participants would 
need to be recruited for this study. However, if the participant would become fatigued after each 
condition or needed to return for testing; in this case return four times, and this was a difficulty 
for the participant and the researcher, then 16 different participants would need to be recruited 
for this study. Thus there would be a four-fold increase in the number of participants needed.  
Measuring PAS Performance 
 Precise measurement of LC is important. In designing a full or fractional factorial 
optimization study there are many combinations as a result of the multi-level IV (Davies & Hay, 
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1950; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). The better the measurement precision the better the analysis 
is able to distinguish between experimental combinations. Without a precise measure 
optimization studies a potentially effective individual IV-level-effect could go unrecognized. In 
addition to a good measure the DOE needs to be appropriate for the measure employed. A good 
DOE and measure allows the researcher to design IV levels that are relatively close to one 
another if needed. A DOE which utilizes a fair to poor measure will have to design the IV levels 
to be far apart enough so if a difference is present between the IV levels it can be detected. 
Therefore the quality of the measure is important. In addition cost is an issue in selecting a more 
precise and expensive measure, 
Measurement tool selection in full factorial studies depends on the research question and 
if this measure will be able to distinguish between experimental combinations. This is a 
challenge when the experimental combination is difficult to isolate or the measure is not very 
reliable. At face value a measure may look like it is a good measure but the scores could be 
completely unreliable and so this measure’s scores will mean little. The selection of a measure 
for a factorial study should depend on ability of that measure to produce consistent and 
distinguishable results. If there are many measures available but only one produces reliable 
measures then this one should be used.  
There are various measures that test PAS performance. Kinematics, muscle response, 
functional performance, and subjective feedback are measures to elicit information about PAS 
performance. The information provided, however, is not always suitable for distinguishing 
between different ankle taping combinations. These measures will be reviewed for their strength 
and weakness for measuring PAS performance.  
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Force Measures 
 Force plate measure, such as ground reaction forces, torque production, and center of 
pressure. Measurement of neuromuscular control via a force plate have been used to measure the 
effects of PASs on posture stability (Abian-Vicen et al., 2008; Abian-Vicen et al., 2008; Hertel 
& Olmsted-Kramer, 2007; McKeon & Hertel, 2008b; Riemann, Schmitz, Gale, & McCaw, 2002). 
While this measure has been used to measure neuromuscular control (Cordova, Ingersoll, & 
Palmieri, 2002; McKeon & Hertel, 2008b) it is not as suitable for distinguishing between 
different applications of ankle tape. This is because the force plate measures variation in stability 
and not the ROM restriction provided by the PAS, a measure, which provides distinguishable 
between different PASs LCs, is suitable. 
 Riemann et al. (2002) measured ground reaction force in during drop landings in taped 
and DAB conditions. They found small ground reaction force differences in time to reach peak 
impact forces between a taped and DAB condition during drop landings, soft and stiff legged. 
The largest differences between the four force conditions was 2.0 milliseconds for a stiff leg 
landing (ankle brace M = 37.9, SD = 5.2, ankle tape M = 35.9 SD = 7.5 (Riemann, Schmitz, Gale, 
& McCaw, 2002). The measurements for the control (no-tape) condition was appreciable 
different from the braced conditions, however these result would not lead to being able to 
distinguish between multiple experimental combinations (Riemann, Schmitz, Gale, & McCaw, 
2002). Time to boundary, a balance measure, measures the time it takes for the center of pressure 
to breach the boundary of the base of support (Hertel & Olmsted-Kramer, 2007). Time to 
boundary only measures force with the foot on a flat surface. Time to boundary is not as specific 
as motion analysis studies. Motion analysis studies can determine other measures such as angular 
velocity and displacement. McKeon and Hertel (2008a) found moderate effect sizes (ESs) (< .50, 
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Cohen’s d) for time to boundary measures between a chronic ankle instability group and a 
control group and the mean difference where too small for use as a measure for distinguishability. 
Hertel and Olmsted-Kramer (2007) conducted a similar study, found larger ESs (.64 to .96, 
Cohen’s d), and a more appreciable difference between chronic ankle stability and control group 
in one measure suggesting that this measure might be able to distinguish between experimental 
combinations. However, the time to boundary measure has not been used for PAS studies. 
Abian-Vicen (2008) used a force plate to measure counter movement balance, static balance and 
postural sway, for comparison of no tape to ankle tape for functional performance. No significant 
difference was found in jump performance or balance tests. As with ground reaction force 
measure, balance measures are not suitable for distinguishing between experimental 
combinations.  
 As ankle injury happens at the end ROM it is ideal to simulate the ankle injury prevention 
at the end ROM. This, however, is dangerous as a researcher might permanently injure a 
participant. Approximating this ankle injury mechanism is a solution many researchers have used 
(Cordova, Ingersoll, & Palmieri, 2002). They do this by limiting the amount of inversion a 
participant is allowed to travel by using a sudden ankle inversion device (Alt, Lohrer, & 
Gollhofer, 1999; Chan, Fong, Yung, Fung, & Chan, 2008; Cordova, Dorrough, Kious, Ingersoll, 
& Merrick, 2007; Eils & Rosenbaum, 2003; M. B. Johnson & Johnson, 1993; Karlsson & 
Andreasson, 1992; Kernozek, Durall, Friske, & Mussallem, 2008; Konradsen, Voigt, & 
Hojsgaard, 1997; Nawoczenski, Owen, Ecker, Altman, & Epler, 1985; Pederson, Ricard, Merrill, 
Schulthies, & Allsen, 1997; Ricard & Sherwood, 2000; Sprigings, Pelton, & Brandell, 1981; 
Vaes, Duquet, Casteleyn, Handelberg, & Opdecam, 1998). This device places the individual on a 
level surface while their foot is strapped to a trap door; sometimes the device is placed with 10 – 
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15º of plantar flexion to simulate inversion and plantar flexion, the common ankle injury 
mechanism. The trap door is released and the participant’s foot safely falls into inversion, limited 
to 30-45º. A motion analysis system is used to measure the amount and rate of inversion (i.e., 
angular velocity). These systems are video and potentiometer based. Another use for this device 
is to measure electromyographic muscle activity of the peroneal muscles; the muscles 
responsible for inversion prevention.  
A study of various published research studies was carried out with ES calculations based 
on Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988) (see Table 1). The distinguishability between baseline and a PAS, 
and between PASs, for amount and rate of inversion was sought Table 1. Effect size was 
estimated using the following equations: 
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were X bar = the mean of a reference group, Y bar = the mean of the effect from the group being 
examined, Spooled = the pooled SDs for X and Y, SD1 = the SD for X bar and SD2 = the SD for Y 
bar, and n1 = the number of people in the reference group and n2 = the number of people in the 
examined group. Equation 1 is suitable for equal and unequal group size. Cohen’s ES 
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interpretation guidelines (Cohen, 1988) suggest a d of .20 is a small ES, .5 is medium and .8 is 
large, however these guidelines are suggestions based on social science research. Based on the 
size of outcome variables, (Cordova, Ingersoll, & LeBlanc, 2000) used a different ES 
interpretation in their meta-analysis of the influence of PASs on joint ROM: a d of .5 is small, 
1.0 medium and 1.5 large for ES related to sudden ankle inversion.  
As can be observed in Table 1, the amount of inversion ranged from 0.06 to 5.48 (an 
absolute value—direction is not import in this analysis), and velocity of inversion ranged from 
0.09 to 4.08. The average significant amount of inversion, as determined by the authors, was 
1.72, however Cordova, Dorrough, Kious, Ingersoll, and Merrick (2007) found a mean 
difference of 3.98º, small SD 0.73 and large ES 5.48; most of Cordova’s SD were small 
compared to the other authors. The average significant velocity of inversion, as determined by 
the authors, was 1.41. Cordova et al., (2005) also found a mean difference of 72.1, small SD 
17.67 and large ES 4.08. Eils and Rosenbaum (2005) did not provide sufficient information to 
determine if any comparisons had significance. This is probably due to the number of braces they 
compared; for this analysis, 10 durable ankle brace (DAB) were divided into three DAB types: 
Rigid, Semi-Soft and Soft. All ES reported above, and in Table 1, only reflect difference between 
DABs, taped conditions, or between both. 
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Table 1 
Effect Sizes between Prophylactic Ankle Stabilizers Conditions from Sudden Ankle Inversion 
Studies 
    
Amount of 
Inversion 
   
Velocity of 
Inversion 
  X – Y SDpooled ES  X – Y SDpooled ES 
Pederson et 
al., 1997 
Taped vs. 
Spatted and 
Tape 
5.9 4.41 1.31 *  70.0 55.99 1.25* 
 
Taped vs. 
Spatted 
1.4 4.39 0.32  11.4 48.15 0.24 
 
Spat vs. 
Taped and 
Spatted 
4.5 3.55 1.27 *  58.6 44.40 1.32 * 
Ricard et 
al., 2000 
Tape-Skin 
vs. Tape-
Pre-wrap 
-1.2 4.85 -0.25 *  -8.6 56.85 -0.02 
Cordova et 
al., 2007 
Semi-Rigid 
vs. Lace-Up 
-3.98 0.73 -5.48 *  -72.1 17.67 -4.08 * 
Eils et al., 
2003 † 
Rigid vs. 
Semi-Soft 
8.6 6.79 1.27  109.6 96.19 1.44 
 
Rigid vs. 
Soft 
1.0 4.47 0.22  -9.0 95.91 -0.09 
 
Semi-Rigid 
vs. Soft 
0.40 7.18 0.06  -118.6 106.75 -1.11 
Note. * = p < .05. † = not enough information provided to determine significance. 
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Range of Motion 
 PASs help limit the end point ROM of the motions associated with the ankle’s subtalar 
joint, specifically for foot motions, such as ankle plantar flexion, dorsi flexion, supination and 
pronation. The end point of an individual’s motion is the point at which ankle injury can occur 
(Alt, Lohrer, & Gollhofer, 1999; Cordova, Ingersoll, & Palmieri, 2002). The foot and ankle—
including the tibia, fibula and sesamoid bones of the flexor halluxas longus—consists of 32 
bones and various types of joints between theses bones. This variety of bones and joints along 
with the ligaments, tendons and muscles, which attach to these bones make measurement of 
ankle ROM difficult. In ROM measurement by goniometry, there is often much room for 
measurement error when a hand-held device is used to measure ankle plantar flexion and dorsi 
flexion (Rome & Cowieson, 1996). This error can be minimized if a single rater is used to 
measure ankle ROM (Edelstein, 1993; Elveru, Rothstein, & Lamb, 1987; Hacker, Funk, & 
Manco-Johnson, 2007; Rome & Cowieson, 1996) or if a weight-bearing procedure is used 
(Johanson, Baer, Hovermale, & Phouthavong, 2008; Tohyama, Yasuda, Beynnon, & Renstrom, 
2006).  
 Measurement of ankle ROM can be done with several hand-held goniometer devices. 
Each devices’ accuracy will depend on the skill of the examiner using it, testing session, joint 
being measured and person being measured (Peeler & Anderson, 2008). Common goniometer 
devices include the standard universal plastic goniometer, and variants of the Inman ankle 
machine. Purcell, Schuckman, Docherty, Schrader and Poppy (2008) and Paris et al. (1995) used 
an Inman ankle machine—a device for measuring active ankle inversion, eversion, plantar 
flexion and dorsal flexion—to measures difference between PASs. This device stabilizes the 
ankle “joint” for more precise measures of ankle ROM. The typical procedure for this device is 
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to have the participant supine with their knees and hips at 90 degrees, foot secured to the Inman 
footplate and in eversion inversion neutral. Purcell et al. (2008) compared no tape, white cloth 
tape and self-adherent tape. Significant inversion-eversion (IE) and dorsiflexion-plantarflexion 
(DP) ROM differences were found between clothe tape (IE) 27.77 (9.87), (DP) 56.04 (13.77), 
self-adherent tape (IE) 22.66 (7.83), (DP) 51.05 (12.50) conditions and no tape condition (IE) 
32.23 (9.53), (DP) 68.07 (11.21) (Purcell, 2008). A significant ES of 0.57 was found between 
white tape and self-adherent tape. Paris et al. (1995) reported significant differences (P < .05) 
between and all conditions: ankle tape, sub-talar support (DAB) and a Swede-O DAB but did not 
provide evidence of differences between support conditions that were significant. In Paris’s et al. 
(1995) study a small ES [based on ES recommendations by Cordova et al. (2002)] (.54) was 
observed between the largest inversion difference among the braces, which was a Swede-O DAB 
and Tape. 
 All ES reported above only reflect difference between DABs, taped conditions, or both.  
The universal goniometer device measures the angle between two vectors. The vectors are 
landmarks typically made by bony structures. The pivot point of these two arms is the axis of 
measurement. The degrees between the two arms indicate the specific joint measurement value. 
The typical scenario in research studies that use goniometers is for intra-rater reliability to be 
high and inter-rater reliability to be low. Often the same examiner will produce consistent results 
when measuring ankle ROM. Low reliability to moderate reliabilities were found in a study of 
young boys, two to seven years old (Hacker, Funk, & Manco-Johnson, 2007), when 
measurements were compared between raters (.34) when using a goniometer to measure ankle 
ROM, however the absolute mean difference between the raters was usually one degree. Youdas 
et al. (1993) found similar inter-rater reliability estimates for ankle ROM of patients with 
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orthopedic conditions. Between therapist reliability, inter-tester reliability, was .28 for dorsal 
flexion and .25 for plantar flexion, but when therapists retested the same individual several days 
later, intra-tester reliability, was high 0.64 to 0.92 (median = 0.58). However, another study used 
a new procedure to measure ankle dorsiflexion (Johanson, Baer, Hovermale, & Phouthavong, 
2008). This procedure used a bathroom scale to standardize the amount of force that an 
individual applies to dorsiflexion movement. The participant stands with one foot on the scale 
(other foot supports other half of body weight) with the knee flexion held constant. Dorsiflexion 
is measure by the examiner while subtalar neutral is maintained. This method produced reliable 
intra-rater and inter-rater results (.96 to .99). These high coefficient values are probably due to 
ankle dorsiflexion being consistently stretched with the use of a scale, but are limited to 
measurement of dorsiflexion.  
A more accurate ROM device is an inclinometer. This device uses two independent arms 
that are analyzed by a computer for ROM and angle velocity. These arms are placed on the 
participant by the examiner. Skill is still needed in the placement of the arms but there is less 
error in the assessment of the angle between two rigid segments. This type of device has not been 
used to measure ankle ROM in PAS studies, perhaps because the device is too bulky relative to 
the size of the foot which makes use of it difficult. Based on the evidence, hand-held goniometry 
is not capable of distinguishing between experimental combinations. Johanson et al. (2008) 
introduced a good technique that is easy to apply but it cannot be applied for other motions such 
as inversion, eversion and plantar flexion.  
Electromyography 
During an ankle inversion injury, or any active ankle movement, the neuromuscular 
system is stimulated and the muscle in turn contracts and shortens. This shortening constricts the 
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tendons around a joint thus increasing the mechanical stability of that joint (M. B. Johnson & 
Johnson, 1993). This is an effective means for stabilizing the ankle joint, but research shows that 
an ankle injury happens too quickly for the neuromuscular system to react in order to prevent 
injury (Delahunt, 2007). Risk of a sprain in an inversion ankle injury can occur in approximately 
100 ms (Konradsen, Voigt, & Hojsgaard, 1997) but a protective response from the peroneal 
muscles takes place beyond this 100 ms. Typical response includes an 85 to 90 ms neural 
transmission delay “until myoelectric activity is first observed,” and a further 90 ms until a 50% 
muscle contraction potential occurs (Ottaviani, Ashton-Miller, Kothari, & Wojtys, 1995). 
However Kernozek, Durall, Friske, and Mussallem (2008) found a much shorter latency 50 to 54 
ms but this delay coupled with the 90 ms 50% muscle contraction potential still exceeds the 100 
ms injury risk suggested by Konradsen et al. (1997). This would leave the joint capsule and 
ligaments as the only defense against ankle injury in a non-braced ankle. The evidence reviewed 
does not show electromyography as a suitable measure for distinguishing between PAS 
experimental combinations. 
Subjective Feedback 
Subject feedback measures can provide information about PAS’s perceived support, 
performance, comfort, and use. Rosenbaum et al. (2005) developed a subjective measure for 
measuring DAB ease of application, performance restriction and stability during an agility 
course and general comfort. While this subjective tool was able to distinguish between different 
DABs, they were not able to find any objective performance difference in jump performance, 
hopping, sprinting or agility. 
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Other Studies 
Video motion analysis was used by Lindley and Kernozek (1995) to measures functional 
ankle ROM. No difference where found between Air-Stirrup, Active Ankle (both DABs) or 
adhesive tape with moleskin (used to increase the strength of ankle taping) during running. Other 
authors used cadaver limbs to measure ankle forces after the limbs where taped (Pope, Renstrom, 
Donnermeyer, & Morgenstern, 1987; Tohyama, Yasuda, Beynnon, & Renstrom, 2006) but this 
model does not incorporate sensory feedback. Exercise measures failed to show significant 
difference between moleskin taping, linen tape and lace-up brace in terms of functional 
performance indicators: jump test and agility test (Metcalfe, Schlabach, Looney, & Renehan, 
1997). A similar conclusion on the effects of PASs on functional performance was found by Bot 
et al. (1999).  
 In summary, for the measures for distinguishing between PAS experimental 
combinations it appears that the sudden inversion platforms in conjunction with a motion 
analysis system is the best measurement system. The next best measures would be active ROM 
testing via an Inman’s ankle machine. The other measures reviewed above do not distinguish 
between LC well enough for consideration of use.  
Optimization by Design 
As stated by the Argonne National Laboratory and Northwestern University’s 
Optimization Technology Center, three conditions define optimization problems (Optimization 
Technology Center, 1996). Optimization problems must have an objective function that is 
minimized or maximized, a set of unknown variables which affect the value of the function and a 
set of constraints (i.e., environmental noise IVs) that allow the variables to take on certain values 
but exclude others (Optimization Technology Center, 1996). True optimization studies rarely are 
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found in kinesiology or related literature. They are most likely to be found in engineering-based 
studies. Optimization experiments can be costly to run and prohibitively large. The researcher 
must choose the most appropriate DOE to help conserve resources and demonstrate adequate 
effect. The selection of a DOE approach should depend on desired analysis and feasibility of 
running the study. Optimization designs currently used today originate from R.A. Fisher’s work 
in crop studies (Salsburg, 2001). His work is the foundation for DOE. Fisher’s factorial designs 
are illustrated in his early books The Design of Experiments (Fisher, 1935) and Statistical 
Methods for Research Workers (Fisher, 1930). From these works, DOE used for optimization 
was developed. These DOE vary between nested and split plot factorial designs (Filion, Dutilleul, 
& Potvin, 2000), used for determining IV effects, optimization type designs such a full factorial 
and fractional factorial designs (Davies & Hay, 1950; Kirk, 1995), and response surface design 
(Selwyn, 1996).  
The better optimization designs examine the whole IV level design space. Two 
commonly used DOE in kinesiology, the nested and split plot factorial DOE, are mixed methods 
designs. These DOEs do not examine all possible IV combinations. This limits their use for 
optimization purposes. These designs restrict the randomization of one or more IV. Therefore 
they do not examine all possible IV combinations with each participant as in a full factorial study. 
Typically they are small DOE (i.e., less than 3 IV) and thus do not reveal the full IV parameter 
effects. Response surface designs are advantageous because they use only a fraction of the 
possible IV combinations and they are adaptable to conditions outside the original design space; 
the space created by the IV levels (e.g., 2
4
 design space has 16 possible LC). Response surface 
studies are useful as screening studies (Gilmour, 2006). With response surface studies though 
there is no system for deciding which factorial array, full or fractional, to use and no straight 
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forward analysis methods. Fractional factorial studies are generally used in industrial engineering 
optimization studies of products and processes (Davies & Hay, 1950). A method that does this 
well is the TM (G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000) developed by Genichi Taguchi. The 
TM is used for robust product and process improvement and relies heavily on upfront thinking 
and considers environmental conditions (i.e., noise) to be an important part of an experiment. 
Human Subject Optimization 
Optimization, in the sense of product or process development, has been done with 
humans. When resources are available, full factorial DOE with humans are feasible and preferred; 
usually in large clinical medical trials. Apfel et al.’s (2004) factorial study optimized 
postoperative nausea treatment by studying 4,123 patients assigned to one of 64 different LCs 
(i.e., treatment combinations). Fractional factorial DOE examples includes Katz et al.‘s (1975) 
study of pedestrian safety, Wood et al.’s (2005) study of drivers’ ability to recognize pedestrians, 
Gunn et al.’s (2005) study of flight simulation choices, Dolan and Rainey’s (2005) study of 
automobile drivers’ ability to hear train horns, Griefahn et al.’s (2001) study of the impact of air 
velocity, temperature and workload on work ability, and Hersleth et al.’s (2004) study on 
contextual IVs on consumer’s preference for wine; this particular study was unique in that it used 
environmental IVs, such as where food and wine was served, as a noise IV. These fractional 
factorial studies were however small in size. While the above studies are sufficient examples the 
use of humans in factorial DOEs is limited. 
Kinesiology research questions are generally cause and effect (i.e., exploratory) in nature 
even though they may claim or appear to be optimization studies. For example, Lund et al. (2004) 
article titled Optimal loading during two different leg-press movements in female rowers claimed 
to be an optimization study, but it is a split-plot factorial study. Spilt-plot designs do not study 
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each IV level at each other IV level. Bortoli et al. (2001) study of motor skill in elementary 
children studied three, three level IVs that appear to have optimization designs qualities, such 
multi-level IVs and noise (i.e., environmental IVs; practice method—blocked/serial and 
variable/non-variable) variables, but is actually a cause and effect study. Or, in some cases, are 
planned as cause and effect studies, but they were actually performed as an optimization study. 
For example, Baudry and Roux (2009) studied the effects of various work/rest ratios for Judo, 
which best mimicked competition, on heart rate and blood lactate measures; for the purpose of 
skill and competition improvement, however, they did not make any optimization conclusions.  
In the following paragraphs are some examples found in an extensive literature review 
for optimization studies with each IV at more than one level. Almost all kinesiology DOE used 
were not optimization studies, they were cause and effect studies. The exception was in the case 
of computer simulation studies of exercise and a 1962 bench press study. Each of the studies 
listed here are cause and effect studies and each use a factorial DOE. Wallace et al. (1978) 
investigated decision and response times in preschool children under the age of five. Their study 
was a full factorial study of thirty six measurement points (3
2
 x 4). The IVs were target width, 
amplitude and session, and it took place over four sessions. The authors state this study was only 
“exploratory in nature” (Wallace, Newell, & Wade, 1978). Rubley et al. (2003) conducted a full 
factorial, cause and effect, study of cryotherapy, sensation, and isometric-force variability of 
college students to determine changes in pressure sensation. The four, two level IV (i.e., 2
4
 or 16 
condition study) used were treatment (ice immersion or control), limb (right or left), digit (finger 
or thumb), and sensation test time (baseline, posttreatment, or postisometric-force trials) (Rubley, 
Denegar, Buckley, & Newell, 2003). Delitto et al. (1992) conducted a full factorial cause and 
effect study, which explored the discomfort associated with electrical stimulation in a 2
3
 x 3 size 
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study. Schrader (1994) conducted a 5 IV cause and effect study (2
4
 x 3) of muscle function on 
chronically sprained ankles. Knudson and Blackwell (2000) studied muscle activation effects of 
different tennis stances on four IV (gender, stance, phase and muscle) (2
3
 x 6). Each of these 
studies employed a cause and effect DOE. True optimization DOE, as with TM studies, has seen 
little application in kinesiology.  
As has been demonstrated above, factorial studies can quickly become large. When 
optimization studies are large use of computer simulation has been used to make them feasible. 
Computer simulation of a TM study was carried out by (Wang & Liu, 2004). They explored the 
application of the TM to a 3 IV (3
3
) heel-toe running and seven IV (2
7
) bicycle computer 
simulation study in which they compared the effects of the TM to a full factorial study. The 
authors were able to conclude that the TM successfully predicted the optimum set of IVs and 
reduced the number of experimental trails by 89 and 94 percent. However, since human subjects 
were not used the validation of the TM to kinesiology studies with humans is still not known. 
Additional evidence of TM use in an kinesiology application is documented in a sole ‘conference’ 
oral communication abstract by Franklin et al. (Franklin, Gordon, Baker, & Davies, 2005) titled 
The Identification of inaccuracies of measured and calculated parameters during a Wingate high 
intensity exercise test using Taguchi method, but the evidence available for critiquing this 
abstract is extremely limited and attempts to find an ensuing publication or contact the authors 
was unsuccessful. 
Interestingly a 1960s maximization study of strength was done for the bench press. Early 
kinesiology researcher Richard Berger (Berger, 1962) explored the optimal number of repetitions 
for the development of maximum bench press strength in men. His study controlled the effects of 
human variability and experimental design by having a large sample size in each exercise group 
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and limiting the number of IVs studied; one IV at four levels. Each group in his study performed 
only one set of 2, 6, 10, or 12 bench press repetitions. If another IV, such as an additional set, 
was employed the study would double in size, which means that number estimated of subjects 
needed to obtain a desired effects size would also double and thus the study would require more 
resources.  
Design of Experiment Approach 
 The optimization DOE approach is different from the traditional experimental used in 
kinesiology (Rao, Kumar, Prakasham, & Hobbs, 2008). In the TM the focuses is on the cause of 
variability and reducing the sensitivity of products or processes to variability (G. Taguchi, 
Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000). It also focuses on how IV combinations perform under different 
environmental conditions, however environmental conditions will not be emphasized in this 
study, but discussion of the leads to the greater overall understanding of the purpose of the TM. 
The combinations that are affected the least by planned environmental conditions are sought 
after. To state this in another way, optimization research seeks to find the most advantageous 
combination given a certain set of circumstances that are found in the natural world. These can 
be physical properties such as humidity and heat, or individual variability in human subjects. The 
environmental conditions are incorporated into an optimization DOE.  
The following is a fictional example used to demonstrate environmental conditions. A 
major US cake mix making company wanted to develop an easy to make cake capable of tasting 
and appearing the same when made in any US oven. They test three inner arrays (IA) IVs. IA 
refers to the main IVs that are being studied in the main design space as opposed to external 
arrays which study noise IVs. External arrays are designed to mimic the environmental 
conditions found where the product or process is used. The IA IVs are amount of flour (one cup, 
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and one and a half cups), amount of baking soda (1 Tablespoon, and 1.25 Tablespoons), number 
of eggs (one egg, and two eggs) and amount of milk (one half cup, three quarters cup, and 1 cup). 
This would be a (2 x 2 x 3) experiment with a total of 24 IV combinations. Outlined in Table 2 is 
the LC for this experiment. The IV levels, in Table 2, are in the order presented above, 
respectively. Of course a cake has more ingredients but these ingredients’ amounts would stay 
that same for each experimental trial. The environmental IVs would be oven temperature (325º 
and 350º) and oven heat fluctuation patterns (+/- 5º and +/- 15º). These IVs are studied in what is 
called an outer array (orthogonal array). These 2, 2 level IVs make 4 IV environmental 
combinations for the outer array. Therefore there are 24 IA combinations which are tested under 
four orthogonal array combinations each (see Table 3 for the orthogonal array IV environmental 
combinations). For example, Trial 1 in Table 2 would be tested under each of the four orthogonal 
array combinations and so one for every other trial. This makes 96 trials that need to be studied 
in a full factorial DOE. Such a study would quickly become timely and costly to conduct. In 
addition, if repetitions of each experimental combinations were needed the experiment would 
require doubling the experiment size for each repetition. 
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Table 2 
Cake Baking Inner Array 
Trail Number 
Amount of 
Flour 
Baking Soda Eggs Milk 
T-1 1 1 1 1 
T-2 1 1 1 2 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 
T-24 2 2 2 3 
Note. To the right of each trial number is that trail’s linear combination. The first three IVs have two 
levels and the last one has three. For trail one (T-2) linear combination consists of 1 Cup Flour, 1 
Tablespoon Baking Soda, 1 Egg and 2 Cup Milk. Trial T-24 is bolded to highlight the total number of 
trials needed is 24. 
 
Table 3 
Cake Baking Outer Array: Environmental Variables 
Outer Array IV Level  Repetition 
Temp Fluctuation  1 2 3 
1 1  DV1   
1 2  DV2   
2 1  DV3   
2 2  DV4   
Note. 1 = low level, 2 = high level; DV = Dependent Variable 
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From the above example it is apparent that optimization DOEs can be large experiments 
even when just a few IVs are used. The type of experiment in the above example is a full 
factorial DOE, with a full factorial external noise array. Each IV combination is tested under 
each of the four noise conditions. To reduce the costs and time for running such an experiment a 
fractional factorial DOE can be utilized.  
Fractional Factorial Design 
Fractional factorial designs are primarily used to study main effects. These designs are 
used when it is only feasible to use a fraction of all possible IV combinations. The study 
dimensions (i.e., width and depth) of fractional factorial design are exactly the same as a full 
factorial design but a fractional factorial design only samples a fraction of all possible IV 
combinations. This is called fractionation. The fractional factorial method for determining an 
IV’s level effect is accomplished by averaging the DV, or outcome variable, effects for which 
the IV is associated. For example, with eight trial results in a fractional factorial study with four, 
two level IVs, an IV levels appears in only four trials. The effect of those four trials results is 
summed and then divided by four to get an average IV effect. In this way fractional factorial 
studies only estimate IV effects, and “less effectively” low order interaction effects. This is the 
tradeoff when using fractional factorial designs. When only main effects of average IV 
performance are of interest, and possible low order interactions, fractional factorial designs allow 
the researcher to design studies which conserve resources (Wigton, Hoellerich, & Patil, 1986), 
and screen a large number of multi-level IVs simultaneously (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). 
Fractional factorial designs are particularly useful in situations where there are many IVs 
involved as found in production and process studies.  
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Fractionation of full factorial designs is extremely useful when large DOEs require 
burdensome calculations or when there are extensive experimental combinations to study. For 
example, Karsten et al.’s (2005) multiple combination study used Monte Carlo methods to 
investigate the impact of swine flu epidemics using a fractional factorial DOE. The Monte Carlo 
methods utilize random sampling from known distributions to simulate occurrences and rely 
heavily on computer power. Karsten et al. (2005) used seven two level IVs, for a total of 64 
different IV combinations which, in a full factorial study, would require exploration of 128 
different IV combinations. DNA researchers, Cobb and Clarkson (1994), used the TM to reduce 
the need for extensive experimental investigations of a polymerase chain reaction in an 
optimization study. In these situations fractional factorial DOE help conserve resources by 
limiting the number of experiments.  
 Another use for fractional factorial designs is for survey research related to choice 
patterns. Doyle and Gate (1990) studied collegiate athletes attribute preferences for determining 
their choice of a university. They used 10 two level choice related parameters in their study. 
Wigton et al. (1986) studied how physicians make medical decisions when diagnosing 
pulmonary embolism. Twenty seven cases were analyzed by physicians but information was not 
available on how they choose these 27 cases or how many IV where involved. Both of these 
studies used a fractional factorial DOE.  
Fractional factorial DOE are used extensively in engineering, but other fields have also 
utilized the fractional factorial DOE to save time and money, and to incorporate external noise 
IVs. What follows are example of the use of fractional factorial and TM DOE in fields outside of 
engineering. In a TM crop study, Deo et al. (2007) found similar results when a full factorial 
study was compared to with a TM study. The results showed a 50% saving of time and money. 
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In a medical related study, Byar et al. (1993) suggested the use of fractional factorial DOE for 
clinical trials as a reasonable alternative in situations were numerous IV combinations would 
prohibit a study from being conducted. When noise IVs are needed in an experiment fractional 
factorial DOE can be helpful for determining the interaction between the experimental 
combinations and noise IVs. In TM environmental studies interactions of IA with outer array IV 
are acceptable. In environmental studies the IA combinations which interact the least with the 
outer array IVs are considered to be robust. This technique was used by Akgungor and Yildiz 
(2007) in their accident prediction study which investigated the interaction between road traffic 
IVs and road geometry patterns. In biotechnology, Rao et al. (2008) suggested that the TM 
would be particular helpful “in diverse areas like fermentation, food processing, molecular 
biology, wastewater treatment and bioremediation” (p. 510), but they point out that it is currently 
under used. 
To take full advantage of optimization DOEs a continuous variable should be employed 
which can be adjusted, to a higher or lower value, but this aspect is not a necessity (Wu & Yeh, 
2006). Studies that use a full and fractional factorial DOE, that are not designed for the purpose 
of optimization,  will often use IVs that are dichotomous and non-continuous , (Cummings, 
Kilgore, Wang, Tijerina, & Kochhar, 2007; Cummings, Kilgore, Wang, Tijerina, & Kochhar, 
2007; Doyle & Gaeth, 1990; Hersleth, Mevik, Næs, & Guinard, 2003; Hollinger & Buschmann, 
1993; McKinlay et al., 1997; Richardson, Jones, Torrance, & Baguley, 2006; Rosko & McKenna, 
1983; Wigton, Hoellerich, & Patil, 1986) . For example, Cummings et al., (2007) used 3 IVs (2 x 
2 x 4) in a driver warning performance study. The IVs were alarm schemes – master and 
individual, alarm reliability level – high and low, and collision type — front collision warning, 
and left and right lane departure warning, and fast approaching follow vehicle; all dichotomous 
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IVs. This study’s IVs represented a quality that was either present or not; like a light switch 
either is “on” or “off”. IVs of this nature are not ideal for optimization studies because they do 
not take advantage of optimization DOEs ability to estimate an optimal combination.  
 One example of fractional factorial DOE used by exercise scientists studied the parameter 
effects of simulated weightlessness locomotion. Davis et al. (1996), studied ground reaction 
forces during locomotion (i.e., running) in simulated microgravity, they wanted to determine if 
various combinations of IVs could simulate ground reaction forces like those encountered during 
running. The intent of this study was not to optimize simulated microgravity locomotion, but 
instead to explore the possibility of such a task. A full fractional factorial study in this case 
would have been extremely large and burdensome. A fractional factorial study allowed for an 
easier survey of the IV effects.  
 A similar type of survey study in a kinesiology related application was conducted by Lin 
and Radwin (1998), in which the ergonomic effect of wrist flexion, measured force and 
discomfort was studied. All three levels of IV were continuous and a fractional factorial DOE 
was employed. Response surface modeling, an optimization DOE and analysis strategy (Selwyn, 
1996), was employed to conduct the analysis even though the objective of the study was cause 
and effect oriented.  
Target Engineering 
 Some DOE use a target value for optimization purposes. A target value is a dependent 
variable (DV) value the researchers determine to be the ideal quality characteristic. Deviation 
from this target value would signify less quality and more money loss. In addition the 
combination, which is closest to a target value, with the least amount of deviation from the target, 
is considered to be the most robust; especially if environmental conditions are utilized. An 
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experimental combination which is closest to a specified target value with the least amount of 
spread can be identified with a signal to noise ratio (S/N) . The signal is the measured value of 
the experimental combination and the noise is variability, noise as the error. The noise is 
represented by squared deviations around a target value. “The purpose of the SNR [signal-noise-
ratio] in experimentations is to examine the effects of environmental conditions and the 
variations from test to test” (Wang & Liu, 2004). High S/N value represents higher quality 
(Barker, 2005).  
 Combinations which are more on target are said to have higher quality. Quality is “the 
degree of conformance to applicable specification” (Lee, Katz, & Hillman, 1998), however 
quality is an integrations of many IVs: manufacture specification and customer specification, 
both of which are not easily measured (Lee, Katz, & Hillman, 1998). 
Based on the author’s review of literature on optimization studies the S/N ratio is not 
used very much in kinesiology. One researcher that did use the S/N ratio in a motor control study 
is Nijhuis-Van der Sanden, et al. (2003). The purpose of their study was to identify an optimal 
motor response in girls with Turner Syndrome. Since their optimization definition included 
reducing noise for optimization, rather than optimizing the signal, they used the standard 
deviation to represent noise.  
High S/N ratios will be more on target than lower S/N ratios because as the signal is 
closer to a target value the signal becomes greater relative to the noise and the S/N ratio 
increases. Robust engineering seeks to design products that are on target, least sensitive to 
change and deviate little from the target value. Figure 12 is an example of measured pencil eraser 
hardness and shows two curves. Both curves are on target but the curve with the higher peak, 
Preferred Hardness, is more on target and has less spread compared to the curve with a lower 
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peak, Unpreferred Hardness. On target engineering prefers combinations which are less 
susceptible to deviation from a specified target value.  
 
 
Figure 12. On target. Upper Allowable Limit (UAL); Lower Allowable Limit (LAL). The center 
vertical line represents the target value. 
 
Indictors of quality are the standard deviation and S/N. Researcher George Box (1988) 
feels that the standard deviation summarizes the outcome more efficiently than the S/N. 
Proponents of the S/N however feel it is better at simultaneously measuring “averages and 
dispersion” (Park, 1996; Roy & Bullock, 2004; Y. Wu & Wu, 2000). Since there is no 
universally agreed upon quality indicators, and the S/N is an integral part of TM studies, the S/N 
ratio should be used with TM studies.  
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Challenges of Multi-Level Studies 
 In a full factorial, that is, a fully crossed design space (see Figure 13), each IV level is 
studied simultaneously and evenly. This DOE approach is the most efficient DOE for studying 
all of the IV level effects (Kirk, 1995). For example in Figure 13, each IV level, A1, A2, B1 and 
B2, is studied simultaneously. With this design though the number of experimental combinations, 
increases multiplicatively with each IV added, which can make such a DOE prohibitive. If 
however the researcher needs to use the fully crossed approach but has limited resources and is 
willing to give up some accuracy a fractional factorial DOE can be used. Fractional factorial 
designs are a fully crossed DOE, but each LC is not studied. For example in Figure 13 only T-1 
and T-4 would be studied. In fractional factorial DOE, orthogonal array are used to select which 
IV combinations are studied. Orthogonal array will be explained further in the TM section.  
 
 A1 A2 
B1 T-1 T-2 
B2 T-3 T-4 
Figure 13. Fully crossed design illustrated. T = Trial. A = first dependent variable and B = 
second dependent variable.  
 
 With each additional IV added to the experimental design, the number of IV level 
combinations can become prohibitively large. This is compounded when excessive experimental 
measurement error is involved as this contributes to inaccurate measures of the desired outcome 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). When excessive measurement error is present in a study, IV 
combinations may be repeated several times with different setups (Barker, 2005) to get an 
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accurate estimate of that combination’s effect on the trait that is being measured. Also with the 
use of humans in a study, variability is inherent; thus, multiple participants should be used to test 
each experimental combination. The number of participants used depends on the estimated 
appropriate sample size, based on prior research, in order to have a significant chance of 
obtaining the desired study results. While common practice in designing experimental studies, 
this practice may not be the best approach in designing factorial experimental studies, in which 
the goal is to use the research to determine the optimal combination quickly and with minimal 
use of resources. The more participants used in a study the greater the use of resources as 
humans produce more variability then other IVs in a study. Sample size is then one of the 
challenges of utilizing a fully crossed full factorial or fractional factorial DOE in research with 
human subjects. These types of DOE are generally used by engineers because there is little 
variability in the traits they measure relative to the variability in human subjects, and their 
measures are typically more precise.  
 Lastly interaction effects between IVs need to be avoided because interactions show 
inconsistent IV effects. In order for a study to show robustness each IV in an experimental 
combination needs to act consistently. Possible interaction should be identified a prior and 
avoided when possible (Kirk, 1995; Park, 1996; Roy, 1990; G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 
2000; Y. Wu & Wu, 2000). However the TM can accommodate interactions with various 
orthogonal arrays.  
Application of the Taguchi Method 
  Genichi Taguchi (G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000) believed that any product 
or process that failed or wore down prematurely costs society money and as a result was of poor 
quality. He also believed that quality could not be improved after a product or process was 
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designed. Quality improvement, he thought, needs to take place in the design stage through 
upfront thinking. In this way products and process improvement should happen before a product 
or process was developed. The TM was developed by Genichi Taguchi following World War II 
at a time when the Allied forces were helping rebuild Japan. One area that needed improvement 
was Japan’s telecommunication system and in 1950, Taguchi led the Electrical Communication 
Laboratory (ECL) (G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000) in designing phone system 
components. ECL at that time relied on others to produce the product which in turn ECL would 
purchase and lease to users. If the product ECL designed failed it would cost ECL warranty 
payments. Since ECL could not adjust product specification on the factory floor they had to rely 
on offline, design stage, quality control, or design stage engineering. The TM focuses 
extensively on design stage engineering.  
 The TM was later adopted by well-known Japanese companies such as “Toyota, Nippon 
Denso, Fuji Film and other Japanese firms.”, (p. 10) and other by other countries in the 1960s 
and 1970s (Roy, 2001). In addition the TM has been used by other fields outside of engineering. 
These fields include Sales (Selden, 1997) and Biotechnology (Caetano-Anollés, 1998; Lyu, Wu, 
Hou, & Hsieh, 2009; Rao, Kumar, Prakasham, & Hobbs, 2008). Taguchi introduced his methods 
to the US in the 1980s and companies, such as the Ford Motor Company and Xerox Corporation, 
have utilized his methods (LI, KUO, & YANG, 2007; Roy, 1990; G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & 
Taguchi, 2000). He also established the American Supplier Institute in Bingham Farms, MI 
which consults companies on the use the TM strategies for DOE.  
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There are many publications, which are helpful for understanding and applying the TM. The 
followings are just a few examples:  
 Roy (1990) A Primer on the Taguchi Method;  
 Taguchi, Chowdhury, and Taguchi (2000) Robust Engineering;  
 Wu and Wu (2000) Taguchi Methods for Robust Designs;  
 Park (1996) Robust Design and Analysis for Quality Engineering,  
 (2009) NIST/SEMATECH e-Handbook of Statistical Methods;  
 Roy (2001) Design of Experiments Using the Taguchi Method Approach: 16 Steps to 
Product and Process Improvement;  
 Roy (2004) Taguchi for Marketers: Plain-English Explanation of the Taguchi Design of 
Experiments Methodologies;  
 Linacre (1993) Quality by Design: Taguchi and Rasch; 
 Selden (1997) Sales Process Engineering: A Personal Workshop. 
Technically, the TM is a robust DOE method, which seeks to find the best process or 
product by reducing variability and the effects of environmental IVs instead of removing the 
environmental IV causing the variability (Bridgefield Group ERP, 2006) as is desired in 
traditional experimental design. A robust experimental DOE systematically studies the best 
combination of IVs, which are least affected by environmental IVs. This variability reduction is 
achieved by finding the combination of IVs which deviate least from a target value (see Figure 
12) under programmed noise combinations (NIST/SEMATECH, 2012). Table 4 demonstrates a 
made up example of how four experimental combinations (e.g., in the making of a new pencil 
eraser) are influenced by an outer noise array. Heat, humidity and pressure are outer array IVs, 
each of which has a low and high level (designated by 1 and 2 respectively) and experiment 
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numbers 1-4 are inner array IVs or linear combinations for a pencil eraser making experiment 
(for this example these LCs are not described). Each experimental combination is set up to run 
under a specific outer array combination. For example, experimental combination two in Table 4 
is designed to run under low heat, high humidity and high pressure. The experiments can be 
repeated multiple times to increase precision of measurement. In many TM studies the number of 
IV combinations is much greater than this example making the fractional factorial DOE more 
useful.  
 
Table 4 
Environmental Noise Example 
 Outer Array IV Level 
 
Repetition 
Linear 
Combinations 
Heat Humidity Pressure 
 
1 2 3 
1 1 1 1 
 
DV1   
2 1 2 2 
 
DV2   
3 2 1 2 
 
DV3   
4 2 2 1 
 
DV4   
Note. IV = Independent variable. 
 
Taguchi emphasized that quality should be designed into a product and products or 
processes that are robust to environmental noise are generally of high quality (G. Taguchi, 
Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000). Any quality improvement after a product or process has been 
developed will do very little to improve the quality of the product or process (Y. Wu & Wu, 
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2000). The definition of quality depends on the field. In engineering, “quality is what the 
customer perceives it to be, thus quality varies from product to product and from customer to 
customer” (Roy, 1990, p. 22). Quality and especially robustness are terms not well defined in the 
kinesiology literature and is mostly implied in studies that demonstrate reliability and validity. 
Robustness is a term that denotes that a product is of high quality, durable and reliable (G. 
Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000), under all environmental conditions. Taguchi defines 
robustness as “the state where the technology, product, or process performance is minimally 
sensitive to IVs causing variability (either in the manufacturing or user’s environment) and aging 
at the lowest unit manufacturing cost” (G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000, p. 4). A 
process or product then that is designed to meet the demands of the end user with minimal 
production cost is said to be robust.  
Offline quality control  
The TM focuses on improving the quality of products and processes. Taguchi believed 
that improving quality after a product or process was designed is an inefficient means to increase 
quality. Inspecting quality only maintains quality of products and processes. What Taguchi 
proposed was to use all available resources (i.e., experts and consumers using the products and 
processes) to design products and processes. Instituting quality in this manner is deemed offline 
quality control. This method is similar to the development of a paper and pencil test were experts 
are used to plan and construct a test before it is tested. 
The TM utilizes noise IVs to systematically study the various IA IVs used in a study. To 
compare the IA IVs under the planned noise an outer array, and a signal to noise ratio (S/N) 
index is used. There are different S/N ratios depending on whether the researcher(s) wants a 
large, small or nominal measured quality characteristic (i.e., DVs). In TM terminology quality 
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characteristics are termed “the Bigger is Better, “the Smaller is Better” or “Nominal is Better.” 
The later, Nominal is Best, refers to a target value which is determined by the researcher. 
Depending on the nature of the research question one of these values will be selected. The 
importance of selecting a quality characteristic is because it defines the appropriate S/N equation 
and also defines the research goal. If a smaller measured score is desired (e.g., the time it takes to 
run an obstacle course) then “the Smaller is Better” quality characteristic would be selected. If a 
larger measured score is desired (e.g., bench press score) than “the bigger the better” quality 
characteristic would be selected. If “the nominal the better” quality characteristic is selected (i.e., 
attaining are target % weight loss value) target value would be determined. 
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 The equation for the signal to noise ratio for Nominal is Best equals: 
 
 
)(10/ 10 MSDLogNS        (3) 
 
 
MSD = mean sum (of deviations) squared and is different for each quality characteristic. MSD 
centers the S/N around a target value, which is zero. For “Smaller is Better” MSD equals: 
 
 
,/)...( 222
2
1 NYYYMSD N        (4) 
 
 
where Y is the DV and N is the number of DVs. MSD is then replaced in Equation 3 for Smaller 
is Better. For Bigger is Better it equals:  
 
 
NYYYMSD N /)/1.../1/1(
22
2
2
1       (5) 
 
 
MSD is then replaced in Equation 3 for Bigger is Better. 
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Independent Variable Type 
The TM operates best when continuous IVs are used, but categorical IVs (e.g., present or 
not present) can also be used if the need arises (Wu & Wu, 2000). In exploring the application of 
the TM to already published and available data, IV type was a huge barrier. Most studies in the 
literature used a combination of IV types: continuous and dichotomous, thus making it extremely 
difficult to explore the application of the TM on these data sets in human subject related research. 
Often one or two IVs were continuous but the third IV was dichotomous—male or female or 
wearing a jacket or not wearing a jacket as in the study of Wood et al., (2005) Limitations in 
drivers’ ability to recognize pedestrians at night. However, they had used three continuous 
variables in their study of decision response times in preschool children but they did not provide 
usable data for applying the TM to already published data (i.e., mean and standard deviation). A 
continuous IV type would allow for more parameter design control in designing a study. 
Brainstorming is an integral part of the TM. Taguchi felt that all involved parties has a 
stake in the quality of products and processes including the designers, the researchers, the 
producers, and the users; therefore, their collective knowledge should be used in designing a 
study. The brainstorming session is a planning session where the quality characteristics: Bigger 
is Better, Smaller is Better or Nominal is Best is determined, the measurement technique 
described and how many IVs should be used in a study in a study is decided (Roy, 1990). 
Interactions 
In traditional DOE interactions are helpful for explaining a phenomenon. In robust 
engineering, they are harmful because it designates inconsistency in the IV (Wu & Wu, 2000). In 
Figure 14, IV A interacts with IV B. This means IV A-High is not consistent across all levels of 
IV B and therefore A-High is does not perform consistently. If, however, IV A did not interact 
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with IV B it would look like the line with triangles for markers in Figure 14. Consistent IV level 
performance is required if an IV is to be robust. In fact this is one of the key differences between 
traditional DOE and optimization DOE. Interaction should be avoided when possible in all TM 
and fractional factorial DOE, but if interactions are present they can be confounded with 
insignificant IV during the analysis (Kirk, 1995); this should only take place when the researcher 
believes the interaction is negligible. However, interaction can occur between IV and outer array 
noise IVs; this is desirable (Roy & Bullock, 2004). If an IV will not perform consistently “off-
line” in a controlled environment with noise IVs then it, and the product or process it is a part of, 
will not perform consistently in a real world environment. This means that if a product does not 
perform well in laboratory testing, with simulated environmental conditions, then it will not 
perform well in the “real world” environment.  
 
Figure 14. Example interaction illustrated. 
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External Environment 
When a product or process is used in its intended environment, it is subject to wear and 
tear in that environment. This cannot be readily changed, but products and processes can be 
made more robust in regards to environmental conditions. Ankle tape, for example, will be 
exposed to normal wear and tear, moisture from sweat and surface conditions, heat from the 
body and insulated from the layers of socks and shoes applied to the outside of the tape, duration 
and severity of use, and the person using the tape, their weight, strength and ankle ROM. These 
environmental IVs cannot be changed but they can mostly be controlled for in an optimization 
study with humans by designing noise into the experiment.  
IVs that are under the researcher’s control in a TM study are called control IVs because 
these IVs can be manipulated to find ideal products and processes. IVs not under the researcher’s 
control, but that can be set as operational levels such as in a laboratory study, are noise, or 
environmental, IVs. The noise IVs are designed by the researcher to interact with the different 
control IV combinations with the use of an inner control array, and an outer noise array. The 
control array produces a signal and the noise array produces noise, which influences the signal. 
The IV combination with the best S/N ratio is considered the most robust combination. 
  Taguchi (G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000) judged that designing noise into an 
experiment is important because once products and processes leaves a factory setting it cannot be 
improved upon, so experimenting with real environmental conditions by designing them into an 
experiment and using them as part of the analysis is imperative for design quality.  
Orthogonal Arrays and Their Selection 
Under ideal circumstances all control and noise IV LC would be studied, but due to the 
multiplicative nature of factorial studies, which makes full factorial studies large along with 
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limited resources, not all combinations can be studied. When resources are limited or the number 
of IVs makes a potential study unreasonable to fully do, then a fractional orthogonal array is 
used to determine which LC are best. An orthogonal array is a balanced array which samples 
each IV level equally so that each IV level is evenly studied (see Table 5). Different orthogonal 
array are called linear-arrays (LAs). There are many LAs for different study designs and IV 
levels. An L4 can handle three IV or two IV and one interaction. The next larger LA is an L8 
(see Table 5) which can handle four IV and three interactions if needed. There are larger LAs 
that are available in TM text books (Park, 1996; Roy & Bullock, 2004; Y. Wu & Wu, 2000). 
Interacting columns are designed using linear graphs which designate which columns are best 
suited for studying interactions.  
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Table 5  
Linear Array L8 
 A B A x B C A x C B x C D  
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 DV1 
2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 DV2 
3 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 DV2 
4 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 DV4 
5 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 DV5 
6 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 DV6 
7 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 DV7 
8 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 DV8 
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Note. 1 = -1, and 2 = +1 (Ones and twos are used for illustrative purposes. Others arrays Use three and four level 
IV and – and + are not useful for illustration purposes). Y = Dependent Variable. Columns 1, 2, 4 and 7 are used 
for study of main effects. Columns 3, 5 and 6 are used for studying two way interactions. Letters also designate 
IVs.  
 
Orthogonal array are selected based on the IV used in a study and any possible planned 
interactions. First, the number of IV levels is determined and any possible a priori interactions. 
Then, using an orthogonal array parameter chart, available in any TM book or related software, 
an appropriate orthogonal array is selected. Inner array studies are used to direct the study and 
analyze the results. If noise IVs are added to a study an appropriate outer orthogonal array is 
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selected. Generally, the outer array will be small relative to the inner array. Each TM orthogonal 
array is labeled according to the number of available columns.  
Running the Experiment 
 When running a TM study, there are specific terms used to describe the measurement 
occasions. Each combination of IVs of the inner array collectively is called a LC and each of 
these combinations separately is called a trial. There will always be one less trial than the 
number of orthogonal array columns. Each trial is run one or more times. If run more than one 
time it is called a replication. Replications are used if the researcher suspects the trial result will 
not be stable, or if an outer array is utilized. A replication of a trial is repeated for each control 
condition of the outer array. The running of the LC is done in a random order unless there is a 
greater benefit in running a trial repeatedly for cost or set-up reasons.  
Estimating Best Combination 
There are three steps for determining the best operating combination. The first step 
entails determining the optimum “operating combinations” (i.e., one of the combinations that 
was actually used), the second is to determine the “relative contribution” of each IV using 
ANOVA procedures, and the third involves estimating the “optimum combination” (Yopt; see 
Equation 6); the optimum combination can either be one of the combinations tested or not. These 
three steps can be carried out with and/or without the presence of noise IVs.  
 
 
)/()/()/(/ NTTNTHNTWNTY xxxopt     (6) 
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To determine the best operating combination the average effect of each IV level is 
determined based on the trial results. The procedure gives an indication of the IV effect for each 
IV and supplies a rough estimate of the best IV combination, however, this does provide an 
indication of the relative contributions of each IV. To find the relative contribution of each IV 
level ANOVA procedures are used. The analysis used in TM studies identifies the relative 
contribution of the IV level which is used to predict the optimal IV combination and the 
confidence interval associated with each IV level. If noise (i.e., environmental) IVs are used in a 
study the S/N ratio is used to determine the most robust operating combination. There are three 
basic S/N ratios that can be used for a study based on the quality characteristic used (see 
Equations 1, 2, and 3; above). 
Confirming the Best Combination 
To confirm the best operating combination a confirmatory study, which is similar a cross-
validation study, should be conducted. The TM literature is vague as to how many confirmatory 
tests should be conducted. In traditional experimental design, ones that utilize ANOVA, a cause 
and effect relationship is sought and the best IV combination is identified. If one or more 
significant differences are tested for they are tested against random error. This is done to 
determine if the obtained result was obtained by a chance occurrence or was actually due to the 
IVs of the study. The more random error the more likely chance occurrence has taken place. The 
statistical tests used to determine if the results are significantly different relies on the 
assumptions that there is equal variability between errors and each source of error follows a 
normal distribution. If a sample’s distribution deviates too much from a normal distribution this 
sample will not be accepted.  
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Software 
 There are many software programs that can be used to design and analyze fractional 
factorial DOE. There is free software for designing fractional factorial DOE such as Landsheer’s 
Fractional Factorial Design Wizard (2002). This software is free, but only provides orthogonal 
arrays for selecting which IV combinations to use in an experiment and does analyze results. 
SPSS (SPSS Inc., 2007) has a special software suite for fractional factorial analysis called 
Conjoint. It is designed for market research where people’s perceptions are important but 
Conjoint is not very useful for process and product optimization studies. Minitab (Minitab, 2012) 
is a more comprehensive user friendly software which designs and analyzes quality improvement 
fractional factorial DOE in addition to other procedures such as ANOVA. It is a very useful and 
economical (academic version), only $25 US, software suite. Qualitek-4 (Nutek, 2009) is 
specific to designing and analyzing TM studies but it is costly, greater than $1,000 US, and only 
applicable to TM studies.  
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Purpose/Specific Aims 
The purpose of this study is to apply the TM to an excise science research problem. The 
specific aims are described below. 
Specific Aim One. 
 To determine the optimal ankle tape application of the parameterization of common 
taping variables based on a TM DOE. To do this, various ankle taping LC will be measured for 
their influence on ankle inversion velocity and displacement. In addition, measurement of 
inversion-eversion and dorsal flexion-planter flexion ROM will be conducted.  
Specific Aim Two. 
 To determine the optimal sample size based on a progressively smaller samples analysis. 
To do this an appropriate sample study sample size will be determined based on a variance 
analysis. From this sample size progressively smaller sample size will be randomly selected from 
the original sample to determine the ability of this smaller sample to provide results that are 
comparable to the original sample size.  
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CHAPTER 3 
  
METHODS 
 
 This study applied the Taguchi method (TM) to an exercise science application with 
human subjects. This application optimized the product ankle taping. Traditionally the TM is 
conducted in three phases: (a) screening experiments, to determine if there are interactions 
between independent variables (IVs), (b) optimization experiments, to ascertain the set of 
parameters that will yield desired performance, and (c) validation trials, to assess validity of the 
experimental results (Bandyopadhyay, Gokhale, Sarin Sundar, Sundararajan, & Joshi, 2005). For 
this study, use of a full factorial design of experiment (DOE) guarantees all two-way interactions 
are studied, and therefore a preliminary screening study for two-way interactions will not need to 
be conducted. Phases (b) and (c) were conducted based on the information provided from the full 
factorial experiment. This study’s goal was to determine if a TM DOE can approximate the 
results of a full factorial study.  
Participants 
Interactions in a TM study should be avoided (Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000). 
In this study, steps are taken to reduce the possibility of interactions. Participants were recruited 
within a university setting, and in the local community, 18 to 35 years old, female, and between 
115 and 180 pounds. Female participants are historically underrepresented in ankle injury related 
research (Beynnon, Murphy, & Alosa, 2002), and by only using female participants, potential 
gender interaction was avoided.  
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Prior history of ankle or lower extremity injury is an important consideration in this study. 
Chronically unstable ankles, those with many ankle injuries over their lifetime, pose a potential 
risk to validity as any inherent static structural support is likely absent in these individuals. In 
addition, recent ankle injury, within the last six months, excluded potential participants from this 
study, because tissue healing may interfere with measurement. Upon first contact, potential 
participants were asked about their prior ankle injury history, age, weight, and shoe size. A 
formal list of these questions is available in Appendix A. 
Number of Participants Needed 
The number of participants needed to attain sufficient power for a full factorial DOE is 
dependent on the precision of the measurement device and the consistency of the scores gathered 
from the participants. In order to determine an appropriate sample size for this study, effect sizes 
(ES), based on the SD and sample sizes from published research (see Table 1), were reviewed. 
Ankle motion, and total amount of ankle ROM (AROM) values in these studies were used for ES 
calculations. The mean ES from various studies, listed in Table 1, are 1.72 (amount of inversion), 
1.40 (rate of inversion), and 0.57 (AROM), respectively. Russ Lenth’s (2006-9) online software 
Java and applets for power and sample size was used to determine the appropriate sample sizes 
for this study. A balanced two-way ANOVA, with three groups at two levels each, for main 
effects and two-way interactions, was used to estimate sample sizes. Three-way interaction is not 
expected in this study and is difficult to interrupt. A target power of .80 was selected. Average 
within groups’ SD needs to be selected for analysis purposes. The SDs used were: amount of 
inversion 2.93, rate of inversion 39.35, and AROM 8.91. These SDs were selected based on the 
computed pooled SD from multiple comparisons of PAS conditions in reviewed articles (see 
Table 1). For example, in these articles a condition could entail a semi-rigid brace versus a rigid 
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brace comparison. Sample size for amount of inversion based on power is shown in Figures 15 
and 16, rate of inversion in Figures 17 and 18, and AROM in Figure 19. Distinguishability 
between experimental combinations makes the selection of small detectable contrast values 
desirable, but this requirement also increases sample size. Due to feasibility and resources, the 
upper limit of participants was deemed to be 35 for each condition of the study. 
Based on a review of Figures 15 to 19 a sample size of 34 will provide appropriate power for 
a one degree main effects analysis of amount of inversion, since a one degree two-way 
interaction sample size (n = 67) is too large, but a two degree difference (n = 17) is manageable. 
For rate of inversion sample size of 31, at a 20º/sec detectable difference, will provide 
appropriate power for a two way interaction. A sample size of 31 is more than sufficient for a 
15º/sec detectable difference for main effects analysis, but a smaller detectable difference of 
10º/sec would require a sample size of n = 63, which is too large for this study. Three degrees 
would be the largest desirable detectable difference for AROM but for two-way interaction the 
sample size would be too large (n = 69); a more manageable size would be a five degree 
difference (n = 25). For main effects, however, three degree difference works well. Detecting a 
two-way interaction with this measure may not work well due to the large sample size needed.  
 As evident in sample sizes needed, presented in Table 6, an upper sample size limit of 35 
will be the best balance of feasibility and available resources. If the within subjects SD is smaller 
than planned appropriate sample size adjustments can be made. Cordova et al. (2007), for 
example, reported small SD for sudden ankle inversion: pooled SD was small 0.73 (amount of 
inversion), 17.67 (rate of inversion), which is considerably smaller than the other author’s pooled 
SDs using the same type of measure.  
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Figure 15. Power curves for amount of inversion for main effect. Within subject SD = 3.48.  
 
 
 
Figure 16. Power curves for amount of inversion for two way interaction. Within subject SD = 
3.48 
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Figure 17. Power curves for rate of inversion for main effect. Within subject SD = 39.35.  
 
 
Figure 18. Power curves for rate of inversion for two way interaction. Within subject SD = 39.35.  
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 Figure 19. Power curves for amount of inversion for main effect and two way interaction. 
Within subject SD = 8.91. 
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Table 6 
Sample Size Table 
  Main Effects Interaction 
 Difference n N 
Amount of Inversion 3º 5 8 
 2º 9 17 
 1º 34 N/A 
Rate of Inversion 25º/s
 
10 20 
 20º/s 16 31 
 15º/s 27 N/A 
AROM 5º N/A 25 
 4º 20 39 
 3º 35 N/A 
Note. AROM = Active ROM, n = number of participants, º/s = degrees per second, 
and N/A = Not Applicable, which means calculated sample size is too large.  
 
Demographics and Descriptive 
 Thirty five participants volunteered to take part in this study and 5 of these participants 
were selected for retesting. See Table 7 for demographic and descriptive information. Each 
participant wore a size small Breg Ultra Ankle XT ankle brace (see Figure 9; in Chapter 2), and 
could balance on their dominate foot for more than a one minute when tested. No participant had 
had an ankle injury in the year prior to participating in this study or in-between the period of time 
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from the initial test to the retest. All except two participants in the test group identified their right 
foot as their dominate foot (i.e., tested foot), and all in the retest group were right foot dominate.  
 
Table 7 
Demographic and Descriptive Information for the Test and Retest Groups 
 
Test Group (n = 35) Retest Group (n = 5) 
 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Age (yrs) 27.71 4.91 26.40 5.59 
Height (cm) 160.17 11.93 157.00 15.02 
Body Weight (kg) 61.62 5.83 61.22 5.22 
Fibular Length (cm) 35.09 1.74 36.09 1.74 
Cir. Malleoli (cm) 23.56 1.82 24.15 1.70 
Cir. Low (20%) 21.65 1.99 22.42 1.70 
Cir. High (35%) 25.34 2.01 26.30 2.04 
Cir. Heel to Apex (cm) 30.4 1.48 30.82 1.88 
Shoe Size (U.S.) 7.80 1.16 8.30 1.10 
Foot Length (cm) 23.65 1.30 23.68 1.07 
Note. Cir. = Circumference. % refers to fibular height location as measured from the distal fibular head and up. 
U.S. = United States standard shoe size (self-reported). 
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Outcome Measures 
 The dependent variables (DV) selected for this study are the best available measures for 
distinguishing between experimental conditions since they measures ROM restriction, and 
provide a high degree of precision. In addition, these measures are relatively easy to apply and to 
take repeated measures. These measures are a modified Inman ankle machine (Stiehl, 1991) for 
ankle inversion-eversion and dorsal flexion-plantar flexion, and a sudden ankle inversion device 
for measuring rate of inversion.  
From AROM, while in a seated position the participant’s dominant lower leg and ankle 
was placed within the Inman machine, see Figure 20. Maximum active planatarflexion to 
dorsiflexion and inversion to eversion ROM was measured with a computerized dual 
inclinometer (Tracker ROM™, JTECH Medical, Salt Lake City, Utah) attached to the 
goniometer device; not pictured in Figure 20. 
In pilot studies the Inman machine proved to work well as a measure of PF, but not such 
a good measure of inversion or eversion. For dorsal flexion it was expected that for any positive 
dorsal flexion movement only a positive value would be recorded, but what ended up happening 
for some individuals was that any lag in dorsal flexion appeared as positive plantar flexion. Not 
until toward the middle of data collection was this error identified, no remedy could be 
determined, and thus dorsal flexion data was not analyzed in this study. Furthermore, ankle 
inversion and eversion where designed to be studied but the foot brace made for this study was 
not able to hold the foot reliably in position for each participant and a lot of foot motion was 
apparent by the researcher and therefore not measured in this study. 
The sudden ankle inversion device (SAID), see Figure 20, simulates ankle inversion. The 
participant’s amount and rate of ankle inversion was measured while the participant’s dominant 
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foot inverts from a standing position to maximum of 32º inversion once the trap door was 
released; the sudden ankle inversion platform was tilted to 15º plantar flexed position. In 
conjunction with the SAID a motion analysis system was used to record and digitize ankle 
movement. The Aerial Performance Analysis System (APAS), Arial Dynamics Inc., is a motion 
analysis system used for recording and digitizing human movement.  
 
     
 
 
Figure 20. Inman machine. This device can either measure, in isolation, ankle inversion/eversion 
or plantar flexion/dorsiflexion ROM. Motion analysis can also be done in a seated position. 
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Figure 21. Sudden ankle inversion device.  
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Material and Equipment 
The tape selected for this study was 1.5” Johnson and Johnson Coach athletic tape 
(Greenfield et al., 2001). Coach tape was selected because it a common tape used many teams. 
Cramer 2 inch prewrap and Cramer “Tuf Skin” Tape Adherent (Stock # 204028). A DAB (Ultra 
Ankle XT Ankle Brace, Breg, Carlsbad, CA), Figure 9, will be used. 
Experimental Combinations 
For the purpose of defining the experimental setup and for validation purposes, five IVs 
will be explained here. One set of 3 multi-level IVs will describe the ankle taping parameters, the 
other single level IV is the durable ankle brace (DAB) condition, and the other single IV is the 
baseline condition. Three ankle taping IVs will be utilized, each at two levels: tape weight (W), 
tape height (H), and prewrap Thickness (T) as defined in Table 8. For validation a DAB (see 
Figure 9) is also measured.  
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Table 8 
Independent Variable Description 
 Level 
Independent Variable 1 2 
Tape Height 20% 35% 
Tape Weight One Layer Three Layers 
Prewrap Thickness One Layer Three Layers 
Baseline One Level 
Durable Ankle Brace One Level 
Note: Tape Height refers to distance from the distal fibular head to the 
point at which tape is applied. This distance is based on the total fibula 
length.  
 
In this optimization study, the IVs are prominent ankle taping IVs. Ankle taping 
combinations (i.e., parameters) have not been studied in the literature (Sherwood, 1998), 
therefore, the selected IVs and their levels (see Table 9) are based on suggestions from ankle 
taping text books, articles (Kersey, 2004), dissertation committee recommendations, and the 
researcher’s own ankle taping experience as an athletic trainer. When selecting the IVs for a TM 
study, it is important to select IVs which have little or no interaction with other IVs (Wu & Wu, 
2000), however, the TM arrays do accommodate interactions if needed. It is also desirable that 
the IVs increase in value on a continuous scale, as opposed to being a dichotomous variable.  
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Table 9 
Tape Weight 
 
Level 
 1 2 
Structure Light Heavy 
Stirrup Three strip fanned out Six strips fanned out 
Heel Lock One strip left and right Three strips left and right 
Figure of Eight One strip Three strips 
 
 Ankle tape height had a low and high level. Each level will be relative to the person’s 
fibular length. Low, was 20% of the fibular length, and high was 35% of fibular length. The 
depth for every ankle taping combination was the mid-point of the arch.  
Ankle tape weight had two levels: light and heavy (see Table 9). The light level consisted 
of two anchor strips, three stirrups applied from medial to lateral and in a fanned out pattern 
proximally which comes to a point at the inferior calcaneus. In addition, one high heel lock left 
and right, and one figure of eight encompassing the lower leg and mid foot with the apex over 
the anterior talus. The heavy level consisted of two anchor strips, nine stirrups applied from 
medial to lateral and in a fanned out pattern proximally, which comes to a point at the inferior 
calcaneus. In addition, six high heel lock left and right, and three figure of eights encompassing 
the lower leg and mid foot with the apex over the anterior calcaneus. The difference between 
light and heavy layers is two layers. Space between each structure, called enclosure strips, were 
be smoothed out to form an even application of tape, and applied as thin as possible, but applied 
as heavy as the rest of the structures applied.  
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Prewrap thickness had two levels: thin and thick. The thin layer consisted of prewrap 
applied from the mid-foot to a point just above the ankle tape height. It will be applied so as to 
overlap by approximately half its width. The thick layer was applied in the same manner as the 
thin prewrap but applied three times as thick. 
Design of Experiment 
A 3 IV, each 2 levels, full factorial orthogonal array (see Figure 22) was used for this 
study. A TM L4 (see Table 10) and a L8 (see Table 11) were utilized for analysis purposes 
(Taguchi & Konishi, 1987). An L8 is basically a full factorial design of experiment (DOE) for 3 
IV, each at 2 levels. The L determines which IV experimental combinations are studied and 
analyzed. A L4 does not accommodate any interactions, when 3 IVs are used, but a L8 can 
accommodate up to 3, 2 level interactions, and incorporates all the trails combinations used in an 
L4. The first column in these tables designates the combination and the adjacent three rows 
define the IV levels. For example, Combination 3 (W1 · H2 · T2), of Table 12, describes the 
following combination tape weight light, tape height of 35%, and prewrap thickness thick; and 
Y2 denotes DV information collected under this combination.  
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W1 W2 
H1 H2 H1 H2 
T1 T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 
T2 T-5 T-6 T-7 T-8 
 
Figure 22. 2
3
 full factorial array. W = Tape Weight, H = Tape Height, and T = Prewrap 
Thickness. T# = trial number. 
 
Table 10 
Linear Graph: L4 Linear Array 
 Independent Variables  
Combination Weight Height Thickness 
Dependent 
Variable 
1 1 1 1 Y1 
2 1 2 2 Y2 
3 2 1 2 Y3 
4 2 2 1 Y4 
Note. Y = Dependent variable. 
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Table 11 
L8 with Interactions 
 
 
W H W X H T W X T H X T 
Not 
Used 
 
DV 
1 
 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 
Y1 
2 
 
1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
 
Y2 
3 
 
1 2 2 1 1 2 2 
 
Y3 
4 
 
1 2 2 2 2 1 1 
 
Y4 
5 
 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
 
Y5 
6 
 
2 1 2 2 1 2 1 
 
Y6 
7 
 
2 2 1 1 2 2 1 
 
Y7 
8 
 
2 2 1 2 1 1 2 
 
Y8 
Note. W = tape weight, H = tape height, T = prewrap thickness, DV = dependent variable, Y = output of DV. 
 
Validation Design Components 
 In order to demonstrate validity of the TM, that is to show that the TM can estimate the 
main effects of a full factorial repeated measures design, the full factorial and TM models L4. An 
intraclass correlation coefficient R was used to compare these models.  
 In order to illustrate a linear pattern of progressively better ankle tape LC, a DAB 
condition was also being measured in this study. It is theorized that the DAB, which is known to 
provide superior support when compared to ankle tape (Sitler et al., 1994; Surve, Schwellnus, 
Noakes, & Lombard, 1994) were at the far upper end of performance compared to the ankle 
tapping combinations. This relationship will be graphed to illustrate this linear pattern. The DAB 
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condition’s 95% confidence intervals were compared the best ankle tape experimental 
combination.  
The TM is usually carried out with small sample sizes. To explore the reliability of the 
TM and to build a case for validity, subsequent analysis was performed with progressively 
smaller and smaller sample sizes that are randomly selected. This will help to show how many 
participants are needed to effectively run a TM study in a kinesiology application.  
 The DV for this study was D/S and AROM measured without tape, taped and braced, and 
repeated at follow-up in either an L4 or L8 orthogonal array. Data were collected as shown in 
Table 12. In addition, ankle tape weight and DAB weight were measured using US BALANCE® 
scale which measures in grams. For analysis purposes LCs (see Table 13) from an L4 will be 
used. 
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Table 12 
Full Factorial Array Linear Combinations, L8 
 Independent Variable 
 
Dependent Variable 
Linear 
Combination 
Weight Height Thickness 
 
No Tape Tape  DAB 
1 1 1 1 
 
 LC 1  
2 1 1 2 
 
 LC 2  
3 1 2 1 
 
 LC 3  
4 1 2 2 
 
 LC 4  
5 2 1 1 
 
 LC 5  
6 2 1 2 
 
 LC 6  
7 2 2 1 
 
 LC 7  
8 2 2 2 
 
 LC 7  
Note. 1 = low level, and 2 = high level of accompanying IV. DAB = Durable Ankle Brace. No tape and DAB are 
measured once each for each participant. 
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Table 13 
L4 Orthogonal Array and Validation Combinations 
 Independent Variable 
 
Dependent Variable 
Trial Weight Height Thickness 
 
No Tape Tape DAB 
1 1 1 1 
 
 
 
 
2 1 2 2 
 
 
 
 
3 2 2 1 
 
 
 
 
4 2 2 2 
 
 
 
 
Note. 1 = low level, and 2 = high level of accompanying IV. DAB = Durable Ankle Brace. 
 
Other Design Notes 
Ideally the TM would utilize environmental conditions (i.e., noise) to test the IVs and 
produce a signal to noise ratio study, but this is the first time the TM has been used in a non-
computer-simulated kinesiology application so the inner array were established first. 
Furthermore, since the environmental conditions are modeled with an outer array, which 
facilitate noise IV in their setups to study the product, process or performance, more 
experimental trials would need to be run so an outer array were used in this study.  
Recruitment and Scheduling 
Participants were recruited from the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign 
community. A flyer (see Appendix A) was posted around campus for recruitment. Interested 
participants were informed further about the study and then screened to determine study 
eligibility; see Appendix B for screening questions. They were also asked if they were able to 
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commit to two testing sessions, because a randomly selected group was asked to attend a second 
testing session for reliability purposes. If they agreed, they were scheduled for testing. 
Test Day Preparation 
At the scheduled testing session, the participant were informed about the study and told 
that they were able to withdraw at any time. They were asked to read and then sign an informed 
consent form, which provided information about the study, and has been approved by the 
University of Illinois Institutional Review Board, (See Appendix C) if they were willing to 
participate.  
 Before the testing begins, each participant was familiarized with the testing equipment 
and procedures. In addition, two trial runs for each test were administered to provide familiarity 
with the equipment and procedures before a prophylactic ankle stabilizer (PAS) was applied. 
Participants then were given a razor to shave the lower third of their leg if hair is present. 
Participants were asked if they have any lotion on their leg and if so, a soapy towel was used to 
remove the lotion so the lotion does not affect the application of the adhesive spray. The distance 
measured between proximal and distal fibular heads was used to guide the height of the tape 
application. After baseline measurement, adhesive spray was applied to the skin and then the 
appropriate tape combination was applied by the primary investigator who is also a certified 
athletic trainer. Only one person applied the tape throughout the study so the taper and taping 
technique were sources of error in the study.  
Procedures 
Each participant was repeatedly measured under each combination and the DAB 
condition. Each combination—baseline measure, 8 taping combinations and one DAB 
condition—was performed in a random order to accommodate for fatigue and testing exposure. 
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Each of these combinations was written on a token and this token was randomly drawn from a 
bag to ensure a combination sequence. 
Marker Setup 
Imprecision in the study of the rate of ankle motion could have been due to maker setup 
used in conjunction with the sudden ankle inversion device (SAID), video camera, and video 
analysis system. The upper segment, defined by two markers, reflects the tibia, and the lower 
segment, also defined by two markers, reflects the foot. The upper segment markers lie over soft 
tissue covering the tibia, and as the body moves down and the ankle moves into inversion, 
rotation of the tibia was observed as occurring (n.b., during review of video in slow motion), but 
this motion was undetectable by the marker setup. This is most likely due to the markers being 
placed on top the skin and soft tissue, which moves in different patterns when compared to the 
body tissue and joint structures. In addition, the lower marker setup was directly over the lateral 
malleoli of the ankle and the calcaneus. The lateral malleoli and calcaneus are relatively stable 
points, however the skin and marker setup allow some movement over the lateral malleoli and 
calcaneus. The problem with the lower segment setup is that it is not a very long segment and 
any movement of this segment is difficult to detect, especially if the measurement system does 
not identify small variations in movement. Even though the segment setup was the optimal setup, 
based on trial and error with different segment set ups, study of the angular movement was 
complicated due to small soft tissue interference, segment size and imprecision of the 
measurement system. 
The marker setup eventually used in this study was the recommended marker setup for 
studying ankle inversion movement based on conversations with a biomechanics expert (A. 
Finch, personal communication, June 13, 2011; see Appendix D). Original trials where attempted 
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using three points: One at the mid-calf, one at the talocrural joint, and one on the calcaneus. This 
setup proved to be difficult because the maker over the talocrural joint did not stay in location 
over the talocrural joint because the marker-and-skin would move medially with the achilles 
tendon, but inversion at the talocrural joint would not be captured on motion analysis because the 
maker step-up would only show a straight line; not the desired angled that would indicate 
inversion. Therefore a two segment system that was disjointed was employed. For the upper 
segment this entailed tow markers placed along the vertical axis of the lower leg beneath the 
belly of the calf muscle. For the lower segment this entailed one marker placed on the posterior 
aspect of the distal fibular head, and one placed behind the calcaneus bone.  
Data preparation 
Microsoft excel was used to gather and prepare data for analysis. Motion analysis was 
rendered into meaningful output using Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS). Great effort 
went into determining and identifying the starting and stopping locations of ankle inversion 
movement, as measured on the sudden ankle inversion device (SAID) (see machine in Figure 21). 
Figure 23, a chart for factor linear combination (FLC) (2,2,1), demonstrates the Upper and 
Lower graphed motion segments over time. The y axis shows degrees of change; the Upper and 
Lower segments are on the exact same time scale on the x axis. In almost all, but a few, of the 
400 conditions analyzed the Upper segments showed the most change in degrees over time, and 
the Lower segment showed a consistent downward slope from left to right. The characteristic 
Upper segment curve seen in Figure 23 was typical for most of all the 400 conditions analyzed. 
In Figure 23, vertical line one shows the point, for both the Upper and Lower segments, when it 
was determined ankle inversion motion starts, and vertical line two shows when it finishes. “Start” 
and “Stop” were also decided by comparing the accompanying motion analysis video capture. It 
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can be seen, in Figure 23, that the Upper segment motion begins at approximately 88º, then 
bottoms-out at 72º, and then the line assumes a sharper curve up to approximately 93º at which 
point there is no more tibia segment motion. This is because as the lower limb being tested drops 
on the SAID the ankle begins to evert before it inverts, but as the limb stops movement as the 
SAID trap door stops the ankle joint is forced to invert, and this is the point where ankle 
inversion motion starts. The Lower segment (i.e., foot), being attached to the trap door, however 
has a consistent inversion movement.  
 
 
Figure 23. This figure demonstrates how a graph was used to determine the starting and stopping 
points of segment motion. Vertical lines 1 and 2 represent points at which data collection begins 
and ends. The x axis is a time scale and is arbitrary as it is based on each camera frame captured, 
for which each time point actually varies by hundredths of a second depending where the camera 
frame is on a time scale.  
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Data Analyses 
 The full factorial model was analyzed with a traditional repeated measures full factorial 
ANOVA, and TM ANOVA procedures as outlined in Table 14. The main differences in the TM, 
and ANOVA procedures are the use of pooling insignificant IVs, and use the S/N. In addition, 
the TM model, was analyzed with TM ANOVA procedures. It is expected these two models, full 
factorial and TM. The effect of W, H, and T, and possible interaction was evaluated for 
significance at the alpha = 0.05 level of significance. To determine the ability of progressively 
smaller sample size performance in an ANOVA and TM study, variance analysis was conducted 
with progressively smaller sample sizes. The quality characteristic “Smaller is Better,” was used 
for all measures; amount of inversion, rate of inversion and AROM. In addition to the traditional 
ANOVA procedures, TM a signal to noise ratio (S/N) ratio analysis was conducted.  
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Table 14 
Taguchi Method Procedures (Roy, 1990) 
Step Description 
1. Compute level and interaction totals and their averages, and create plots 
 ANOVA 
2. Total the results 
3. Compute correction factor 
4. Compute total sum of squares 
5. Compute IV sum of squares 
6. Compute total and IV degrees of freedom 
7. Compute mean square 
8. Compute percent contribution 
9. Pool effects 
10. Compute 95% confidence interval 
11. Estimate results at optimum and its 95% confidence interval 
Note. IV = Independent variable. 
 
Taguchi Method Procedures 
The L4 Taguchi orthogonal array was used to identify the linear combinations (LC) 
included in the Taguchi analysis. Minitab 16’s (Minitab, 2012) Taguchi Method package was 
used to conduct the Taguchi Method analysis and the full factorial analysis. The Taguchi Method 
analyses included a full n = 35 sample size analysis of several different dependent variables (DV) 
and a progressively smaller sample size studies ranging from n = 1 to n = 35. The factor level 
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combinations and the resulting output was prepared in Microsoft Excel and pasted into a blank 
Minitab project. Table 15 provides a truncated example of the model used for the full n = 35 
participant Degrees/Second (D/S) analysis and accompanying output for each factor level 
combination presented.  
 
Table 15 
Minitab Model Used for Taguchi Method Analysis with 35 Participants 
 
Weight Height Thickness Degrees/Second Case 
1 1 1 69.62 1 
1 2 2 30.80 1 
2 1 2 22.55 1 
2 2 1 28.68 1 
1 1 1 97.95 2 
1 2 2 13.23 2 
2 1 2 18.68 2 
2 2 1 66.35 2 
--- 
1 1 1 46.99 35 
1 2 2 12.07 35 
2 1 2 39.78 35 
2 2 1 22.51 35 
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A large number of replications (i.e., 8 LC per participant) were used in this study. A 
custom Taguchi Design was created in Minitab to handle the large sample size and the number of 
LC per participant. Each participant completed each of the four LC (see Table 13), and two other 
conditions: Baseline (i.e., no tape condition) and DAB condition, the latter two will be compared 
to the LC in a separate analysis. In addition, four other complementary LC was tested so that all 
possible LC based on the IV levels identified in Table 12 could be analyzed in a subsequent full 
factorial analysis. Detailed Minitab instructions for completing the Minitab analysis are in 
Appendix E. These were created because it is hoped others will use this dissertation to conduct a 
TM study. 
The Taguchi Method uses percent contribution from the main IVs and error to identify 
which of these show the largest and smallest contributions. The smaller contributions are then 
pooled with the error (Roy, 1990) and the ANOVA analysis is then run again resulting in a larger 
F value for the remaining IVs. In this case, where humans are used as subjects, the traditional 
method using the total number of replications results in large error variances noted; > 81%. 
When using the S/N method error variance will be a significantly smaller portion of error 
variance. Taguchi and colleagues eloquently states the rational for statistical significance testing 
and pooling of IVs:  
To affirm the existence of correction factor [independent variable] or the difference of A 
[A refers to a IV] qualitatively, a significance test is made prior to calculation of the 
degrees of contribution in the traditional analysis of variance. In quality engineering, 
however, the significance is observed from the degrees of contribution. It is a basic rule 
to calculate the degrees of contribution only for those causes (called significant factorial 
effects) indicated by asterisks. However, we should not make light of 
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insignificant factorial effects whose degrees of contribution are large. There is a high 
possibility that those factor effects will have a substantial influence on the result. An 
insignificant result is obtained in two situations: In one, the effect is really nonexistent; in 
the other, an effect does exist but there is insufficient evidence to affirm the significance 
associated with the small number of degrees of freedom of the error variance. (Taguchi, 
Chowdhury, Wu, Taguchi, & Yano, 2005, p. 521). 
Most of the studies conducted in this analysis have large error degrees of freedom, which needs 
to be taken into consideration when interpreting the results. Another component to study 
“degrees of contribution”, as noted above, are the factor level mean values, which were 
subsequently studied to determine if these values showed a meaningful difference from one 
another. 
Test, Retest 
These retests were done more than a week after the initial tests. No injuries to the ankle 
where reported between the first and second tests. These five participant’s first and second data 
collection points will be compared for consistency using a two way ANOVA. For stability 
estimates Equation 7 was used to calculate an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). MSw in 
Equation 7 was calculated based on repeated measures (i.e., day 1 vs. day 2) and Error found in a 
two-way ANOVA table. MSs is the MSE of participants found in the same table. The two-way 
ANOVA tables used for ICC calculations, are not shown. All analyses were conducted with 
Minitab. 
 
 
     (7)  
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Chapter 4 
 
RESULTS 
 
 To address the research questions of this study several analyses were carried out. These 
include: a TM analysis, a sample size determination analysis, a consistency of participant’s 
analysis, a full factorial analysis, a validity evidence review, and a means value analysis. The 
research questions are answered at the end of this chapter because the analyses are lengthy, and 
one or more of the analysis are used to answer individual research questions. 
Taguchi Method Analysis: Degrees per Second 
Motion analysis was used to record ankle movement in degrees per second (D/S). D/S is 
the first of three measures used in this study. D/S ANOVA tables were examined for significant 
IV effects for both the standard ANVOA analysis (i.e., utilization of IV means) (see Tables 16 
and 17) and the signal to noise ratio (S/N) analysis (see Tables 18 and 19). For the standard 
analysis (n.b., standard analysis refers to the use of standard ANOVA procedures), the largest 
proportion of variance was associated with error (96.30%) with the main IVs contributing less 
than 4.00% combined. When excluding error variance the main IVs weight (W) accounted for 
17.90%, height (H) 81.80%, and thickness (T) 0.30% of the variance. Excluding error variance 
as a portion contributing to the total variance provides another means to study IV contributions. 
Height was the only IV associated with a significant, p = 0.042, value, but as will be discussed in 
the following paragraphs in detail, W still has a considerable contribution to the total variance 
and this IV should be kept for predicting the optimal result. When T is pooled in the standard 
analysis (see Table 17), there is a small change in the mean square error (MSE) variance, 408.75 
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MSE changed to 405.80 MSE, and because the percent contribution was so small it was not 
noticeable. Had T had a larger percent contribution, but not large enough to not be pooled with 
error, a change in percent contribution would be noticeable. The full S/N analysis (i.e., analysis 
before pooling), has no error degrees of freedom (df) and thus no variance (see Table 17). 
Therefore, the contribution of error cannot be determined unless one of the main effect IVs is 
pooled, which then becomes error variance, (see Table 19) and then the contribution of error 
variance is determined. When T is pooled to become error variance, error variance contributes 
only 0.11% of the total variance and the remaining main effects, W and H contribute 18.76% and 
81.13% respectively, and become statistically significant (p = 0.048 and 0.023 respectively). 
 
Table 16 
Analysis of Variance for Means: Degrees/Second 
Source df SS F  % % MF 
Weight 1 376.90 0.92 0.00 0.65 17.91 
Height 1 1,721.70 4.21** 0.11 2.98 81.79 
Thickness 1 6.30 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.30 
Error 136 55,589.70 (408.75)  96.35  
Total 139 57,694.60  
 
  
Note Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent contribution 
of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent variable only. *p 
< .10. **p < .05. 
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Table 17 
Analysis of Variance for Means: Degrees/Second (Thickness Pooled with Error) 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 376.90 0.93 0.65 0.18 
Height 1 1,721.70 4.24** 2.98 0.82 
Error 137 55,596.00 (405.80) 96.36  
Total 139 57,694.60    
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent 
contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent 
variable only. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
 
Table 18 
Analysis of Variance for S/N Ratio: Degrees per Second 
 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 0.62 - 18.76 18.76 
Height 1 2.67 - 81.13 81.13 
Thickness 1 0.003 - 0.11 0.11 
Error 0 - - -  
Total 3 3.29    
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent 
contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent 
variable only. - = no value because no df for residual.  
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Table 19 
Analysis of Variance for S/N Ratio: Degrees per Second (Thickness Pooled with Error) 
 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 0.62 178.42** 18.76 0.19 
Height 1 2.67 771.44** 81.13 0.81 
Error 0 0.003 (0.003) 0.11  
Total 3 3.29    
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent 
contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent 
variable only. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
 
The mean response and S/N response were studied for absolute difference in tables (see 
Tables 20 and 21) and graphs (see Figures 24 and 25). The S/N values need to be converted back 
into meaningful values for direct comparison with the mean responses, but they are helpful in 
ranking the contribution of each IV. Table 20 and 21 are in agreement in IV ranking; which is 
often the case in studies with a limited number of main effects. W, Height, and T accounted for 
3.28, 7.01 and 0.42 D/S mean response difference respectively, as shown in Table 20. Based on 
(G. Taguchi, Chowdhury, Wu, Taguchi, & Yano, 2005) suggestion to utilize all IV level effects 
that have a large degree of contribution in the result, and Roy’s (1990) suggestion to pool IVs 
until the error df becomes half the total df, the IV of T was pooled with the error variance and the 
larger IV effects for W2 and H2 will be used to calculate the optimum result. By pooling one IV, 
the df for error is only one but in a study with only three IVs, pooling more than one IV may not 
be appropriate unless the second pooled IV also has a very small contribution.  
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Table 20 
Response Table for Means: Degrees/Second 
Level Weight Height Thickness 
1 39.48 41.35 37.63 
2 36.20 34.33 38.05 
Delta 3.28 7.01 0.42 
Rank 2 1 3 
Note. Delta = absolute change. 
 
Table 21 
Response Table for S/N Ratio Smaller is Better: Degrees per Second 
Level Weight Height Thickness 
1 -32.96 -33.38 -32.53 
2 -32.17 -31.75 -32.59 
Delta 0.79 1.63 0.06 
Rank 2 1 3 
Note. Delta = absolute change. 
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Figure 24. Taguchi method: degrees per second independent variable level effects for means, n = 
35. 
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Figure 25. Taguchi method: degrees per second independent variable level effects for S/N ratio 
(Smaller is Better), n = 35. 
 
The expected result at the optimum condition (W2 • H2) for the mean response was 32.69 
D/S and 36.96 D/S for the S/N response. The mean response and the S/N response are not 
expected to be the same (Roy, 2001), but they can be similar, since the S/N ratio formula not 
only considers the mean response but also the variation around the mean. The formula for the 
S/N ratio averages over each result (see Equation 4), Table 22 shows the mean and confidence 
interval (CI) at the 95% and 90% for the mean response. There is no CI for the S/N. No texts 
were found utilizing a CI for the S/N which is most likely because the equation for the CI 
includes number of effective replications and the S/N eliminates the replications by averaging all 
results when a S/N value is produced. Regardless, it is important to compare the optimum values; 
however, it is suggested that the S/N is the more appropriate representation of the true optimal 
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value in parameter design and robust engineering (Ross, 1996). In summary the optimal 
condition, based on the S/N, is 36.96 D/S and is calculated based on the results of W2 and H2. 
This LC should be tested to confirm its true value.  
 
Table 22 
Mean and S/N Ratio Optimal Response for Degrees per Second 
  CI 95% CI 90% 
Mean 32.69 dps (-1.80, 67.19) (3.80, 61.58) 
S/N Ratio 36.96 dps - - 
Note. No CI calculated for the S/N ratio. dps = degrees per second. 
 
 A confirmation of the optimal predicted value may or may not have been conducted in a 
particular TM study but in this study all possible LC have been studied from n = 1 to n = 35. 
Based on the total number of LC for D/S containing LC W2 and H2, 70 in total; 35 for W2 • H2 
• T1 and thirty five for W2 • H2 • T2, the calculated mean response value is 35.81 D/S. This 
value is consistent with the predicted response values in Table 22 and is close in value with the 
predicted S/N value of 36.96 D/S. 
Taguchi Method Analysis: Plantar Flexion 
 To determine ROM allowed by each ankle tape combination, plantar flexion (PF) was 
measured after each LC taping combination was applied. Originally dorsiflexion, inversion, and 
eversion ankle ROM were designed to be studied in addition to PF, but the Inman ankle machine 
created for this study did not provide data for the consistent measurement of the later three 
motions; therefore, only plantar flexion results are available for analysis. The same TM analysis 
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procedures used for D/S were used for PF, which was measured by total angular degrees 
achieved by the participant.  
The largest proportion of variance in the standard analysis (see Table 23) was associated 
with error 81.48% and the next meaningful contribution was W 14.00%. When isolating the 
main IVs’ variances, W accounted for 75.60%, Height 21.34%, and T 3.10% of the variance. 
Weight and H were the only IVs associated with a statistically significant p value, (p < 0.001 and 
p = 0.011 respectively). When T is pooled in the standard analysis (see Table 26), there is a small 
change in the MSE variance, 47.22 changed to 47.20, and in the percent contribution for error 
(81.48% to 82.05%), but no noticeable changes in percent contribution for W or H (p < 0.001 
and p = 0.011 respectively). In the full S/N analysis (see Table 25) shows the IVs, W and H, 
accounting for 74.30% and 21.60% of the variance respectively, and after T is pooled (see Table 
26) error accounts for 4.00% of the variance, however there are no associated significant values.  
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Table 23 
Analysis of Variance for Means: Plantar Flexion 
Source df SS F  % % MF 
Weight 1 1,103.21 23.36** 0.27 14.00 75.57 
Height 1 312.01 6.61** 0.13 3.96 21.37 
Thickness 1 44.58 0.94 0.00 0.57 3.05 
Error 136 6,422.34 (47.22)  81.48  
 Total 139 7,882.14     
Note Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent contribution 
of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent variable only. *p 
< .10. **p < .05. 
 
Table 24 
Analysis of Variance for Means: Plantar Flexion (Pooled) 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 1,103.20 23.37** 14.00 77.95 
Height 1 312.00 6.61** 3.96 22.05 
Error 137 6,466.90 (47.20) 82.05  
Total 139 7,882.10    
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent 
contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent 
variable only. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
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Table 25 
Analysis of Variance for S/N Ratio: Plantar Flexion 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 21.61 - 73.45 73.45 
Height 1 6.09 - 20.70 20.70 
Thickness 1 1.72 - 5.85 5.85 
Error 0 - - -  
Total 3 29.41    
Note. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF 
= percent contribution of independent variable only. - = No value because no df for residual.  
 
Table 26 
Analysis of Variance for S/N Ratio: Plantar Flexion (Pooled) 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 21.61 12.56 73.45 78.01 
Height 1 6.09 3.54 20.70 21.99 
Error 1 1.72 (1.72) 5.85  
Total 3 29.41    
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent 
contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent 
variable only. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
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The mean response and S/N response tables were analyzed for absolute difference in 
tables (see Tables 27 and 28) and graphs (see Figures 26 and 27). Table 27 and 28 are in 
agreement in IV ranking. Weight, H, and T accounted for 5.61, 2.99, and 1.13 degrees difference, 
respectively, as shown in Table 27. It was decided to pool the IV of T was pooled with the error 
variance and the larger IV effects for W2 and H2 will be used to calculate the optimum result.  
 
Table 27 
Response Table for Means: Plantar Flexion 
Level Weight Height Thickness 
1 46.59 45.27 43.21 
2 40.97 42.29 44.34 
Delta 5.61 2.99 1.13 
Rank 1 2 3 
Note. Delta = absolute change. 
 
Table 28 
Response Table for S/N Ratio Smaller is Better: Plantar Flexion 
Level Weight Height Thickness 
1 -33.45 -33.20 -32.78 
2 -32.36 -32.61 -33.03 
Delta 1.09 0.59 0.25 
Rank 1 2 3 
Note. Delta = absolute change. 
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Figure 26. Taguchi method: plantar flexion independent variable level effects for means, n = 35. 
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Figure 27. Taguchi method: plantar flexion independent variable level effects for S/N ratio 
(Smaller is Better), n = 35. 
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The expected result at the optimum condition (W2, H2) for the mean response was 39.48 
degrees and 40.11 degrees for the S/N response. Table 29 shows the mean and confidence 
interval (CI) at the 95% and 90% for the mean response. In summary, the optimal condition, 
based on the S/N, is 40.11 degrees, and is calculated based on the results of W2 and H2. This 
combination should be tested to confirm its true value. Based on the total number of LC for PF 
containing LC W2 and H2, 70 in total, the calculated mean response value is 40.36 degrees. This 
value is consistent with the predicted response values in Table 29 and is close in value with the 
predicted S/N value of 40.11 degrees. 
 
Table 29 
Mean and S/N Ratio Optimal Response: Plantar Flexion 
  CI 95% CI 90% 
Mean 39.48º (9.85, 27.71) (29.63, 49.33) 
S/N Ratio 40.11º - - 
Note. No CI calculated for the S/N ratio. 
 
Taguchi Method Analysis: Ankle Tape Weight 
 The final DV used in the TM analyses is ankle tape weight (ATW). ATW is not directly 
associated with ankle velocity or ROM restriction. The weight of each taping combination was 
measured and recorded in grams after each LC was taped and tested. This measurement provided 
a very consistent response across LC and participants and shows how the TM works with human 
subjects when a more precise measurement is used. The same TM analysis procedures used for 
D/S and PF were used for ATW. 
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The largest proportion of variance in the standard analysis (see Table 30) was associated 
with W (66.99%; p < 0.001), then error (18.47%), H (13.56%; p < 0.001), and T (0.99; p = 
0.008). When isolating the main IVs’ variance, W accounted for 75.60%, H 21.34%, and T 3.10% 
of the variance. W, H and T were associated with a significant, p < 0.001, 0.001 and p = 0.008, 
respectively, value. When T, the least contributing IV despite having a statistically significant 
value, is pooled in the standard analysis (see Table 31), there is a small change in the MSE 
variance, 58.90 changed to 61.60, and in the percent contribution for error, 18.47% to 19.46%. 
The remaining main IVs were associated with p < 0.001 and thus were statically significant. The 
full S/N analysis (see Table 32) shows W accounting for 73.45% of the variance, H 20.70%, and 
T 5.85%. After T is pooled, (see Table 33) error accounts for 5.85% of the variance, but W and 
H p values where greater than p > 0.010. 
 
Table 30 
Analysis of Variance for Means: Ankle Tape Weight 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 29,067.90 493.22** 0.75 66.99 82.16 
Height 1 5,882.50 99.81** 0.34 13.56 16.63 
Thickness 1 429.10 7.28** 0.08 0.99 1.21 
Error 136 8,015.10 (58.90) 
 
18.47  
Total 139 43,394.60  
 
  
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent contribution 
of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent variable only. *p < .10. 
**p < .05. 
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Table 31 
Analysis of Variance for Means: Ankle Tape Weight (Pooled) 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 29,068.00 471.60 66.98 83.17 
Height 1 5,883.00 95.44 13.56 16.83 
Error 137 8,444.00 (61.60) 19.46  
Total 139 43,395.00    
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent 
contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent 
variable only. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
 
Table 32 
Analysis of Variance for S/N Ratio: Ankle Tape Weight 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 1.19 - 74.34 74.34 
Height 1 0.35 - 21.62 21.62 
Thickness 1 0.06 - 4.04 4.04 
Error 0 - - -  
Total 3 1.61    
Note. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF 
= percent contribution of independent variable only. - = No value because no df for residual.  
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Table 33 
Analysis of Variance for S/N Ratio: Ankle Tape Weight (Pooled) 
Source df SS F % % MF 
Weight 1 1.19 18.38 74.34 77.47 
Height 1 0.35 5.35 21.62 22.53 
Error 1 0.06 (0.06) 4.04  
Total 3 1.61    
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square error. SS = Sum of Squares, % = percent 
contribution of independent variable and error variance, and % MF = percent contribution of independent 
variable only. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
 
The mean response and S/N response tables were studied for absolute difference in tables 
(see Tables 34 and 35) and graphs (see Figures 28 and 29). Table 34 and 35 are in agreement in 
table ranking. Weight, H, and T accounted for 5.61, 2.99, and 1.13 degrees difference 
respectively as shown in Table 34. The IV of T was pooled with the error variance and the larger 
IV effects for W1 and H1 will be used to calculate the optimum result.  
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Table 34 
Response Table for Means: Ankle Tape Weight 
Level Weight Height Thickness 
1 41.19 49.12 53.85 
2 70.01 62.08 57.35 
Delta 28.82 12.96 3.50 
Rank 1 2 3 
Note. Delta = absolute change. 
 
Table 35 
Response Table for S/N Ratio Smaller is Better: Ankle Tape Weight 
Level Weight Height Thickness 
1 -32.27 -33.36 -33.93 
2 -36.91 -35.82 -35.25 
Delta 4.65 2.47 1.31 
Rank 1 2 3 
Note. Delta = absolute change. 
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Figure 28. Taguchi method: ankle tape weight independent level effects for means, n = 35. 
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Figure 29. Taguchi method: ankle tape weight independent variable level effects for S/N ratio 
(Smaller is Better), n = 35. 
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The expected result at the optimum condition for the mean response was 34.71 g and 
35.61 g for the S/N response. Table 36 shows the mean and CI at the 95% and 90% for the mean 
response. In summary, the optimal condition, based on the S/N is 35.61 g and is calculated based 
on the results of W1 and H1. This combination should be tested to confirm its true value. Based 
on the total number of LC for ATW containing LC W1 and H1, which is seventy in total, the 
calculated mean response value is 35.15 g. This value is consistent with the predicted response 
values in Table 36 and is close in value with the predicted S/N value of 35.61 g degrees. 
 
Table 36 
Mean and S/N Ratio Optimal Response: Ankle Tape Weight 
  CI 95% CI 90% 
Mean 34.71 g (21.27, 48.15) (23.45, 45.97) 
S/N Ratio 35.61 g - - 
Note. No CI calculated for the S/N ratio. g = grams 
 
  
Sample Size Determination: Degrees per Second 
One aim of this study was to determine what size sample was most appropriate for a TM 
study involving humans subjected to various ankle taping LC. Analysis of MSE and absolute IV 
level differences are two ways to study the effect of sample size on the stability of studies result. 
Ideally the MSE for each IV’s variance, and error variance should follow a linear trend and 
become more stable as the sample size increases.  
Figures 30 and 31 show the standard analysis and the S/N analysis for change in D/S 
MSE. Tables 37 and 38 show the standard analysis and the S/N analysis for change in D/S MSE.  
These were done for each IV MSE and error MSE, as sample size changes from n = 1 to n = 35. 
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For each analysis, except for n = 35, participants were randomly drawn from a pool with 
replacement of each drawing to produce an independent data set (i.e., sample size sets). Each 
subplot in Figures 30 and 31 has a logarithmic line that becomes flatter as the sample size 
increases. For the standard analysis, when values stay consistently within the range of one SD; 
(SD calculated upon the upper 16 values), W’s MSE becomes consistent at sample size n = 31 
(MS = 507.26; see Table 37), H at n = 28 (MS = 1,292.25), T at n = 32 (MS = 5.93), and error at 
n = 11 (MS = 465.66). Thickness’s MSE appears to be consistent at sample size n = 18 (MS = 
16.06), but it dramatically increases at sample size n = 28 (MS = 175.96), and decreases at n = 31 
to (MS = 0.05), but from sample size n = 32 to n = 35 it performs consistently (see Table 37), 
however T does not have a major influence on the optimal combination, see Taguchi Method 
Analysis: Degrees per Second section above, as it is pooled with error. Mean square error 
variance stability based on the S/N analysis shows W’s MSE becoming consistent at sample size 
n = 33 (MS = 0.87; see Table 38), H at n = 24 (MS = 2.04), and T at n = 29 (MS = 0.005), 
however since there are only 3 sample size reference points (i.e., n = 33, 34 and 35) available to 
determine if W’s MSE becomes stable. A sample size of n = 33 may not be the correct estimate 
and a larger sample size may be needed for D/S, but within the scope of this study n = 33 appears 
to be the best estimate. Also, when reviewing the S/N analysis’ MSEs keep in mind that the scale 
is smaller and so small differences in the MSE, compared to the standard analysis, have a larger 
effect on the estimate of MSE stability. The D/S sample size stability study shows that in the 
standard analysis to achieve a stable MSE a sample size of n = 31 should be used, and for the S/N 
analysis a sample size of n = 33 should be used.  
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Figure 30. Mean square error variability for degrees per second as sample size changes: 
standard analysis. Logarithmic trendline added for detail. 
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Table 37 
Change in Mean Square Error as Sample Size Increase for Degrees per Second: Standard 
Analysis 
Sample Size Weight Height Thickness Error 
1 47.45 314.01 0.02    0.00 
2 68.13 114.49 373.92 383.10 
3 9.42 11.74 43.25 151.11 
4 373.77 18.47 123.67 566.93 
5 6.63 1.32 156.04 176.33 
6 1.93 112.81 727.47 200.67 
7 18.44 779.46 67.65 179.53 
8 113.13 699.48 1.16 529.85 
9 281.80 1879.60 331.50 662.10 
10 443.64 16.63 406.06 761.87 
11 4.87 23.32 19.73 465.66 
12 71.42 195.93 118.53 445.43 
13 379.40 365.10 698.40 308.60 
14 71.42 195.93 118.53 445.43 
15 379.40 365.10 698.40 308.60 
16 81.19 1241.83 23.53 386.13 
17 263.70 362.30 613.40 412.00 
18 982.39 916.41 16.06 433.57 
19 1,154.47 2372.84 88.34 472.64 
20 395.77 636.91 45.98 454.63 
21 0.12 97.30 50.65 346.13 
22 296.64 1510.57 8.58 453.63 
23 806.07 1687.76 53.26 393.85 
24 223.76 600.47 15.94 462.35 
25 837.44 1204.37 66.62 412.32 
26 91.56 1451.41 32.33 435.40 
27 460.20 833.40 78.18 422.67 
28 23.28 1292.25 175.96 310.30 
29 325.31 1628.12 5.51 452.19 
30 780.87 1425.36 26.19 357.26 
31 507.26 1691.06 0.05 420.34 
32 217.51 1906.14 5.93 331.91 
33 554.10 1274.50 5.13 419.62 
34 342.82 1525.69 6.38 417.99 
35 376.88 1721.70 6.30 408.75 
Note. Error has no variance at sample size one because df = 0. 
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Figure 31. Mean square error variability for degrees per second as sample size changes: S/N 
analysis. Logarithmic trendline added for detail. 
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Table 38 
Change in Mean Square Error as Sample Size Increase for Degrees per Second: S/N Ratio 
Analysis 
Sample Size Weight Height Thickness 
1 5.08 29.91 0.518 
2 2.69 6.81 14.607 
3 0.01 0.89 0.075 
4 2.57 0.95 3.625 
5 0.88 0.05 1.461 
6 0.04 0.44 5.479 
7 0.93 10.46 1.198 
8 0.23 2.28 0.435 
9 2.96 11.30 2.228 
10 4.24 0.15 2.475 
11 0.47 2.72 3.503 
12 4.28 3.01 0.014 
13 0.20 0.27 0.091 
14 0.10 1.12 0.495 
15 1.30 0.72 2.796 
16 0.07 2.73 0.205 
17 0.64 0.58 1.581 
18 3.55 2.86 0.001 
19 1.81 9.39 0.641 
20 1.66 1.85 0.116 
21 0.03 0.40 0.085 
22 1.51 4.09 0.025 
23 2.89 4.08 0.087 
24 0.90 2.04 0.029 
25 2.02 1.74 0.256 
26 0.48 2.47 0.013 
27 0.84 1.52 0.124 
28 0.01 2.60 0.352 
29 0.67 2.86 0.005 
30 1.81 2.54 0.037 
31 0.65 2.60 0.000 
32 0.18 3.47 0.006 
33 0.87 2.15 0.012 
34 0.59 2.51 0.003 
35 0.62 2.67 0.003 
Note. Thickness column has three decimal places because the sample points have smaller numbers. 
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The absolute D/S IV level differences are displayed in Figure 32 and Table 39 for both 
the standard analysis and the S/N analysis. Table 39 shows the sample sizes values, means, and 
SD for n = 20 to n = 35 for the IV level values and the differences between these level values; the 
top half of Table 39 shows the standard analysis and the bottom half shows S/N analysis. In 
Table 39 it should be noted that at sample size n = 29 and greater the IV rankings stay 
consistently the same (n.b., weight rank 2, height rank 1, and thickness rank 3) for both the 
standard analysis and the S/N analysis; the IV rankings are used to determine the optimal value. 
In the standard analysis consistent sample size values, values staying consistently within the 
range of one SD (SD calculated upon the upper 16 values), appear at sample size n = 33 for the 
mean IV level values, and again at n = 33 for the absolute IV level differences. In the S/N ratio 
analysis, consistent sample size values appear at sample size n = 33 for the mean IV level values, 
and again at n = 33 for the absolute IV level differences. The D/S measure has not shown to be a 
very precise measurement of ankle velocity as noted in the previous ANOVA analyses; however, 
the large sample size used in the TM analysis was able to capture a stable estimate of the IV’s 
values. A more precise measure to measure ankle velocity is warranted. As seen in the ANOVA 
analyses, discussed previously, the values for PF and ATW are more precise, and their MSE and 
absolute value difference should also be examined. 
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Figure 32. Degrees per Second independent variable level values for the standard analysis and 
signal to noise ratio analyses.  
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Table 39 
Degrees per Second Independent Variable Level Average Scores, and Independent Variable 
Level Values Differences 
 Level 1  Level 2  Difference 
n Weight Height Thickness  Weight Height Thickness  Weight Height Thickness 
1 32.98 38.40 29.48  26.09 20.68 29.60  6.89 17.72 0.120 
2 27.75 34.45 23.83  33.58 26.88 37.50  5.84 7.57 13.670 
      ···        ···        ···  
20 39.33 39.93 37.87  34.88 34.29 36.35  4.45 5.64 1.520 
21 37.07 38.19 36.33  37.15 36.03 37.89  0.08 2.15 1.550 
22 39.31 41.61 37.16  35.64 33.33 37.78  3.67 8.29 0.620 
23 39.09 40.41 36.89  33.17 31.84 35.36  5.92 8.57 1.520 
24 38.77 39.74 36.84  35.72 34.74 37.65  3.05 5.00 0.810 
25 43.15 43.73 41.08  37.37 36.79 39.44  5.79 6.94 1.630 
26 41.62 44.42 40.12  39.74 36.95 41.24  1.88 7.47 1.120 
27 39.73 40.45 36.82  35.60 34.89 38.52  4.13 5.56 1.700 
28 35.56 38.50 33.85  34.64 31.70 36.35  0.91 6.79 2.510 
29 * 40.30 42.37 38.41  36.95 34.88 38.84  3.35 7.49 0.440 
30 39.10 40.00 36.08  34.00 33.11 37.02  5.10 6.89 0.930 
31 41.06 42.73 39.02  37.02 35.35 39.06  4.05 7.39 0.040 
32 37.14 39.69 35.62  34.53 31.98 36.05  2.61 7.72 0.430 
33 40.16 41.22 38.31  36.06 35.00 37.91  4.10 6.21 0.390 
34 39.67 41.43 37.87  36.50 34.74 38.30  3.18 6.70 0.430 
35 39.48 41.35 37.63  36.20 34.33 38.05  3.28 7.01 0.420 
Mean 39.41 40.99 37.49  35.95 34.37 37.86  3.47 6.61 1.000 
SD 1.2 1.37 1.30  1.18 1.25 1.06  1.18 1.06 0.565 
1 -30.05 -31.65 -28.56  -27.79 -26.18 -29.28  2.25 5.47 0.720 
2 -29.20 -31.33 -28.11  -30.84 -28.72 -31.93  1.64 2.61 3.820 
      ···        ···        ···  
20 -33.14 -33.18 -32.67  -31.85 -31.82 -32.33  1.29 1.36 0.340 
21 -32.22 -32.63 -32.17  -32.40 -31.99 -32.46  0.19 0.63 0.290 
22 -33.15 -33.54 -32.45  -31.92 -31.52 -32.61  1.23 2.02 0.160 
23 -32.97 -33.13 -32.27  -31.27 -31.11 -31.97  1.70 2.02 0.300 
24 -33.04 -33.28 -32.48  -32.09 -31.85 -32.65  0.95 1.43 0.170 
25 -33.68 -33.63 -33.22  -32.26 -32.31 -32.72  1.42 1.32 0.510 
26 -33.92 -34.36 -33.52  -33.23 -32.79 -33.63  0.69 1.57 0.120 
27 -33.03 -33.19 -32.40  -32.12 -31.96 -32.75  0.92 1.23 0.350 
28 -31.77 -32.61 -31.51  -31.84 -31.00 -32.10  0.07 1.61 0.590 
29 * -33.20 -33.64 -32.75  -32.38 -31.94 -32.82  0.82 1.69 0.070 
30 -32.85 -32.98 -32.08  -31.51 -31.38 -32.28  1.35 1.59 0.190 
31 -33.21 -33.61 -32.80  -32.40 -32.00 -32.80  0.81 1.61 0.000 
32 -32.21 -32.93 -31.96  -31.79 -31.07 -32.04  0.42 1.86 0.080 
33 -33.11 -33.37 -32.69  -32.17 -31.90 -32.58  0.94 1.47 0.110 
34 -33.01 -33.42 -32.60  -32.25 -31.84 -32.66  0.77 1.58 0.060 
35 -32.96 -33.38 -32.53  -32.17 -31.75 -32.59  0.79 1.63 0.060 
Mean -32.97 -33.31 -32.51  -31.76 -31.56 -32.56  0.90 1.54 0.213 
SD 0.35 0.31 0.34  0.34 0.27 0.34  0.33 0.22 0.138 
Note. IV level descriptions are explained in Tables 8 and 9. * = point at which factor rankings consistently rank 
weight 2nd, height 1st, and thickness 3rd largest differences.Sample Size Determination: Plantar Flexion 
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Figures 33 and 34, plus Tables 40 and 41, show the standard analysis, and the S/N 
analysis, respectively for the change in PF MSE, for each IV MSE and error variance, as sample 
size changes from n = 1 to n = 35. For the standard analysis, based values staying consistently 
within the range of one SD (SD calculated upon the upper 16 values), W’s MSE becomes 
consistent at sample size 34 (MS = 1,112.65; see Table 40), H at 31 (MS = 306.65), T at n = 29 
(MS = 55.17), and error at n = 8 (MS = 50.59). Mean square error stability based on the S/N 
analysis shows W’s MSE becoming consistent at sample size n = 23 (MS = 1.46; see Table 41), 
H at n = 13 (MS = 0.26), and T at n = 4 (MS = 0.00). The PF sample size stability study shows 
that in the standard analysis to achieve a stable MSE a sample size of n = 34 should be used, and 
for the S/N analysis a sample size of n = 23 should be used.  
 
 
Figure 33. Mean square error variability for Plantar Flexion (PF) as sample size changes: 
Standard Analysis. Logarithmic trendline added for detail. 
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Table 40 
Change in Mean Square Error as Sample Size Increase for Plantar Flexion: Standard Analysis 
Sample Size Weight Height Thickness Error 
1 4.00 36.00 9.00 0.00 
2 4.25 1.20 0.02 0.44 
3 108.00 40.33 75.00 38.58 
4 39.06 14.06 0.06 34.31 
5 312.05 42.05 11.25 43.95 
6 204.17 13.50 1.50 57.87 
7 276.57 82.29 9.14 33.95 
8 215.28 52.53 26.28 50.59 
9 261.36 78.03 2.25 48.56 
10 308.02 42.03 21.03 41.41 
11 371.56 173.56 35.56 42.25 
12 528.29 200.64 41.14 38.93 
13 437.40 112.07 4.27 55.77 
14 528.29 200.64 41.14 38.93 
15 437.40 112.07 4.27 55.77 
16 576.00 132.25 12.25 42.82 
17 317.78 66.01 14.13 55.02 
18 475.35 125.35 0.35 48.92 
19 558.37 142.32 21.05 51.82 
20 556.51 103.51 1.01 38.43 
21 515.05 149.33 25.19 41.24 
22 975.56 195.01 70.92 43.54 
23 870.53 164.45 45.92 56.89 
24 776.34 162.76 65.01 41.29 
25 676.00 153.76 21.16 45.99 
26 912.15 297.85 84.96 45.55 
27 784.08 194.68 22.23 53.89 
28 1038.22 305.58 67.58 45.14 
29 938.79 226.24 55.17 42.30 
30 1062.07 255.21 52.01 47.26 
31 1027.81 306.65 42.98 45.80 
32 1029.45 315.63 43.95 50.14 
33 965.52 294.01 54.73 47.97 
34 1112.65 285.36 53.13 47.48 
35 1103.21 312.01 44.58 47.22 
Note. Error has no variance at sample size one because df = 0. 
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Figure 34. Mean square error variability for plantar flexion as sample size changes: S/N Analysis. 
Logarithmic trendline added for detail. 
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Table 41 
Change in Mean Square Error as Sample Size Increase for Plantar Flexion: S/N Ratio Analysis 
Sample Size Weight Height Thickness 
1 0.16 1.80 0.42 
2 2.14 0.57 0.02 
3 1.26 0.47 0.85 
4 0.40 0.11 0.00 
5 2.31 0.29 0.07 
6 1.34 0.08 0.01 
7 1.73 0.55 0.11 
8 0.95 0.28 0.15 
9 1.04 0.31 0.00 
10 1.38 0.21 0.11 
11 0.75 0.47 0.00 
12 1.41 0.17 0.09 
13 1.26 0.64 0.16 
14 1.67 0.63 0.16 
15 1.06 0.26 0.01 
16 1.58 0.34 0.05 
17 0.73 0.16 0.03 
18 0.90 0.26 0.00 
19 1.06 0.29 0.05 
20 1.16 0.19 0.01 
21 1.02 0.29 0.07 
22 1.80 0.39 0.18 
23 1.46 0.27 0.09 
24 1.26 0.28 0.13 
25 0.99 0.23 0.04 
26 1.41 0.48 0.16 
27 1.11 0.26 0.04 
28 1.46 0.45 0.13 
29 1.19 0.32 0.09 
30 1.36 0.33 0.08 
31 1.24 0.38 0.07 
32 1.21 0.38 0.07 
33 1.10 0.34 0.08 
34 1.22 0.33 0.07 
35 1.19 0.35 0.06 
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 The absolute PF IV level differences are displayed in Figure 35 and Table 42 for both the 
standard analysis and the S/N analysis. Table 42 shows the sample sizes values, means, and SD 
for n = 20 to n = 35 for the IV level values and the differences between these level values. The 
top portion of Table 42 shows the standard analysis and the bottom portion shows S/N analysis. 
In Table 42 it should be noted that at sample size 2 and greater the IV rankings stay consistently 
the same (n.b., weight rank 1, height rank 2, and thickness rank 3) for both the standard analysis 
and the S/N analysis; the IV rankings are used to determine the optimal value. In the standard 
analysis consistent sample size values, based values staying consistently within the range of one 
SD (SD calculated upon the upper 16 values), appear at sample size 33 for the mean IV level 
values, and again at 31 for the absolute IV level differences. In the S/N ratio analysis consistent 
sample size values appear at sample size n = 31 for the mean IV level values, and again at n = 31 
for the absolute IV level differences. The PF measure has not shown to be a very precise 
measurement of ankle ROM restriction as noted in the previous ANOVA analyses, however the 
large sample size used in the TM analysis was able to capture a stable estimate of the IV’s values. 
A more precise measure to measure ankle ROM is warranted. 
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Figure 35. Plantar flexion independent variable level values for the standard analysis and signal 
to noise ratio analyses.  
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Table 42 
Plantar Flexion IV Level Average Scores, and IV Level Values Differences 
 Level 1  Level 2  Difference 
n Weight Height Thickness  Weight Height Thickness  Weight Height Thickness 
1 39.50 41.50 40.00  37.50 35.50 37.00  2.00 6.00 3.00 
2* 40.50 39.00 37.25  34.25 35.75 37.5  6.25 3.25 0.25 
  ···    ···    ···  
20 45.17 43.67 42.42  39.90 41.40 42.65  5.27 2.27 0.23 
21 45.98 44.83 42.95  41.02 42.17 44.05  4.95 2.67 1.10 
22 46.27 44.43 42.05  39.61 41.45 43.84  6.66 2.98 1.80 
23 46.33 44.59 42.54  40.17 41.91 43.96  6.15 2.67 1.41 
24 46.52 44.98 42.85  40.83 42.38 44.50  5.69 2.60 1.65 
25 47.66 46.30 44.60  42.46 43.82 45.52  5.20 2.48 0.92 
26 46.33 45.06 42.46  40.40 41.67 44.27  5.92 3.38 1.81 
27 46.30 44.94 43.15  40.91 42.26 44.06  5.39 2.69 0.91 
28 46.45 45.05 42.63  40.36 41.75 44.18  6.09 3.30 1.55 
29  46.78 45.33 43.24  41.09 42.53 44.62  5.69 2.79 1.38 
30 46.57 45.05 42.93  40.62 42.13 44.25  5.95 2.92 1.32 
31 47.08 45.77 43.61  41.32 42.63 44.79  5.76 3.15 1.18 
32 46.64 45.38 43.22  40.97 42.23 44.39  5.67 3.14 1.17 
33 46.79 45.58 43.44  41.38 42.59 44.73  5.41 2.98 1.29 
34 46.79 45.38 43.31  41.07 42.49 44.56  5.72 2.90 1.25 
35 46.59 45.27 43.21  40.97 42.29 44.34  5.61 2.99 1.13 
Mean 46.52 45.10 43.04  40.82 42.23 44.29  5.70 2.87 1.26 
SD 0.35 0.41 0.43  0.48 0.39 0.39  0.30 0.24 0.27 
1 -31.88 -32.35 -32.00  -31.47 -31.00 -31.35  0.40 1.34 0.65 
2* -32.13 -31.79 -31.35  -30.67 -31.01 -31.45  1.46 0.78 0.11 
  ···    ···    ···  
20 -33.18 -32.86 -32.61  -32.10 -32.42 -32.68  1.08 0.44 0.07 
21 -33.34 -33.11 -32.71  -32.33 -32.57 -32.97  1.01 0.54 0.27 
22 -33.39 -33.03 -32.51  -32.05 -32.41 -32.93  1.34 0.62 0.42 
23 -33.42 -33.08 -32.67  -32.22 -32.56 -32.97  1.21 0.52 0.30 
24 -33.43 -33.13 -32.69  -32.31 -32.61 -33.05  1.12 0.53 0.36 
25 -33.65 -33.39 -33.05  -32.65 -32.91 -33.25  1.00 0.48 0.21 
26 -33.41 -33.16 -32.61  -32.22 -32.47 -33.02  1.19 0.70 0.40 
27 -33.41 -33.14 -32.79  -32.36 -32.63 -32.99  1.05 0.51 0.20 
28 -33.42 -33.16 -32.64  -32.22 -32.49 -33.00  1.21 0.67 0.37 
29  -33.47 -33.21 -32.78  -32.38 -32.64 -33.07  1.09 0.56 0.30 
30 -33.45 -33.16 -32.72  -32.28 -32.58 -33.01  1.17 0.58 0.29 
31 -33.54 -33.29 -32.85  -32.43 -32.67 -33.12  1.11 0.62 0.27 
32 -33.47 -33.22 -32.78  -32.37 -32.61 -33.05  1.10 0.62 0.27 
33 -33.49 -33.26 -32.83  -32.44 -32.68 -33.11  1.05 0.58 0.28 
34 -33.49 -33.22 -32.80  -32.38 -32.65 -33.07  1.11 0.57 0.27 
35 -33.45 -33.20 -32.78  -32.36 -32.61 -33.03  1.09 0.59 0.25 
Mean -33.42 -33.15 -32.75  -32.33 -32.60 -33.00  1.10 0.56 0.25 
SD 0.10 0.12 0.13  0.13 0.11 0.11  0.08 0.06 0.07 
Note. IV level descriptions are explained in Tables 8 & 9. * = the point where the IVs consistently rank weight 1st, 
height 2nd, and thickness the 3rd largest differences is sample size n = 2. 
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Sample Size Determination: Ankle Tape Weight 
Figures 36 and 37, and Tables 43 and 44 show the standard analysis along with the S/N 
analysis, respectively for the change in ATW MSE, for each IV MSE and error variance, as 
sample size changes from n = 1 to n = 35. For the standard analysis, values staying consistently 
within the range of one SD (SD calculated upon the upper 16 values) report this value, W’s MSE 
becomes consistent at sample size n = 29 (MS = 25,762.10; see Table 43), H at n = 31 (MS = 
5,449.10), T does not become consistent, and error at n = 27 (MS = 57.80). Mean square error 
stability based on the S/N analysis shows W’s MSE becoming consistent at sample size n = 31 
(MS = 20.74; see Table 44), H at n = 32 (MS = 5.89), and T at 33 (MS = 1.82). The ATW 
sample size stability study shows that in the standard analysis to achieve a stable MSE a sample 
size of n = 31 should be used, and for the S/N analysis a sample size of n = 33 should be used.  
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Figure 36. Mean square error variability for ankle tape weight as sample size changes: standard 
analysis. Logarithmic trendline added for detail. 
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Table 43 
Change in Mean Square Error as Sample Size Increase for Ankle Tape Weight: Standard 
Analysis 
Sample Size Weight Height Thickness Error 
1 229.52 753.50 366.72 * 
2 2,545.41 197.01 16.53 34.81 
3 3,207.87 318.27 2.25 7.01 
4 4,189.33 469.81 0.53 10.20 
5 5,712.20 349.45 10.08 12.16 
6 5,778.41 491.42 42.13 11.65 
7 6,908.00 1,248.89 24.14 51.87 
8 5,837.40 1,881.91 44.65 77.20 
9 6,341.47 2,516.69 504.75 97.94 
10 9,051.07 1,287.09 37.06 41.36 
11 12,573.70 1,626.20 52.80 44.90 
12 12,349.30 2,245.40 176.40 60.40 
13 13,192.80 2,089.80 174.40 45.20 
14 12,349.30 2,245.40 176.40 60.40 
15 13,192.80 2,089.80 174.40 45.20 
16 13,665.60 2,520.00 230.30 53.70 
17 15,738.10 2,100.10 114.70 33.20 
18 14,308.70 3,267.00 238.30 66.30 
19 15,828.60 3,036.60 182.00 65.60 
20 16,316.30 2,973.10 329.30 52.30 
21 18,681.60 3,257.50 28.00 49.80 
22 18,444.00 3,422.50 205.90 59.60 
23 19,736.50 3,815.80 372.40 52.10 
24 21,381.60 3,061.20 154.80 41.90 
25 19,271.00 4,755.50 261.80 61.20 
26 19,971.70 5,521.70 430.50 71.40 
27 22,386.20 4,564.30 427.60 57.80 
28 23,284.80 5,045.10 250.50 62.90 
29 25,762.10 4,055.70 233.80 47.70 
30 26,030.90 4,752.70 259.90 51.30 
31 24,810.60 5,449.10 518.70 63.60 
32 26,958.40 5,296.80 301.40 57.30 
33 26,466.20 5,580.90 444.80 58.90 
34 29,030.70 5,345.00 314.50 55.00 
35 29,067.90 5,882.50 429.10 58.90 
Note. Error has no variance at sample size one because df = 0. 
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Figure 37. Mean square error variability for ankle tape weight as sample size changes: S/N 
Analysis. Logarithmic trendline added for detail. 
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Table 44 
Change in Mean Square Error as Sample Size Increase for Ankle Tape Weight: S/N Ratio 
Analysis 
Sample Size Weight Height Thickness 
1 9.75 21.68 12.91 
2 29.60 3.00 0.90 
3 28.03 3.24 0.44 
4 28.14 3.41 0.24 
5 31.50 2.04 0.06 
6 28.15 3.13 0.91 
7 25.20 6.23 1.20 
8 19.15 7.47 1.34 
9 17.19 9.58 3.94 
10 25.23 4.86 1.02 
11 20.31 7.71 1.91 
12 21.58 5.46 2.21 
13 25.16 4.58 1.04 
14 22.22 6.01 1.78 
15 24.02 5.17 1.53 
16 22.49 5.69 1.73 
17 25.11 4.53 1.15 
18 20.93 6.51 1.83 
19 21.65 5.69 1.52 
20 21.85 5.71 1.89 
21 23.40 5.45 0.87 
22 22.45 5.66 1.52 
23 22.36 6.00 1.88 
24 24.00 4.70 1.18 
25 20.55 6.85 1.69 
26 19.90 7.56 2.15 
27 21.59 6.31 1.96 
28 21.38 6.35 1.57 
29 23.45 5.05 1.32 
30 22.72 5.60 1.44 
31 20.74 6.37 1.98 
32 21.84 5.89 1.52 
33 21.02 6.23 1.82 
34 22.30 5.65 1.48 
35 21.61 6.09 1.72 
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 The absolute ATW IV level differences are displayed in Figure 38 and Table 45 for both 
the standard analysis and the S/N analysis. Table 45 shows the sample sizes values, means, and 
SD for n = 20 to n = 35 for the IV level values and the differences between these level values; the 
top half of Table 45 shows the standard analysis and the bottom half shows S/N analysis. In 
Table 45 it should be noted that at sample size n = 2 and greater the IV rankings stay consistently 
the same (n.b., weight rank 1, height rank 2, and thickness rank 3) for both the standard analysis 
and the S/N analysis; the IV rankings are used to determine the optimal value. In the standard 
analysis consistent sample size values, based values staying consistently within the range of one 
SD (SD calculated upon the upper 16 values), appear at sample size n = 29 for the mean IV level 
values, and n = 27 for the absolute IV level differences. In the S/N ratio analysis consistent 
sample size values appear at sample size n = 30 for the mean IV level values, and again at n = 30 
for the absolute IV level differences. These sample size estimates are similar to D/S and PF. 
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Figure 38. Ankle tape weight independent variable level values for the standard analysis and 
signal to noise ratio analyses.  
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Table 45 
Ankle Tape Weight Level Average Scores, and Independent Variable Level Values Differences  
 Level 1  Level 2  Difference 
n Weight Height Thickness  Weight Height Thickness  Weight Height Thickness 
1 52.70 46.55 50.70  67.85 74.00 69.85  15.15 27.45 19.15 
2* 41.95 54.33 58.35  77.63 64.75 61.23  35.67 9.92 2.88 
  ···    ···    ···  
20 40.61 48.79 52.86  69.17 60.98 56.92  28.56 12.19 4.06 
21 39.76 48.44 54.09  69.58 60.90 55.25  29.83 12.45 1.15 
22 40.46 48.70 53.40  69.41 61.17 56.46  28.95 12.47 3.06 
23 41.30 49.51 53.93  70.59 62.39 57.96  29.29 12.88 4.02 
24 39.68 48.95 53.33  69.52 60.25 55.87  29.85 11.29 2.54 
25 41.09 48.08 53.35  68.85 61.87 56.59  27.76 13.79 3.24 
26 42.03 48.60 53.85  69.74 63.17 57.92  27.72 14.57 4.07 
27 41.16 49.06 53.57  69.96 62.06 57.55  28.79 13.00 3.98 
28 41.35 49.06 54.28  70.19 62.48 57.27  28.84 13.42 2.99 
29  40.34 49.33 53.83  70.15 61.16 56.67  29.81 11.83 2.84 
30 40.81 49.24 54.06  70.26 61.83 57.01  29.46 12.59 2.94 
31 41.71 49.23 53.81  70.00 62.48 57.90  28.29 13.26 4.09 
32 41.13 49.21 54.11  70.16 62.08 57.18  29.03 12.87 3.07 
33 41.16 48.81 53.48  69.48 61.82 57.15  28.32 13.00 3.67 
34 40.85 49.20 53.94  70.08 61.73 56.99  29.22 12.54 3.04 
35 41.19 49.12 53.85  70.01 62.08 57.35  28.82 12.96 3.50 
Mean 41.05 49.23 53.95  70.27 62.09 57.38  29.22 12.86 3.53 
SD 1.31 0.66 0.75  0.92 1.46 1.46  1.64 1.60 1.38 
1 -33.49 -32.72 -33.26  -36.61 -37.38 -36.85  3.12 4.66 3.59 
2* -32.37 -34.22 -34.62  -37.81 -35.96 -35.56  5.44 1.73 0.95 
  ···    ···    ···  
20 -32.13 -33.27 -33.78  -36.81 -35.66 -35.16  4.67 2.39 1.38 
21 -32.00 -33.26 -33.96  -36.84 -35.59 -34.89  4.84 2.33 0.93 
22 -32.11 -33.29 -33.86  -36.85 -35.67 -35.10  4.74 2.38 1.23 
23 -32.26 -33.40 -33.93  -36.99 -35.85 -35.31  4.73 2.45 1.37 
24 -31.95 -33.31 -33.86  -36.85 -35.48 -34.94  4.90 2.17 1.09 
25 -32.23 -33.19 -33.85  -36.76 -35.81 -35.15  4.53 2.62 1.30 
26 -32.42 -33.27 -33.92  -36.88 -36.02 -35.38  4.46 2.75 1.47 
27 -32.25 -33.32 -33.88  -36.90 -35.83 -35.28  4.65 2.51 1.40 
28 -32.31 -33.36 -33.99  -36.93 -35.88 -35.25  4.62 2.52 1.25 
29  -32.09 -33.39 -33.93  -36.93 -35.63 -35.08  4.84 2.25 1.15 
30 -32.18 -33.38 -33.96  -36.94 -35.74 -35.16  4.77 2.37 1.20 
31 -32.36 -33.38 -33.94  -36.92 -35.90 -35.34  4.55 2.52 1.41 
32 -32.26 -33.38 -33.98  -36.93 -35.81 -35.21  4.67 2.43 1.23 
33 -32.26 -33.30 -33.88  -36.84 -35.80 -35.22  4.58 2.50 1.35 
34 -32.20 -33.37 -33.95  -36.92 -35.75 -35.17  4.72 2.38 1.22 
35 -32.27 -33.36 -33.93  -36.91 -35.82 -35.25  4.65 2.47 1.31 
Mean -32.19 -33.36 -33.94  -36.94 -35.76 -35.19  4.75 2.41 1.25 
SD 0.25 0.11 0.12  0.11 0.25 0.25  0.27 0.29 0.27 
Note. IV level descriptions are explained in Tables 8 & 9. * = the point where the IVs consistently rank weight 1st, 
height 2nd, and thickness the 3rd largest differences is sample size 2. 
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The use of the SD to determine sample size stability works well for measures that are not 
very precise as evident in the motion analysis composite measure of ankle inversion motion D/S, 
however when a more precise measure is used, as shown in Table 47 for ATW, the SD may not 
be a useful estimate for sample size stability as may overestimate the sample size needed. A 
more practical approach, as in the case of ATW where the SD is small, would be to review the 
MSE variability and absolute IV value means and absolute differences values for meaningfulness 
in terms of the scale they are measured upon. In the case of ATW a comfortable sample size of n 
= 14 participants appears to consistently provide stable score estimates, however a larger sample 
size would be required for D/S and PF of at least n = 34 participants and n = 29 participants, 
respectively.  
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Consistency of Participants. 
 Five participants were retested to determine their score consistency. Table 46 shows the 
ICC for the measures D/S, PF, and Weight. ICCs were calculated for the following participant 
characteristics where appropriate: Baseline, LC W2 • H2 • T1, and DAB.  
 
Table 46 
Intraclass Correlations Coefficients and Standard Error of Measurement for Repeated Measures 
Condition 
Degrees per 
 
Second 
Plantar 
 
Flexion 
Weight 
Baseline 0.85 (4.94) 0.94 (0.27) - 
LC W2 • H2 • T1 0.07 (17.60) 0.82 (1.98) 0.55 (40.3) 
Durable Ankle Brace -1.10 (25.41) 0.39 (2.99) -0.12 (1.00) 
Note. Standard error of measurement value in parentheses. No Intraclass Correlation Coefficient value was 
calculated for Ankle Tape Weight at Baseline because tape was not applied to the baseline condition. LC = 
Linear Combination. Column label Weight, in this instance, does not refer to the independent variable 
weight but the actual weight of the condition.  
 
 The measure D/S, which is a measure of rate of inversion, showed to consistently 
measure (see Table 46) baseline ankle inversion motion (R = 0.85), but not LC W2 • H2 • T2 
motion (R = 0.07), or DAB inversion motion (R = -1.10). A R value of around 0.80 is considered 
acceptable (Baumgartner, 1989). Theoretically, negative ICC are not possible but when there is a 
high proportion of error variance to total variance relative to participant variance this is 
technically possible. A negative value should be thought of as unreliable. In the case of DAB’s 
negative value there is evidence to support the researcher’s assumption that the DAB itself may 
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have interfered with consistent measurement of ankle inversion movement. This could be due to 
an interaction between the participant’s natural ankle motion, participants’ ankle dimensions 
within the ankle brace and reflective marker setup.  
 The PF measure showed to consistently measure (see Table 46) Baseline motion 
restriction (R = 0.94), and LC W2 • H2 • T2 motion restriction (R = 0.82), but was a poor 
measure of DAB motion restriction (R = 0.39). The later could be due to the DAB interfering 
with the ability of the Inman ankle machine in some participants as the machine would 
sometimes bump up against the DAB in participants with high values of plantar flexion. 
 The weight of LC W2 • H2 • T2 after an ankle taping application was not very consistent 
(R = 0.55) but acceptable. Inconsistency in how much tape was applied to the participant by the 
taper may not have been consistent and lead to high error variance. The weight of the DAB was 
very consistent (see Table 47) but since there was very little MSE the calculated R is very low 
(i.e., negative). Therefore it was determined DAB’s weight measurements were too consistent to 
be reliable calculated as reliable (Boscolo, Lee and Zhu, 2006). This is possible when low 
measurement error is present. 
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Table 47 
Test and Retest Weights for DAB 
Participant Test Retest 
1 124.30 124.30 
2 124.40 124.30 
3 124.20 124.20 
4 127.20 124.20 
5 124.30 124.30 
Note. All weights are in grams. 
 
Full Factorial Analysis: Degrees per Second 
 A full factorial analysis of all eight LC combinations with a sample size of N = 35 was 
conducted for D/S, PF, and ATW. For D/S there are no statistically significant main effects or 
interaction effects as seen in Table 48, and no post hoc test were conducted. There were no 
meaningful effect sizes according to Cohen’s (1988) effects size guidelines—r = 0.10 (small 
effect), r = .30 (medium effect), and r = 0.50 (large effect). All effect sizes were less than 
 Consideration of interaction effects, as demonstrated in an interaction plot matrix in 
Figure 39, shows a particularly interesting interaction between W and T (see bottom leftmost 
plot in Figure 38). At W1 the heavier application of T, specifically T2, has a slight positive effect 
in reducing D/S inversion, but at W2 there is an opposite affect which has a moderate effect in 
reducing D/S inversion. In the W1 • T2 case prewrap may be acting enhance ankle stiffness, thus 
reducing the rate of inversion, but in the W2 • T2 case this appears to be opposite; prewrap is 
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acting less as a stiffener, and tape thickness is acting as the major modulator of ankle stiffness. 
The main effect plots in Figure 40, and cube plot in Figure 41, show that there is a substantial 
difference in D/S for W and H, and only at W1, H1 or H2 is there a difference for T. The cube 
plot (see Figure 41) shows IV combination W2 • H2 • T1 as having the smallest LC value of 
32.48 D/S, and this obtained value is consistent with predicted value from the TM mean analysis 
which was 32.69 D/S, 95% CI [-1.80, 67.19], but this obtained value is only moderately different 
from the S/N analysis predicted value of 36.96 D/S. A check of normality using the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for all the combined LC values and only values associated with LC 
W2 • H2 • T1, as seen in Figures 41, show the data violate the assumption of normality (p < 
0.010). Therefore inferences from the D/S full factorial analysis should take into consideration 
the lack of statistical significance and violation of the assumption of normality.  
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Table 48 
Full Factorial ANOVA for Degrees per Second 
Source df F p 
Main Effects 3 1.33 0.03 0.265 
Weight 1 1.83 0.05 0.178 
Height 1 2.10 0.06 0.149 
Thickness 1 0.06 0.00 0.799 
Two-Way Interaction 3 0.33 0.00 0.804 
Weight*Height 1 0.01 0.00 0.913 
Weight*Thickness 1 0.92 0.00 0.337 
Height*Thickness 1 0.05 0.00 0.823 
Three-Way Interaction 1 1.66 0.00 0.198 
Weight*Height*Thickness 1 1.66 0.05 0.198 
Error 272 (592.89)   
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
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Figure 39. Interaction plots for degrees per second. Horizontal axes degrees per second, and 
vertical axes value of 1 equal a low value for the associated IV and 2 equals a high value. 
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Figure 40. Full factorial: degrees per second independent variable level effects for means, n = 35. 
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Figure 41. Cube plot for degrees per second data means. 1 relates to a low value for one of the 
three main independent variables and 2 is a high value. 
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Figure 42. Probability plot for test of normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) using all Degrees per 
Second IV linear combination values.  
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In the full factorial analysis Minitab identifies unusual observations. In the case of D/S 11 
data points were identified. The 6 cases containing one or more of the 11 values were eliminated 
and a supplementary full factorial analysis was conducted with sample size n = 26. For this 
analysis H only was found to be statistically significant (p = 0.023) and there were no 
statistically significant interactions; thus no interaction plot is displayed. A cube plot, for sample 
size n = 26, (see Figure 43) shows that smallest value is 28.76 D/S, which is smaller than the n = 
35 analysis result. In addition, when comparing the LC mean values for each n = 26 and n = 35 
analyses, and their respective cube plots (see Figures 43 and 41), there appears to be greater 
differences between LC values for the LCs related to n = 35. A check of normality using the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for all the combined LC values and only values associated with LC 
W2 • H2 • T1, as seen in Figures 43, shows the data violate the assumption of normality (p = 
0.044). Caution is warranted when interpreting results in which the LC values are not far apart 
from one another even if there is associated statistical significance. A test for normality using n = 
26 revealed the data violate the assumption of normality.  
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Figure 43. Cube plot for degrees per second data means; n = 26. 1 relates to a low value for one 
of the three main independent variables and 2 is a high value. 
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Figure 44. Probability plot for test of normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) using select (n = 29) 
Degrees per Second IV linear combination values.  
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Full Factorial Analysis: Plantar Flexion 
For the PF analysis there are statistically significant main IV effects for W (p < 0.001) 
and H (p < 0.001), but not T (p = 0.370), see Table 49. There were no significant interaction 
effects and therefore no post hoc test were conducted, but there were meaningful effects sizes 
(  for the main effects small), W (0.32; medium), and H (0.18; small). All remaining 
effect sizes were less than  Investigation of interaction plot matrix in Figure 45 reveals 
no insightful interactions. The main effect plots in Figure 46, and cube plot in Figure 47, show 
that there is a practical difference in PF for W and H, but not T. The cube plot (see Figure 47) 
shows IV combination W2 • H2 • T1 as having the smallest LC value of 38.91º of PF, and this 
value is consistent with predicted value from the mean analysis which was 39.48º of PF, 95% CI 
[9.85, 27.71], and consistent with the S/N analysis predicted value of 40.11º of PF. A check of 
normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for all the combined LC values, as seen in Figures 
48, show the data satisfying the assumption of normality (p = 0.111). Inferences from the PF full 
factorial analysis should take into consideration the lack of statistical significance for T. No 
supplementary analysis was conducted for the DV PF because unusual observations were 
minimal.  
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Table 49 
Full Factorial ANOVA for Plantar Flexion 
Source df F  p 
Main Effects 3 15.52** 0.05 0.000 
Weight 1 34.66** 0.10 0.000 
Height 1 11.10** 0.03 0.001 
Thickness 1 0.81 0.00 0.370 
Two-Way Interaction 3 0.48 0.00 0.694 
Weight*Height 1 0.24 0.00 0.622 
Weight*Thickness 1 0.12 0.00 0.725 
Height*Thickness 1 1.08 0.00 0.299 
Three-Way Interaction 1 1.61 0.00 0.206 
Weight*Height*Thickness 1 1.61 0.00 0.206 
Error 272 (45.99)   
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
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Figure 45. Interaction plot for plantar flexion data means. Horizontal axes represent degrees of 
plantar flexion, and vertical axes value of 1 equal a low value for the associated IV and 2 equals 
a high value. 
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Figure 46. Full factorial: plantar flexion independent variable level effects for means, n = 35. 
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Figure 47. Cube plot for plantar flexion data means; n = 35. 1 relates to a low value for one of 
the three main independent and 2 is a high value. 
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Figure 48. Probability plot for test of normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) using all Plantar Flexion 
degrees IV linear combination values.  
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Full Factorial Analysis: Ankle Tape Weight 
For the ATW analysis there were statistically significant main IV effects for W (p < 
0.001) H (p < 0.001), and T (p < 0.001), see Table 50. There was not statistically significant 
interactions, but there a statistically significant three way interaction effect (p = 0.026). There 
were no post hoc tests conducted because a three way interaction would reveal no meaningful 
information. There were meaningful effects sizes (  for the main effects large), W (.83; 
large), H (0.35; medium), and T (0.14; small). The remaining effect sizes were all less than 
 Investigation of interaction plot matrix in Figure 50 reveals no insightful interactions. 
The three way interactions add little information and are not deemed important in this study. The 
main effect plots in Figure 50, and cube plot in Figure 51, show that there are practical and 
consistent differences in ATW for W, H, and T at each LC level. The cube plot (see Figure 51) 
shows IV combination W1 • H1 • T1 as having the smallest LC value of 32.90 g, and this value 
is moderately consistent with predicted value from the mean analysis which was 34.71 g, 95% CI 
[21.27, 48.15], and nearly consistent with the S/N analysis predicted value of 35.60 g. Remember 
thought that ATW in this study is only used as an indicator for the performance of factorial 
model when used with human participants, and has not clinical meaning. A check of normality 
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for all the combined LC values, as seen in Figures 51, show 
the data as satisfying the assumption of normality (p < 0.010), however it is interesting in that the 
response curve is S shaped yet the data still meets the assumption of normality. The only 
inference that should be drawn from the full factorial ATW analysis is that the model 
consistently matches the weights of the LC. That is, as the LC contain larger level values (i.e., a 
IV level of 2 instead of 1) the resulting ATW increases. No supplementary analysis was 
conducted for the DV ATW because unusual observations were minimal. 
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Table 50 
Full Factorial ANOVA for Ankle Tape Weight 
Source df F  p 
Main Effects 3 459.60** 0.62 0.000 
Weight 1 1143.91** 0.69 0.000 
Height 1 200.81** 0.12 0.000 
Thickness 1 34.08** 0.02 0.000 
Two-Way Interaction 3 1.49 0.00 0.218 
Weight*Height 1 2.83 0.00 0.094 
Weight*Thickness 1 1.48 0.00 0.224 
Height*Thickness 1 0.15 0.00 0.701 
Three-Way Interaction 1 5.03** 0.00 0.026 
Weight*Height*Thickness 1 5.03** 0.00 0.026 
Error 272 (49.70)   
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
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Figure 49. Interaction plots for ankle tape weight data means. Horizontal axes refers to weight in 
grams, and vertical axes value of 1 equal a low value for the associated IV and 2 equals a high 
value. 
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Figure 50. Full factorial: ankle tape weight independent variable level effects for means, n = 35. 
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Figure 51. Cube plot for ankle tape weight data means; n = 35. 1 relates to a Low value for one 
of the three main IVs and 2 is a high value. 
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Figure 52. Probability plot for test of normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) using all Ankle Tape 
Weight IV linear combination values.  
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Validity  
 Validity evidence to support one condition performs better than another, based on 
research question three, should show the DAB condition performing better than the optimal LC, 
and the optimal LC performing better than, baseline. Table 51 shows the mean values for DAB, 
optimal LC W2 • H2 • T1, Baseline. Table 52 shows the concurrent validity evidence, Pearson’s 
correlations, for reduction in rate of ankle inversion motion, and Table 53 show concurrent 
validity evidence for planter flexion motion reduction.  
In Table 52, according to Cohen’s guidelines stated previously, there is a low correlation 
between Baseline and W2 • H2 • T1 (r = 0.27) and between Baseline and DAB (r = 0.07), and a 
moderate correlation between W2 • H2 • T1 and DAB (r = 0.35) for rate of ankle inversion 
motion reduction as measured by D/S. According to Table 51 Baseline has a higher value than 
W2 • H2 • T1 and DAB, which is consistent with the specific aims, but W2 • H2 • T1 has a lower 
value than DAB, which is not consistent with the specific aims.  
Table 53 shows there are high correlations between Baseline and W2 • H2 • T1 (r = 0.61), 
between Baseline and DAB (r = 0.58) and between W2 • H2 • T1 and DAB (r = 0.57) for PF 
motion reduction as measured by degrees of PF achieved. The moderate to high correlations are 
probable due to the consistent change in score for participants, either positive change or negative 
change, which has a positive influence on r, rather than any strong correlation between the 
conditions. The scores in Table 51 show there is considerable differences between the mean 
scores for each separate condition for PF reduction. These differences are further supported by 
the lower standard error of measurement values for PF compared to D/S. There is enough 
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evidence here to show that there are significant differences between the conditions as measured 
by PF.  
According to Table 52 baseline condition has a higher value than W2 • H2 • T1 and DAB, 
which is consistent with the specific aims, but W2 • H2 • T1 has a lower value than DAB, which 
is not consistent with the specific aims. The latter comparison is most likely due to the pivot 
motion allowed by the DAB for PF motion in the frontal plane. The DAB primarily was 
engineered to reduce ankle inversion movement and rate of ankle inversion movement; however 
this rate reduction ankle inversion movement relative to the LC W2 • H2 • T1 was not evident. In 
review, the optimal LC W2 • H2 • T1 and the DAB performed better than Baseline in reducing 
both the rate of ankle inversion motion, and PF motion, but the optimal LC W2 • H2 • T1 
performed better than the DAB. The DAB, at least the one used in this study and based on this 
studies employed measures, was not a good gold standard for optimal ankle motion reduction.  
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Table 51 
Mean Values for Select Characteristics 
 M SEM SD 
D/S Baseline 49.01 4.57 27.05 
D/S W2 • H2 • T1 32.48 2.98 17.63 
D/S DAB 34.65 4.17 24.65 
PF Baseline 55.69 0.90 5.34 
PF W2 • H2 • T1 38.91 1.19 7.02 
PF DAB 49.00 0.72 4.25 
Ankle Tape Weight 124.29 0.09 0.51 
Note. D/S = Degrees per Second, PF = Plantar Flexion, and DAB = Durable Ankle Brace. 
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Table 52 
Person Correlations for Reduction of the Rate of Ankle Inversion Motion 
 
D/S Baseline D/S W2 • H2 • T1 
D/S W2 • H2 • T1 0.27  
D/S Durable Ankle Brace 0.07 0.35 
Note. D/S = Degrees per Second. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
 
Table 53 
Person Correlations for Plantar Flexion Motion Reduction 
 
PF Baseline PF W2 • H2 • T1 
PF W2 • H2 • T1 0.61**  
PF Durable Ankle Brace 0.58** 0.57** 
Note. D/S = Degrees per Second. *p < .10. **p < .05. 
 
Analysis of Mean Values 
 Review of the individual motion restriction values for D/S and PF in Table 54 shows that 
the predicted optimal LC W2 • H2 • T1 was the best restrictor of ankle inversion motion rate, and 
PF motion as this LC ranks 1 in both. The DAB, being second in rank, also does a good job 
restricting rate of ankle inversion motion rate. The next best rate reducers, up to fifth best, are LC 
W1 • H2 • T2, W2 • H2 • T2, and then W2 • H1 • T1. This information is important for any 
consideration of modification of ankle taping levels, ones used in this study or for the design of 
future studies.  
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Table 54 
Dependent Variable Characteristics 
Variable Rank M SE SD Min. Q1 Mdn Q3 Max. 
D/S B 10 49.01 4.57 27.05 17.48 30.75 40.73 61.30 133.67 
D/S 111 8 42.78 3.98 23.54 0.70 27.99 39.62 48.93 122.95 
D/S 112 9 45.12 5.64 33.36 6.43 24.79 34.72 59.82 187.34 
D/S 121 7 42.65 4.21 24.92 11.31 23.44 39.31 54.52 126.22 
D/S 122 3 36.19 3.16 18.67 0.16 22.77 36.12 48.32 94.92 
D/S 211 5 39.48 3.55 21.03 3.24 24.34 34.77 58.08 89.69 
D/S 212 6 39.92 3.47 20.54 0.01 24.12 36.31 52.75 103.23 
D/S 221 1 32.48 2.98 17.63 0.44 20.94 29.95 43.13 84.17 
D/S 222 4 39.12 5.16 30.54 0.01 21.43 31.46 49.27 154.80 
D/S DAB 2 34.65 4.17 24.65 0.01 16.16 26.38 47.61 103.36 
PF B 10 55.69 0.90 5.34 43.00 52.00 55.00 59.00 68.00 
PF 111 7 47.51 1.13 6.70 34.00 43.00 48.00 52.00 60.00 
PF 112 8 48.14 1.05 6.19 37.00 43.00 48.00 53.00 61.00 
PF 121 5 45.40 1.34 7.91 27.00 41.00 46.00 52.00 59.00 
PF 122 6 45.66 1.16 6.89 31.00 40.00 47.00 52.00 57.00 
PF 211 4 43.89 0.91 5.38 31.00 40.00 45.00 49.00 54.00 
PF 212 3 43.03 1.16 6.88 30.00 37.00 45.00 48.00 55.00 
PF 221 1 38.91 1.19 7.02 24.00 35.00 38.00 44.00 55.00 
PF 222 2 41.80 1.19 7.02 27.00 37.00 43.00 46.00 59.00 
PF DAB 9 49.00 0.72 4.25 41.00 46.00 49.00 51.00 60.00 
Note. Mdn = Median. D/S = Degrees per Second, PF = Plantar Flexion, B = Baseline, number 
combinations = linear combinations for weight, height, and thickness. Rank refers to the dependent 
variable’s ability to restrict ankle inversion and plantar flexion motion. 
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This information is also important for studying the cost of different LC associated with 
ankle taping. In year 2012 a box of coach athletic tape costs $57.90 at School Health 
(www.SchoolHealth.com). A box of tape contains 32 rolls, at $1.81 a roll, and the average 
weight of the tape on the roll, minus the core cardboard sleeve, weighs 89.73 g. This comes to 
$0.02/g. Table 55 shows each LC’s average weight minus a constant of 0.5 or 1.5 g for prewrap 
weight dependent on the T IV level being low or high. Therefore, if maximum motion restriction 
is desired than choosing the optimal LC is desirable, but if a lesser amount of motion restriction 
is allowable than a less expensive LC could be chosen. In the later case a fifty cent savings is 
demonstrated between LCs rank 1 and 2. No matter the LC chosen taping one or two ankles per 
day, for one or more players on a team, for an entire season can be expensive. Compare to a 
DAB, Breg Ultra Ankle Two, similar to the one used in this study, which cost $45per ankle at 
School Health, and can be used for more than one season of play. 
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Table 55 
Dependent Variable by Weight and Rank 
Variable Rank M (g) SD ATW (g) Cost 
D/S 111 7 32.96 2.03 32.96 $0.66 
D/S 112 8 37.34 5.52 37.34 $0.75 
D/S 121 6 41.92 3.99 41.92 $0.84 
D/S 122 2 49.43 12.84 49.43 $0.99 
D/S 211 4 59.17 8.77 59.17 $1.18 
D/S 212 5 65.28 6.35 65.28 $1.31 
D/S 221 1 74.74 5.15 74.74 $1.49 
D/S 222 3 76.42 6.20 76.42 $1.53 
PF 111 7 47.51 1.13 32.96 $0.95 
PF 112 8 48.14 1.05 37.34 $0.96 
PF 121 5 45.40 1.34 41.92 $0.91 
PF 122 6 45.66 1.16 49.43 $0.91 
PF 211 4 43.89 0.91 59.17 $0.88 
PF 212 3 43.03 1.16 65.28 $0.86 
PF 221 1 38.91 1.19 74.74 $0.78 
PF 222 2 41.80 1.19 76.42 $0.84 
Note. D/S = Degrees per Second, PF = Plantar Flexion, number combinations = 
linear combinations for weight, height, and thickness. Rank refers to the variable’s 
ability to restrict ankle inversion and plantar flexion motion. 
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 A display of the magnitude of differences between select conditions for D/S is as follows: 
Baseline (M = 49.01, SD = 27.05; CI [41.24, 56.78]), LC W2 • H2 • T1 (M = 32.48, SD = 17.63; 
CI [24.71, 40.25]), and DAB (M = 34.67, SD = 24.61; CI [16.84, 32.48]), and is illustrated in 
Figure 53. A one way ANOVA showed there was a significant difference between conditions F 
(2, 102) = 5.13, p = 0.008, but the only pair with no crossing CI was Baseline and LC W2 • H2 • 
T1; d = 0.72, see Table 56. Similarly, for PF, the magnitude of differences was as follows: 
Baseline (M = 55.69, SD = 5.34; CI [53.82, 57.56]), LC W2 • H2 • T1 (M = 38.91, SD = 7.02; CI 
[37.04, 40.78]), and DAB (M = 49.00, SD = 4.25; CI [47.13, 50.87]), and is illustrated in Figure 
54. Each select pair of PF pair’s CI did not cross each other; F (2, 102) = 78.06, p < 0.001. Effect 
pair’s effect size was large, as seen in Table 56. Lastly, a complete display of CI for all 
conditions by measurement system is displayed in Figures 55, 56, and 57 for D/S, PF, and ATW, 
respectively.  
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Table 56 
Effects Sizes for Select Conditions 
Variable Condition Condition d 
Degrees per Second Baseline W2 • H2 • T1 0.72 
 Baseline DAB 0.55 
 W2 • H2 • T1 DAB 0.10 
Plantar Flexion Baseline W2 • H2 • T1 2.69 
 Baseline DAB 1.39 
 W2 • H2 • T1 DAB 1.74 
Note. DAB = Durable Ankle Brace. 
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Figure 53. Boxplot of select conditions and their mean differences for Degrees per Second. * 
represent outliers. 
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Figure 54. Boxplot of select conditions and their mean differences for Plantar Flexion. * 
represent outlier. 
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Figure 55. Degrees per second mean scores and for all conditions. BAS = baseline condition, 
consecutive numbers represent linear combinations in the order of weight, height, and thickness; 
1 = low level of the independent variable and 2 = a high level, DAB = durable ankle brace. 
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Figure 56.Plantar flexion mean scores and for all conditions. BAS = baseline condition, 
consecutive numbers represent linear combinations in the order of weight, height, and thickness; 
1 = low level of the independent variable and 2 = a high level, DAB = durable ankle brace. 
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Figure 57.Ankle tape weight mean scores (g) for all conditions. BAS = baseline condition, 
consecutive numbers represent linear combinations in the order of weight, height, and thickness; 
1 = low level of the independent variable and 2 = a high level, DAB = durable ankle brace. 
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Research Questions Summary 
 The first research question asks, “Based on current recommended ankle taping 
procedures used to prevent ankle inversion injury, will variation in ankle taping parameters, 
including tape weight (W), height (H), and prewrap thickness (T), reduce the amount of ROM 
restriction differently?” This question was best answered with the results from the full factorial 
analysis. The difference in mean values between various LC was noticeable and LC W2 • H2 • 
T1 was found to perform the best in ankle inversion motion rate reduction and PF motion 
restriction.  
 The second research question asks, “The sample size needed to test a 2 x 2 x2 Full 
Factorial and Fractional Factorial DOE for ankle taping has not been done. Will n = 35 be 
sufficient to test each of these DOE?” The TM sample size study showed the required sample 
size for the measure D/S required a larger sample, n = 33, when using the standard analysis of 
means and the S/N ratio analysis. When the PF measure was studied a similar sample size of n = 
34 was required for the standard analysis of means, but a significantly smaller sample size of n = 
23 could be used in the S/N ratio analysis. When the more precise measure, but not clinical 
relevant, ATW was used a significantly smaller sample size could be reasonably used in the 
standard analysis of means, n = 14.  
 The third research question asks, “Can an inversion ankle taping work as well as a 
durable ankle brace to limit functional ROM”? Both the TM and Full Factorial Analysis showed 
the optimal LC W2 • H2 • T1 performed better than the DAB, however there might have been 
flaws in the way the motion analysis was conducted leading to biased results favoring the LCs, 
and the results showed only be carried over situation were the time the ankle taping is used 
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during exercise is limited as this study did not investigate the effects of exercise on adhesive 
ankle tape performance.  
 The fourth research question asks, “Will the TM be able to estimate the results as 
established by a full factorial array?” The TM did indeed demonstrate it was cable of estimate 
the same optimal LC W2 • H2 • T1 as the Full Factorial Analysis, and these methods both 
predicted similar optimal result, even with scores that showed extreme variability.  
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Chapter 5 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 In this study it has been demonstrated that the Taguchi Method (TM) can efficiently and 
effectively study many multi-level independent variables (IVs) in a kinesiology application. This 
offers a means to address many optimization questions in kinesiology such as dose response and 
human performance related research questions. This research is the beginning of the exploration 
of the TM in kinesiology. It specifically explored an athletic training application as it showed 
that the TM can be used to optimize inversion ankle taping. Future ankle taping studies can use 
this study’s results, to help design future ankle taping studies. The interaction of the TM with 
human subjects has yet to be extensively explored prior to this study. The frame work in this 
study can be used to guide future kinesiology optimization studies with human subjects. 
 This discussion focuses on what was learned from a TM study on human subjects, and 
how the TM can be applied to other areas in athletic training and kinesiology. The first part 
includes a discussion on what was learned from this study’s results. The second part will explore 
some possible applications of the TM in the field of athletic training.  
Taguchi Method Application 
 Based on the outcomes in this study, the TM design of experiment (DOE) can feasibly be 
applied to research with human subjects for the purpose of determining the optimization of 
inversion ankle taping for aiding in the prevention of the ankle inversion injury mechanism. 
Future studies can be designed to study different independent variables and IV level 
combinations for the optimization of inversion ankle taping. It should be noted however that 
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adding more than three IV levels per IV may not be advisable unless a measure with a high 
degree of precision is employed. In addition, it should be noted that with more IVs and or IV 
levels the larger the study becomes and more resources will be required; more resources in either 
terms of more participants, more time per participant to collect data, more costs to pay 
participants, and more material used to conduct the study.  
 A larger TM study (i.e., a TM with more than 4 multi-level IVs) could be conducted with 
human subjects depending on the precision of the measurement system, feasibility of the time to 
conduct the study per participant, and based on the intended use of the results. If a larger TM 
study was desired a larger linear-array (L) is needed. For this study an L4 array was used because 
it was the smallest requiring the least resources and fit the validation component of this study. 
Considering the pre-study power analysis suggesting a sample size of n = 35, with each subject 
on average taking 1.5 hours to collect data, and 6 hours to prepare and process the collected data 
for analysis, not to mention the learning curve for conducting a TM study, the L4 array was a 
good choice. TM studies need to consider study size, which is directly dependent on the Taguchi 
linear-array selection, number of IVs employed, possible interactions, and the number of 
replications needed. If the purpose is to conduct a screening study where the results will be used 
to guide a much larger study; then, in the researcher’s opinion, at least 5 participants will be 
needed. If the purpose is to prove or disprove a particular hypothesis an appropriate sample size 
based on a power analysis needs to be conducted in order to determine the appropriate sample 
size. See Chapter 3 for the sample size study used in this study. 
 Based on the results of this study, the TM should be applicable to other human subject 
studies. This study was focused on a relatively stable human subject research context. Had the 
effects of exercise on inversion ankle taping been conducted, then the linear combinations’ (LCs) 
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short term adaptive effects would also been studied. Other taping studies could be explored for 
the taping of the knee, wrist, thumb, shoulder, elbow, or specialized taping applications such as 
Kinesio Taping®—strips of tape applied to the skin to influence lymph flow, control pain, and 
increase function. If a suitable measure was applied to the study of these taping techniques then 
the optimal application of these taping techniques could be known.  
Precision of Measurements 
An evaluation of the precision of the measurement system used in a study is related to the 
context with which the measurement system is used and the tolerance for error found in the 
measurement system (Kane, 1996). Precision of measurement is one of the most important 
components in this TM study because distinguishing between the variety of conditions (i.e., LC, 
Baseline, and DAB) is needed in order to have a productive and meaningful study. Therefore TM 
studies have a low tolerance for measurement error. This study was able to show several 
examples of measurement error and their effects on the TM analysis. As such, the precision of 
measurement is one of this study’s limitations. In this study, the best measures were employed 
based on available resources. The motion analysis of ankle inversion movement was the least 
precise (see Chapter 4) measure used in this study, but it remains the most applicable 
measurement for studying the ankle injury mechanism. Had a more precise motion analysis 
measure been used in this study a more precise measurement of each condition’s true value 
would be known, greater effect sizes between conditions would be identifiable, and statistically 
significant differences would most likely become evident. This being said, the motion analysis, 
as used in the study, was able to detect meaningful differences between the LCs.  
The precision of the plantar flexion (PF) measurement was better than the motion 
analysis measurement, used to measure degrees/second (D/S) of ankle inversion, at consistently 
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measuring the various conditions used in this study. This was shown in Table 51 by the large 
mean value differences between conditions and low standard errors of measurement. Ideally the 
motion analysis measurement would work more efficiently as a measure of prophylactic ankle 
stabilizer (PAS) performance since it relates more closely to the typical ankle injury mechanism. 
Plantar flexion, the motion measured by the plantar flexion measurement system, is one of the 
motions of the typical inversion ankle injury mechanism. A LC’s ability to reduce plantar flexion 
is an indicator of the effectiveness of PASs in reducing the inversion ankle injury mechanism 
(Cordova, Ingersoll, & Palmieri, 2002). The effectiveness of the plantar flexion measurement 
system was evident by the smaller amount of relative measurement error, as found in study’s 
ANOVA tables, and SEM, in the TM and full factorial analyses for PF compared to D/S analyses.  
A more precise measurement system used in this study was the weight measurement of 
the IV ankle tape weight (ATW) on a weight scale. ATW is not applicable in clinical situations 
but it does show how the TM works in a study with humans when a more precise measure is 
used. Measurement of ATW shows less error than D/S or PF. Degrees per second and PF reflect 
ankle movement of the participant, as influenced by the condition they are subjected to, and 
other sources of random error. The ATW measure reflects the weight of the LC applied to the 
participant and other sources of random error as well. These sources of random error could be 
attributed to not only the differences associated with the size of the limb the LC was applied to 
but also variation in how the LC was applied and the materials with which the LC was applied. 
These variations can also be attributed to taper error, which is the taper not being consistent in 
how the tape was applied, such as more or less overlapping of strips of tape in one LC compared 
to another LC of the same order, thus causing the LC to weigh more or less that other LCs. 
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Another source of error could be due to one roll of ankle tape weighing more than another
1
. 
Combined sources of error related to ATW, however, are relatively much smaller than those 
associated with D/S or PF, thus leading to greater measurement precision. Future TM studies of 
PAS should attempt to use measurement systems which reflect the similar measurement error 
found in the ATW measure. This will allow for the use of smaller sample sizes and or utilization 
of a larger linear-array.  
To obtain more information about ankle range of motion (AROM), a better engineered 
device for holding the foot in position during ankle inversion, eversion, dorsal flexion, and 
plantar flexion is needed. As observed by the researcher, such a device was displayed at a 
national physical activity conference by a vendor who appeared to be the designer and producer 
of the device, which cost about $10,000 US; no further information concerning this device can 
be recalled, but there were apparent drawbacks to this device for PAS optimization research. 
First, since optimization research uses a lot of separate measurements of LCs many setups would 
need to be done but this device required many compression screw-clamps to be applied to the 
foot, taking a lot of time per measurement session. Second, the cost of the device could be 
prohibitive. Also, as more precise measure of AROM is desirable. The inclinometer in this study 
                                                 
1
 The weight of a roll of tape can vary by several grams, which is consistent with how tape is 
manufactured. The tape is produced in large sheets and cut into strips. The center of the sheet has 
more adhesive compared to the outer; the center is used as a high quality tape, Speed Tape™, 
and the outer as Coach Tape™. The closer the roll of tape is from the center of the sheet the 
more it weighs. 
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only measured degrees of motion in whole numbers. An inclinometer device measuring 
accurately to tenths of a degree would add to the precision of ankle movement measurement. 
As shown in this study, the option to use a fractional factorial array to study IVs frees up 
time for the researcher to apply more sophisticated time consuming measures, such as the 
AROM device described above, or the use of electromyography to study muscle response on the 
sudden ankle inversion device. Electromyography would potentially show how different LC 
influence muscle response. This information could help influence determination of the optimal 
LC, but using this measure in a full factorial DOE would potentially take too much time, and 
potentially discourage the researcher from using the better measure. 
 An infrared marker motion analysis system, such as the Vicon MX system, produced by 
Vicon, uses small infrared markers placed on the individual and an infrared motion sensor 
aligned with a computer. This measurement system allows for greater precision when compared 
to hand digitized type motion analysis systems such as the Ariel Performance Analysis System 
(APAS), produced by Ariel Dynamics that was used in this study. The APAS system uses video, 
reflective markers, and hand digitizing with APAS software to identify limb movement. Using 
an infrared marker setup in the same locations as the ones used in this study should be able to 
identify ankle inversion movement with a greater degree of precision, but an infrared system 
entails much greater costs. 
Another motion analysis approach would be to use a twin axis goniometer specially 
designed for the ankle. Biometrics Ltd. produces such a setup. One part of the accelerometer 
would align along the tibia and the other along either the calcaneus/fifth metatarsal bones. This 
setup would be less affected by skin movement and, in theory, potentially provide greater 
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precision. This setup is also less expensive than the infrared system, but still carries a large 
equipment cost. 
Human factors also influenced the precision of measurement. In general, in industrial 
engineering, there will be less variability with the materials used in a study. In human subject 
studies, participants, the material in a study, can vary randomly, thus being a covariate. This is 
one reason the inclusion criteria for this study included a weight range. Perhaps within this 
weight range there is still variability that can be further partitioned and studied if participants 
were blocked into categories by weight, or by how much plantar flexion they achieved, and then 
be reanalyzed. This technique may ameliorate the amount of variability and thus show more 
consistent LC values.  
Sample Size Determination 
As mentioned above, the precision of the measurement system relates to the sample size 
needed in a TM study and to statistical significance; however, the TM does not solely rely on 
statistical significance. It also looks at percent contribution of variables in terms of their mean 
square error (MSE). Using percent contribution allows for the identification of meaningful IVs 
and subsequent identification of the meaningful IV levels which are then used in determination 
of an optimal LC and the predicted optimal LC value. By relying on percent contribution more 
emphasis is placed on IV effects as determinants of significance rather than the classical 
statistical significance of IV, which is heavily influenced by error variance. More reliance on the 
percent contribution method, instead of statistical significance will, in theory, require smaller 
sample sizes to arrive at an optimal LC (i.e., the exact LC sequence) and the predicted optimal 
LC value. Using the percent contribution approach the optimal LC was identified at n = 29 for 
DPS, and at n = 2 for both PF and ATW (see Tables 39, 42, and 45 respectively). If only sample 
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sizes of n = 2 where needed in this study however the results might spuriously low or high. A 
better method for sample size determination would be to study the error variance as 
demonstrated in Chapter 4. 
 As shown in Chapter 4, as demonstrated precision of a measure increased the sample size 
needed to determine the predicted LC value decreased: D/S showed a need of n = 34, PF a need 
of n = 29, and ATW showed a need of n = 14. The decrease in sample size is due to the 
measure’s ability to identify small differences between the many LCs in a factorial study. It 
should be noted again that the measurement of ATW does not reflect any meaningful results 
related to ankle tape performance, but it does reflect a more precise measure in which humans 
participants are involved. It also conveniently demonstrates that a smaller sample size is needed 
when a measure demonstrates greater precision. The ability to distinguish between LCs is a very 
important part of designing TM studies. The ability to distinguish between LCs is especially in 
studies with human subject where humans vary as a function of their individuality. 
 When human subject variability is kept to a minimum a smaller sample size can be used 
as demonstrated in genetics research. In genetics research when identical human tissue samples 
can be prepared for analysis and are then subjected to a variety of LC based on a predetermined 
full factorial or fractional factorial array. As mentioned in the literature review section, the TM is 
used in this type of research to reduce the number of LC needed in a study, because these types 
of studies can have an exceedingly large number of IV and IV levels. In these studies human 
tissue does not necessarily co-vary unless the research was designed to use tissue from different 
human subjects based on a priori criteria. Error from human subjects is then eliminated. Error in 
this type of study would come from other sources. 
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In this study, as the sample size decreased it was more difficult to demonstrate a 
consistent optimal LC value. This consistency varied based on the precision of the measurement 
system employed. If the goal is to only identify the optimal LC than a less precise measurement 
system and/or a smaller sample size could be used, but if the optimal predicted LC was the goal 
then a more precise measurement system and/or a smaller sample size would be needed. 
 It should be noted in this discussion that a limitation of this study could be sample size. 
At sample size n = 34 the results become stable, as shown in Figure 31. It cannot be known with 
certainty whether a larger sample size would show consistent scores, however the IV scores in 
Figure 31 do appear to become more consistent as the sample size increases.  
Meaningfulness of the Results 
Even though a study demonstrates a large effect between IVs levels it can still be 
statistically insignificant; however, this does not mean the IV level effects are meaningless. 
Valid inferences can still be drawn from the results. A statistically insignificant result means that 
the results failed to statistically disprove the null hypothesis that the group means are the same. 
Still without statistical significance there is still meaning in the results but there is a lesser degree 
of certainty in the results. In this study, statistical significance was lacking for some IVs. Had a 
much larger sample size been used statistical significance would likely be obtained, and more 
confidence could be placed in the results, relying on effect size however provides valuable 
information that can be used to refine a study and still inform us of the meaningfulness of the 
results. An approach to quantify the effect found in this study would be to examine the 
magnitude of differences on a descriptive and probabilistic scale as suggested by Batterham and 
Hopkins (2006). Using such a scale would help describe the magnitude of the difference between 
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conditions in meaningful terms such as “harmful”, “trivial”, or “beneficial” effects (Batterham & 
Hopkins, 2006). Future TM studies may wish to employ this technique.  
The difference between DOE as used in industrial engineering and DOE used in 
behavioral research is that in industrial engineering a study is defined, tested, then the study is 
quickly refined, tested,  and so on until a product or process is optimized for its intended purpose. 
In behavioral research a study is defined, tested, and the results analyzed. Generally, only after 
the study has been published will the researcher refine the study to prove a new hypothesis.  
Interaction Effects 
 Interactions need to be taken into consideration for their potential impact on the 
determination of the optimal LC as interactions dilute the strength of the TM model. In this study 
two way interactions proved statistically insignificant; however, there was a statistically 
insignificant, but meaningful, interaction between weight (W) and prewrap thickness (T). The 
absence of interactions are ideal in TM studies as interactions show inconsistencies and typically 
perform poorly in real life situations (Taguchi, Chowdhury & Taguchi, 2000). This study’s one 
interaction between W and T had no influence on the optimal LC; therefore, this interaction does 
not dilute the meaningfulness of this study’s TM-based results.  
 The possibility of the presence of any interactions in a TM based study needs to be taken 
into consideration in the design phase of a TM study. Interactions should be avoided in a TM 
study; however, the researcher should acknowledge that there is a possibility of interactions 
being present even if interactions are ‘designed’ out of a study. As a TM study does not typically 
conduct a full factorial analysis, as was done in this study, the TM’s utility as a research model is 
limited compared to full factorial studies and this is therefore another limitation of this study. 
The TM does make considerations for interactions by studying specific (i.e., limited) LCs known 
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to possibly interact. Specific columns of a linear-array are designated for this exact purpose, and 
can be found in a TM design of experiment (DOE) reference book (Roy, 1995; Taguchi, 
Chowdhury, & Taguchi, 2000). 
 This study could not use designated columns because a L4 does not accommodate 
designated columns in a 2 X 2 X 2 size design space (n.b., a study with 8 possible LC). The next 
larger linear-array, L8, requires 8 LC to be studied simultaneously. This would mean the 2 X 2 X 
2 design space is the same as a full factorial 2 X 2 X 2 design space (see Roy, 1990), thus 
voiding the purpose of this research study. Inversely had more IVs, or more IV levels per IV, 
been used in this study not all LC could be accommodated by a L8 and select IV interactions 
would need to be designated. 
In consideration of the fact that all possible LC in this study where actually tested and 
analyzed in both a fractional factorial and full factorial model no a prior assumptions that any 
interactions would be present, or need to be placed and studied in a designated column, needed to 
be made in this study’s TM analysis. 
Kinesmetrics 
 The reliability evidence in this study shows that the TM can consistently predict the 
optimal LC based on test retest results. The validity evidence shows that the TM model was able 
to predict the LC set out in the hypothesis (i.e., W2 • H2 • T1). The optimal results predicted by 
the TM aligned well with those determined by the full factorial model. The strength of this 
evidence was weakened by poor measurement precision, but the ATW study showed that when a 
more precise measure was used more confidence could be placed in the results. 
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Cost Analysis 
The Taguchi loss function states that as a product deviates further from its intended target 
value quality is decreased and costs, in terms of return of products, are incurred. The loss 
function is a relative estimate of quality of a product based on how far the LC is from the target 
value. The Taguchi loss function uses the “Nominal is Best” quality characteristic as opposed to 
the “Smaller is Better” or “Bigger is Better” quality characteristics. This study did not set out to 
state a specific target value from which all LC, or conditions, could be compared to, or put 
another way it did not use the “Nominal is Best” quality characteristic strategy. This study used 
the “Smaller is Better” quality characteristic because the smallest amount of ankle inversion 
motion and rate of inversion was the goal. In order to apply the Taguchi loss function a 
“Nominal is Best” quality characteristic would need to be used and a target value known. Before 
this study began it was difficult to define a nominal value, or ideal value, for rate of inversion or 
ROM, but with this study’s results a better understanding of the range of possible nominal values 
is now known. Future studies can use this evidence to determine an ideal nominal value for the 
application study of the Taguchi loss function. 
In this study an absolute cost analysis was conducted, and based on the PF measurement 
system results, the LCs W2 • H2 • T1 and W2 • H2 • T2 cost the most but provided the best PAS 
performance. If a researcher or clinician would be willing to accept less performance a less 
costly LC could be selected for clinical application. For example, based on the PF measurement 
system LC W2 • H1 • T1 (PF = 43.89˚) was the fourth best but cost $0.33 less that of LC W2 • 
H2 • T1 (PF = 38.91˚) but provides 4.98˚ less PF reduction. In the end the clinician can use a cost 
to benefit analysis to determine the best LC to use for an athlete 
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Broader Application of the Taguchi Method 
In the researcher’s professional health care experience procedures and products are 
utilized with little consideration for the cost or benefit of the procedures or products. Often no 
quantifiable scale is used to determine why one product or procedure is used over another. A 
product or procedure is typically used because it has always been done that way or it is what the 
user is comfortable doing or using. Shouldn’t the optimal product or process be based on a cost 
benefit analysis? Evidence based medicine has come a long way in quantifying cost and benefit 
but it is not this way throughout the medical system. The medical system functions on 
reimbursement for services, not on reimbursement for the best service (Gawande, 2012). How 
much money could be saved if proof of effectiveness was required? Similarly, what evidence 
shows that one physical education curriculum is the optimal physical education curriculum? The 
education system funder or consumer will one day demand more value for their money. An 
optimization approach, such as the TM, could help facilitate cost benefit analyses. 
Further Analyses 
With the obtained data future analyses could be conducted in order to explore more 
effective and efficient optimization indices or models. One such analysis would be a direct 
comparison of the indicators of variability, the SD and the S/N. Box prefers the SD because he 
feels it is more efficient and in the same units as the obtained data (Box, 1985). Another future 
analysis would be to use the results from this study to determine the optimal value based on a 
response surface methodology study (Boiarskaia, 2011). The response surface methodology 
seeks to find the best response based on the fewest number of observations and trials. 
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Clinical Application 
The ankle muscles contract to help stabilize the talocrural joint, but as noted earlier their 
response is too slow, in most cases, to provide sufficient stability thus leaving the static 
structures as the initial joint stabilizers, therefore even minor changes in rate could provide extra 
protection from injury thus reducing the overall rate of ankle sprains. Theoretically by knowing 
the rate reduction provided by each LC could help a clinician decide which LC they would want 
to use.  
By reviewing the D/S results from this study it can be shown that there is indeed a 
difference in rate between LCs. The TM only shows half of the studied LC, since its purpose is 
only to estimate the optimal conditions based on limited experimental trials. Therefore changes 
in rate reduction based on “lighter” and less expensive ankle tapings based on all LC could not 
be known using solely the TM. A possible solution is to predict the value for each LC not 
included in the L4 used in this study, the same way the optimal LC value is determined. These 
predicted values would provide a good estimate of the actual LC values. A clinician could then 
use this evidence to determine the level of protection they want to provide. This type of analysis 
however was not conducted in this study, but a full factorial analysis was conducted. The full 
factorial results show (see Table 54) all of the LC values and this evidence can be used by a 
clinician for determining the LC they want to use. 
Future Ankle Tape Optimization Studies 
 Now that the TM has been validated as a viable method for PAS research all possible LC, 
as designated by full factorial study need not be studied, thus freeing up resources for studying a 
variety of IV. Only the LCs designated by a linear-array need to be studied. Size differences 
could be studied by isolating specific ranges (i.e., height and weight) for body sizes by gender. 
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Lower leg dimension ranges, like the one gathered in this study, could be used as an inclusion 
criteria, as could body weight ranges, ankle laxity ranges, and strength ranges.  
In addition to using a more precise measurement system in future ankle tape optimization 
studies, future studies should also attempt to introduce noise variables. Noise variables are 
environmental variables like exercise (i.e., prolonged ankle movement), heat, and sweat, as 
previously described in Chapter 2. This would create more validity evidence to support the 
optimal LC and the predicated optimal LC value. This would allow more confidence in the 
selection of a particular LC if it was tested under real environmental (i.e., noise) conditions. In 
addition, systematic modification of the IV could lead to the determination of a better ankle tape 
combination. These modifications could include changing the taping technique— stirrup style, 
heel lock style, figure eight style as used in this study, or adding new structures to the employed 
taping technique such as the subtalar sling (Wilkerson, 1991).  
Conclusion 
In conclusion this research introduces a unique research strategy to kinesiology with the 
application of the TM to a study which involves human subjects. The results from this study 
showed that the TM can be used successfully in a kinesiology application involving human 
subjects in order to optimize a human related product. It also showed that the measures employed 
in this study were able to detect differences between various conditions in both the Taguchi and 
full factorial methods. Agreement between the TM and the full factorial analysis was 
demonstrated, and an optimal adhesive ankle taping method was identified. Reduction in ankle 
inversion was demonstrated to be similar for both the optimal linear combination (LC) and the 
durable ankle brace (DAB) in reducing ankle inversion. Lastly, a sample size analysis was able 
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to determine the most appropriate sample size needed for a TM analysis of prophylactic ankle 
stabilizers (PAS).  
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STUDY ADVERTISEMENT FLYER 
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Ankle Taping 
Optimization Study 
 
 
Doctoral student is looking for female participants, between 18 and 35 years old, to participate in 
an ankle taping optimization study. Study is associated with the Kinesmetrics Lab of the 
Department of Kinesiology and Community Health, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
 
Participants do the following for the study: 
 attend a 1.5 hour orientation and testing session 
 have ankle taped and tape/ankle performance measured 
 attend a 1 hour follow testing session if selected for follow-group 
 
Participants needed: 
 18-35 years old 
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 no prior ankle injury in the past 6 months 
 should not have an excessive history of ankle sprains or chronically unstable ankles 
 
Participant compensation: 
 No compensation offered at this time 
 
Please contact Marco Boscolo (boscolo2@illinois.edu) 721-9200 if interested in participating in 
this study. 
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Appendix B 
 
INCLUSION CRITERIA VERBAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Are you in the 18 to 35 years old age range?  
 
Do you weigh between 120 & 180 pounds? 
 
Have you had a lower extremity injury, sprain, strain or fracture, in the past 6 months? 
 
If yes, please describe.  
 
 
 
 
How many ankle injuries have you had over your lifetime? 
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Appendix C 
 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
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U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  I L L I N O I S  
A T  U R B A N A - C H A M P A I G N  
 
 
 
Department of Kinesiology and Community Health 
 
College of Applied Health Sciences 
Louise Freer Hall 
906 South Goodwin Avenue 
Urbana, IL 61801-3895 
Telephone 217-333-0034  
Fax 217-244-3716 
      
Optimization of Adhesive Athletic Tape: A Taguchi Method Based Study 
 
Informed Consent Form 
 
You are being invited to take part in a study entitled “Optimization of Adhesive Athletic Tape: A 
Taguchi Method Based Study”. The study is being conducted by Marco S. Boscolo under the 
direction of Dr. Weimo Zhu of the Department of Kinesiology and Community Health at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). The purpose of this study is to decide the 
best use of athletic tape for the ankle. Taking part in this study may require you to attend up to 
two testing sessions. The first session will be 90 minutes. During the first session, the researchers 
will explain and show you the equipment and measures, and testing will be done. A randomly 
selected group will be asked to attend a 60 minute follow-up testing session. Being a part of this 
study requires you to shave the lower half of your lower leg. 
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To take part in this study you must be a female between the ages of 18 and 35 and weigh 
between 115 – 180 pounds. You must not have sustained any ankle injuries in the last 6 months. 
You must not have any chronic ankle injuries.  
 
Procedure: 
 
Your agreement to be in this study is voluntary and may require two testing sessions. Testing 
Session 1 should take 90 minute. If you are selected to do Testing Session 2, it should take 
approximately 60 minutes. Session 2 will take place within 14 days of Testing Session 1. The 
purpose of the second session is to check to see if scores are consistent between sessions. You 
can ask any questions about the study or procedures at any time. 
 
Testing Session I: (90 minutes) 
 
You will have 9 types of ankle bracing applied to your ankle. This will consist of 8 different tape 
applications and 1 non-tape ankle brace. You will complete two different tests for each bracing 
application: 
 
1. Sudden Ankle Movement Measure (see Figure 1): This measure involves standing on a 
slanted platform. Then the platform will be released and drop inward to an angle of 32 
degrees. Markers will be attached with adhesive tape to your lower leg and ankle. These 
markers are used to capture the movement for measurement by a camera.  
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Figure C.1: Sudden ankle movement measurement device. Picture 1: standing flat. Picture 2: 
dropped inward. 
 
2. Ankle ROM Measure: This measure will require you to lie on your back with your lower 
leg and foot held in a device (see Figure 2). This device will measure your ankle’s ROM in 
four directions.  
 
 
Figure C.2: ROM measurement device. 
 
Part I: Height, Weight, and Lower Leg Measurements, Familiarization, and Practice (30 
minutes) 
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Your height, weight, and fibular length (outer lower leg bone) will be measured. You will then 
be shown the equipment and tests you will perform, as well as the materials used to brace your 
ankle. You will then practice the tests with an unbraced ankle (i.e. barefoot).  
 
Part II: Brace Preparation and Testing (60 minutes) 
 
There will be 9 different types of ankle bracing situations and 1 barefoot condition to test. 
Athletic tape will be applied over a layer of prewrap (prewrap is a thin foam layer that prevents 
the tape from adhering to the skin). Under the prewrap a light coating of adhesive spray will be 
applied directly to the skin. Before tape is applied, the lower leg and ankle will be inspected to 
make sure it is free of hair and lotion. If not you will be asked to shave your leg hair and or 
remove leg lotion with a soapy towel. A disposable razor, shave lotion and a towel will be 
provided to you.  
 
Testing Session 2: (60 minutes) 
 
If you are selected for a second testing session, it will be a repeat of part II above.  
 
Risk: 
 
The risk for taking part in this research study is minimal. It should not involve any risks beyond 
those of ordinary day-to-day life. However, there is minimal risk of injury involved with the 
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sudden ankle movement measure. This risk is minimized with the use of safety stops. These 
prevent the ankle from going past 32 degrees and being injured. No injuries have been reported 
by other researchers due to use of this device.  
 
Benefits: 
 
There are no direct benefits to you from being part of this study. There are benefits to sport 
science. This study will provide information about a new method to assess ankle taping.  
 
Compensation: 
 
You will receive $10 for your completion of each testing session. You will only receive the $10 
if you complete the whole testing session. If you complete both testing sessions, you will have 
received $20 in total. The University of Illinois does not provide medical or hospitalization 
insurance coverage for being a part of this study, nor will they provide compensation for any 
injury sustained as a result of participation in this study, except as required by law.  
 
Voluntary Participation/withdrawal: 
 
Being part of this study is strictly voluntary. You may withdraw from this study at any time. But 
understand that you will not receive the $10 if you do not complete the whole testing session. 
The decision to participate, decline, or withdraw participation will have no effect on your 
relationship with the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. Please contact Dr. Weimo Zhu 
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or Mr. Marco Boscolo with any questions or concerns about the research. You may contact Dr. 
Weimo Zhu at (217) 333-7503, weimozhu@illinois.edu, Marco Boscolo at (217) 721-9200 (cell), 
boscolo2@illinois.edu, if you feel you have been injured or harmed by this research. If you have 
any questions about your rights as a participant in this study, please contact the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Institutional Review Board at (217) 333-2670 (please, feel free to 
call collect if calling from outside the 217 area code, identify yourself as a research participant 
when placing the call), or by email at irb@illinois.edu.  
 
Confidentiality: 
 
By signing below, I understand all of the conditions and procedures within this research study. 
The information obtained in this research study will be treated as confidential and will not be 
released to any person without my expressed written consent. The information obtained from this 
research study may be used for statistical or scientific purposes with my right of privacy upheld. 
I have read the above information about this research study, including the research procedures, 
possible risks, and the likelihood of any benefits to me. Any questions or concerns that I have 
about the procedures of this research study have been answered. Also, I have been given a copy 
of this consent form. I hereby consent and voluntarily offer to follow the study requirements and 
take part in the study. 
 
 
 I am 18 years of age or older.  
 I have not sustained any ankle injuries in the last 6 months. 
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_____________________________   __________________ 
Signature of Participant      Date 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________   ___________________ 
Signature of Investigator      Date 
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Appendix D 
 
PERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
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Appendix E 
 
MINITAB INSTRUCTIONS 
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Minitab 16 has built-in analysis suites for optimization. A Taguchi Method DOE is one 
of these suites. The Minitab support literature for the Taguchi method was not sufficient for 
setting up and running this studies analyses. Described in this appendix are the steps and 
procedures used to run a Taguchi method DOE with Minitab 16. 
Two different data structures were used to setup the standard and S/N ratio analyses. This 
was needed in order to produce tests of significance and correct DOF. This called for two 
separate Minitab worksheets and analyses for each DV measured. Subsequently, each sample 
size used in this study required a separate analysis.  
In the means analysis each participant was considered a case. The independent variable 
level combinations and resulting output were placed in a Minitab worksheet resulting in the first 
four columns in Table 17 in chapter 3. In order for Minitab to recognize replicated experiments 
(i.e., repeated measures) each case was coded as a group as shown in column 5 of Table 10. 
Minitab’s Command Line Editor was used to create replicate IDs for each case. The command 
used is illustrated in Figure A1. Define Custom Taguchi Design function was then used to 
identify the study’s independent variables. Weight, height, thickness and case where identified as 
the study’s IVs and the “No signal factor” box was selected because there were no noise or 
systematically varied control independent variables used in the primary analysis. Analyze 
Taguchi Design was then used to conduct the Taguchi analysis. Degrees/Second was selected as 
the location of the Response data column; in this specific analysis. Under the Graphs radio 
button Means was selected. Under Analysis Means for Display Response Tables and Fit Liner 
Model was selected. Under Terms independent variables weight, height and thickness where 
selected and case was removed. Under Analysis Graphs regular residual plots and individual 
plots where selected. Under Options the smaller is better S/N ratio was selected for this analysis. 
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The S/N ratio varies depended desired quality of the output variable: Bigger, Nominal or Smaller 
is Better. Under storage no options were selected. “OK” was selected to run the analysis.  
 
SET C5 
(1:35)4 
END 
Figure E.1. Command line language used to create replicate IDs.  
 
After each analysis the ANOVA table and independent variable level values were 
evaluated for percent contribution of each independent variable and error variance, and 
independent variable level mean values and independent variable level absolute differences. 
Based on this evaluation low lowest contributing independent variable was pooled with error 
variance by removing it from the Terms menu and then re-run the analyses. When pooling was 
sufficient prediction of the optimum result was conducted.  
Prediction of results at optimum was accomplished with the use of Minitab’s Prediction 
function. Mean and S/Ns ratio were selected. Independent variable levels where selected under 
Levels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
